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Abstract
In this PhD, functional genetic variation of European grayling (Thymallus thymallus) is
assessed to inform conservation and management of the species. This study is the first to
characterize immune variation at the Major Histocompatibility complex (MHC) in grayling.
The MHC is a marker of high ecological relevance, because of the strong association
between immunity and fitness. Taking advantage of advances in sequencing technology, an
analytical pipeline optimized for high-throughput, efficient and accurate genotyping of
multi-gene families in non-model species is presented. Immune genetic variation is
compared to neutral marker data. Results confirm the hypothesis that neutral marker
variation does not predict immune genetic variation. Further, the possible effect of
supplementing wild populations with hatchery-reared fish on immune genetic variation is
evaluated. Significantly lower estimates of heterozygosity were found in stocked than purely
native populations. Lower differentiation at immune genes than at neutral markers are
indicative of the effects of balancing selection acting upon the MHC, within purely native,
but not stocked populations. Furthermore species distribution modelling is used to identify
environmental parameters shaping the distribution of grayling. To evaluate risks imposed by
climate change, the sensitivity of grayling to climatic variables and range changes under
predicted future scenarios are assessed. Locally-optimised mitigation strategies are shown
to increase habitat suitability estimates under conditions of climate change. Evolutionary
dynamics between hosts and pathogens are important factors in determining an individual’s
susceptibility to disease. Studying the microbiome is therefore a promising tool to
investigate the risk of disease-mediated extinctions, in relation to environmental conditions
and host genetics. This study presents a preliminary analysis on the microbiome of grayling
to inform experimental design for future large-scale studies. Altogether, data presented
here contribute to improve the management of European grayling. More broadly, it informs
conservation research in general, demonstrating the value of taking multiple approaches.
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Chapter One: General Introduction

This chapter provides a broad context and review of relevant topics of research that will be
addressed again through-out the following chapters of the thesis. After introducing relevant
thematic and conceptual topics in turn, information on the biology and management of the
study species, the European grayling (Thymallus thymallus), is given. Finally, the aims and
objectives of each of the chapters are summarized.

Background
Global ecosystem alteration and species extinction make biodiversity maintenance a major
challenge (Barnosky et al. 2012). Among the important drivers of anthropogenic biodiversity
loss are habitat destruction, exploitation and pollution, which directly result from the
growth of the human population (Butchart et al. 2010; Ceballos et al. 2015). Important
ecosystem services affected by the loss of biodiversity include nutrient cycling, primary
productivity, water supply, pollination and pest control (Keesing et al. 2010; Mace et al.
2012; Cardinale et al. 2012; Dirzo et al. 2014). The positive relationship between biodiversity
and ecosystem function is clearly recognized, thus the loss of biodiversity is of immediate
concern for human well-being (Cardinale et al. 2012; Ehrlich and Ehrlich 2013).
Biodiversity can be measured and defined at different levels: variation among genes,
functional traits or species (Cardinale et al. 2012). There is a close relationship between
biodiversity at these different levels of organization from genes to ecosystems (Whitham et
al. 2006; Johnson and Stinchcombe 2007). For example local genetic variation within one
species of the community can affect diversity and composition of other dependent
community members or drive processes of co-adaptation or co-speciation (Wimp et al.
2004; Wade 2007). It is therefore generally acknowledged that the preservation of genetic
diversity is a key parameter for maintaining biodiversity (Pertoldi et al. 2007; Sgrò et al.
2011).
There is evidence that the loss of genetic diversity has direct adverse effects on the viability
of species and populations (Spielman et al. 2004; Frankham 2005a). In short time scales, the
1

loss of genetic variation due to inbreeding, and the reduction in fitness through an
accumulation of recessive deleterious mutations, referred to as inbreeding depression,
imposes a significant threat on natural populations (Charlesworth and Willis 2009). In long
time scales, heritable genetic variation represents the basic resource required for adaptive
evolution to occur (Chevin et al. 2010) and for populations to exhibit adaptive response to
environmental change (Duplouy et al. 2013). The capacity of a population to thus adapt to
environmental change directly relates to several factors, including genetic variation for traits
under selection, the strength of selection and population size (Wright 1931; Falconer et al.
1996; Willi et al. 2006). Thus, the argument can be made that maintenance of genetic
variation itself, in terms of evolutionary potential, becomes particularly important in the
light of climate change (Hoffmann and Sgrò 2011).

The role of genetics in conservation biology
A major challenge for conservation biologists is to allocate limited resources in a way that
maximises conservation impact (Bottrill et al. 2008). Genetic monitoring allows assessment
of parameters such as effective population size and inbreeding, which are strong predictors
for the probability of extinction of a population (Spielman et al. 2004; Frankham 2005a;
Wright et al. 2008). Genetic monitoring is therefore a valuable tool for risk assessment and
prioritization of populations for conservation efforts (Schwartz et al. 2007; Ottewell et al.
2016). Where species have become highly threatened in the wild, captive breeding
programmes are initiated to prevent extinction (Frankham 2008). With the goal to support
or reintroduce natural populations and recover self-sustainability, genetic considerations for
the design of captive breeding programmes are crucial in order to minimize the loss of
genetic diversity, inbreeding and adaptation to captivity (Frankham 2008; Fraser 2008;
Griffiths and Pavajeau 2008; Robert 2009; Williams and Hoffman 2009).
Furthermore, assessment of gene flow between populations can resolve patterns of
migration, which can inform conservation management by the identification and design of
migration corridors (Epps et al. 2007;

Manel and Holderegger 2013). Where natural

migration cannot be restored, assisted migration or ‘genetic rescue’ through the artificial
introduction of individuals (from a genetically similar stock) can restore genetic diversity in
2

highly inbred populations (Vilà et al. 2003; Frankham 2015; Whiteley et al. 2015). The
success of an assisted migration strongly depends on the amount of genetic divergence
between source and recipient population, which relates to the risk of disrupting local
adaptations and outbreeding depression (Edmands 2007). However, the risk of this
management option is high while the genetic basis of inbreeding and outbreeding
depression remain poorly understood (Hedrick et al. 2014; Waller 2015; Hedrick and GarciaDorado 2016). The identification of genetic divergences between populations and the
assignment of evolutionary significant units (ESU) for management is therefore one of the
most important contributions of genetics to conservation biology (Allendorf et al. 2010;
Frankham 2010).

Neutral versus functional genetic variation
Historically, there has been a focus on using selectively neutral genetic loci as a convenient
tool to infer genetic variation in conservation biology (Sunnucks 2000; Kirk and Freeland
2011). Neutral markers putatively have no adaptive function, but empirically, there may be
correlation between neutral marker heterozygosity and fitness (HFC). Positive HFCs would
support the idea that neutral markers can be used to infer functional variation, for example
by revealing loss of genetic variation across the genome through inbreeding (Szulkin et al.
2010).

Despite their widespread use and utility in revealing demographic processes, such as genetic
drift, caution must be used when making conclusions from measurements of heterozygosity
at neutral markers (Ding and Goudet 2005; Hansson and Westerberg 2008). The accuracy of
estimating genome wide heterozygosity from a limited set of neutral markers may be poor
(Hansson and Westerberg 2008; Szulkin et al. 2010). Thus, good experimental design should
consider the amount of genome coverage required to provide a representative sample of
the whole genome (DeWoody and DeWoody 2005; Kirk and Freeland 2011). For example, a
population study of the endangered takahe (Porphyrio hochstetteri) could not accurately
predict the inbreeding status of individuals using microsatellite markers (n=23 loci) as it was
inferred from pedigree analysis (Grueber et al. 2011). Critically, neutral markers do not
3

typically provide direct information on selective processes and it has been shown that
neutral and adaptive genetic variation can be affected differently during demographic
processes like bottlenecks (Ejsmond and Radwan 2011; Oliver and Piertney 2012; Sutton et
al. 2011,2015).

There are implications of making management decisions based on neutral marker data
alone. When conservation priorities are based on genetic diversity surveys, the outcomes
may differ significantly using neutral or adaptive markers (Bonin et al. 2007). Moreover, the
scale and degree of population divergence measured for neutral markers does not
necessarily represent adaptive population differentiation, which is of high relevance when
management includes translocation (Johnson 2000). The maintenance of this adaptive
population differentiation is of high importance in conservation biology, because it is
thought to result in the highest diversity and opportunities for evolution in an uncertain
future (Forest et al. 2007) and avoids genetic homogenization that reduces the spatial
component of genetic variability among populations of a species (Olden et al. 2004).

Ecologically meaningful and subject to selection, functional markers are increasingly being
used in conservation genetics (Hoffmann and Willi, 2008a; Kirk and Freeland, 2011; Piertney
and Webster, 2010). Genes associated with the immune system make a good choice for
such studies because of the strong association between immune competence and fitness,
and the highly adaptive nature of pathogen recognition and elimination within the coevolutionary dynamics between hosts and pathogens (Piertney and Webster 2010; Tellier et
al. 2014; Sutton et al. 2015). Thus, because merging diseases are thought to be of major
importance for biodiversity (Daszak et al. 2000) and extinction (Smith et al. 2006, 2009),
genetic variation associated with pathogen resistance is an excellent model for conservation
monitoring (Sommer 2005; Eyto et al. 2007; Dionne et al. 2009; Ujvari and Belov 2011).

4

The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) in conservation genetics
Protein molecules encoded by the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) bind specific
antigens to their peptide binding region (PBR) and present them on cell surfaces to Tlymphocytes which need this stimulus to recognize antigens and to initialize the immune
response cascade (Zinkernagel and Doherty 1974). What follows is a summary of MHC gene
structure (see Jeffrey and Bangham 2000). Two classes of MHC genes can be defined: MHC
class I molecules are involved in intracellular defense. They are expressed on the surface of
all nucleic somatic cells and present antigens to CD 8+cytotoxic T-cells. Class I molecules are
heterodimers defined by a transmembranic heavy chain and three extracellular domains
(α1, α2, α3) and a β2 microglobulin. The peptide-binding region is formed by the α1 and α2
domains of the heavy chain. MHC class II molecules can be found on activated T-cells, B-cells
and macrophages and present antigens to CD 4 T-helper cells. They are also heterodimers
consisting of a α- and a β-chain. The peptide binding region in the class II MHC is also
formed by the α1 and β1 domain. MHC loci can be either of classical (a) or non-classical (b)
type where the former encode functional MHC proteins as described above. Characteristics
for the definition of classical loci are the conservation of residues that anchor the C-and Ntermini of peptides, ubiquitous expression, selection on PBR and polymorphism (Saper et al.
1991; Miller et al. 2006). Non-classical MHC loci can have evolutionarily conserved
recognition function (Hansen et al. 2007; Hofstetter et al. 2011) and several non-classical
MHC genes are known to regulate innate immune response (Braud et al. 1999; Sullivan et al.
2006).
The genes of the MHC are the most variable coding loci known in vertebrates, and are a
classic example of balancing selection, maintaining high levels of polymorphism because of
selection for variation (Sommer 2005). Due to close interaction with pathogens, pathogenmediated selection is thought to be the main mechanism to maintain the high diversity
observed in this gene family (Eizaguirre et al. 2012). This is supported by a large body of
empirical studies which show associations between MHC variants and pathogen
susceptibility and resistance (e.g.: Miller et al. 2004; Meyer-Lucht and Sommer 2005; Zhang
et al. 2006; Savage and Zamudio 2011). Balancing selection is thought to act via nonmutually exclusive mechanisms: heterozygote advantage, frequency dependent selection,
and variation of selection in space and time (Piertney and Oliver 2005; Spurgin and
5

Richardson 2010). Additionally, sexual selection has been shown to play an important role in
maintaining polymorphism through MHC-mediated mate choice in a range of taxa (Roberts
and Gosling 2003; Consuegra and Leaniz 2008; Setchell et al. 2010; Strandh et al. 2012).
Many studies investigating MHC diversity in bottlenecked populations report a strong effect
of genetic drift in eroding variation (Agudo et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2010; Miller and Lambert
2004; Schad et al. 2004), but the maintenance of MHC variation after a bottleneck has been
documented several times (Aguilar et al. 2004; Oliver and Piertney 2012). It has been shown
that the loss of genetic variation can be more pronounced for the MHC under the
simultaneous effects of drift and balancing selection (Ejsmond and Radwan 2011; Sutton et
al. 2011). On the other hand, variation can re-establish via mutation and selection again if
the population expands (Ejsmond and Radwan 2011). Some natural populations have lost
almost all MHC variation though, like Eurasian beaver (Babik et al. 2005) and cheetahs
(Thalwitzer et al. 2010), but still show the capacity to combat infections. Thus, some species
can compensate for a lack of variation at the MHC (Acevedo-Whitehouse and Cunningham
2006), but the mechanisms of selection are unknown. These examples of species with low
MHC diversity, expanding and apparently coping well with immune challenges, may be
rather exceptional though and it is possible that contrasting examples of species that have
gone extinct are not documented (Frankham 2005a).
Because of the high sensitivity to population dynamics in addition to its functional
importance, the MHC continues to be a top candidate to monitor adaptive genetic variation
in a conservation context (Sommer 2005; Eyto et al. 2007; Piertney and Webster 2010;
Ujvari and Belov 2011; Hansen et al. 2012; Marsden et al. 2013; Vásquez-Carrillo et al. 2014;
Elbers and Taylor 2016). As host-pathogen interactions have been shown to be an important
force acting upon the MHC, the simultaneous study of bacterial diversity and MHC variation
further offers the possibility to gain valuable insights on evolutionary processes (Dionne et
al. 2007, 2009b; Eizaguirre et al. 2012; Pavey et al. 2013).

6

Metagenomics of microbial communities
A field of research that has gathered much momentum through the development of new
sequencing technologies is metagenomics of microbial communities (Hugenholtz and Tyson
2008). The application of culture-independent genomic tools has led to the discovery of vast
diversity within and across natural microbial communities (Xu 2006). The identification of a
high degree of association between eukaryotic organisms and microbial communities,
including symbiotic, commensal and pathogenic relationships, has advanced our
understanding of the importance of microorganisms in the evolution and functioning of
higher organisms ( Zilber-Rosenberg and Rosenberg 2008; Fraune and Bosch 2010; Fumagalli
et al. 2011). The hologenome concept has emerged, where the individual organism is
expanded by the totality of its microorganisms (microbiome) as a unit for selection,
adaptation and evolution (Bosch and McFall-Ngai 2011; Gilbert et al. 2012; Rosenberg and
Zilber-Rosenberg 2016).
There are a number of important contributions to conservation biology that microbiome
research can make (Redford et al. 2012). There are several relevant conceptual areas of
research: the threat of emerging infectious diseases (Altizer et al. 2003; Fisher et al. 2012);
dynamics of pathogens and extinction in nature (Smith et al. 2009); and the interaction
between stress, the microbiome and pathogens (Thurber et al. 2008; Verbrugghe et al.
2012; Amato et al. 2013; Boutin et al. 2013). It has therefore been suggested to use the
microbiome to monitor the physiological states of individuals in a conservation context
(Allendorf et al. 2010). Bioaugmentation of probiotic, protective bacteria has become a
common practice in aqua culture as a strategy for disease mitigation (Verschuere et al.
2000; Lauzon et al. 2014; Newaj-Fyzul et al. 2014) and been proposed to be used in wildlife
conservation as well (Bletz et al. 2013). Microbiome research is relevant to captive breeding,
because shift in the composition of microbiomes in captivity (which may occur due to
alteration of diet, the artificial environment, differences in social behaviour or medical
treatment) could explain disease outbreaks or affect reintroduction success (Redford et al.
2012). There is evidence that incompatibility between co-adapted microbiomes can
contribute to outbreeding depression (Brucker and Bordenstein 2013). Microbiome
research is therefore highly relevant to translocation biology because it may enhance our
ability to assess the risk of genetic rescue attempts of highly inbred populations.
7

Species distribution modelling as a tool in conservation biology
Every species can be thought of having a distinct, adaptive ecological niche, defined by
Hutchinson (1957) as an n-dimensional space consisting of favourable environmental
conditions. Across a hypothetical fitness landscape, adaptive peaks and valleys are predicted
(Tilman 1980; Hirzel and Le Lay 2008). Species distribution modelling (SDM) builds upon the
niche concept and a number of different techniques have been developed to predict the
spatial distribution of species (Guisan and Thuiller 2005; Merow et al. 2013).

Understanding the environmental requirements of a species and its ecological niche
properties, is of high relevance in conservation biology (Colwell and Rangel 2009; Guisan et
al. 2013). Habitat suitability estimates are used for risk assessment and to prioritize areas
for conservation (e.g.: Kremen et al. 2008; Wan et al. 2014), as environmental suitability has
been shown to be a strong predictor of population persistence (Cabeza et al. 2004).
Predicting the distribution of invasive species is used to allocate efforts to control expansion
(Giljohann et al. 2011; Jiménez-Valverde et al. 2011). The distribution and habitat suitability
of pathogens can be used to predict epidemic risk, to prioritize areas for research and
management action (Puschendorf et al. 2009; Murray et al. 2011). By estimating sensitivity
and tolerance limits for environmental parameters, predictions can be made about the
impact of environmental change on species distribution (Dormann 2007; Thuiller et al.
2008). This has been used to make predictions about vulnerability to climate change
(Thomas et al. 2004; Bellard et al. 2012). This approach can also be useful to estimate the
sensitivity of species to other anthropogenic environmental alterations and to evaluate
predictions of different management scenarios, in order to identify locally optimized
conservation strategies (Rhodes et al. 2006; Bergström et al. 2013).

8

The European Grayling (Thymallus thymallus)
European grayling (Thymallus thymallus) provide an ideal system to study adaptive genetic
variation in natural populations. Grayling have a wide distribution (see below) and exhibit
pronounced population structure within small geographical scales and connected river
systems, reflecting a high degree of habitat fidelity (Heggenes et al. 2006; Gum et al. 2009).
The assessment of adaptive markers in grayling is important for the conservation of the
species because management includes translocation of brood-stocks (Allendorf et al. 2001;
Ayllon et al. 2006). Understanding the genetic basis of local adaptation can avoid adverse
effects like outbreeding depression (Edmands 2007).
Grayling show high sensitivity to high temperature relative to other salmonids (Ibbotson et
al. 2001; Jonsson and Jonsson 2009), and thus represent an ideal model species for studying
the impact of climate change. Grayling also show high vulnerability to human impacts such
as water quality alteration (Oberdorff et al. 2002) and pollution (Buhl and Hamilton 1990,
1991; Vuorinen et al. 1998; Uiblein et al. 2001) . Therefore, grayling are a suitable indicator
species of habitat quality and a good system to study adverse effects of habitat degradation
on evolutionary potential.

Phylogeography
The European Grayling belongs to the family of the Salmonidae, the only living family within
the order of Salmoniformes in the class of Actinopterygii (Norden 1961). The distribution of
European grayling ranges from France and Great Britain in the West until the Ural
mountains in the East, the south of France and Montenegro on the Balkans in the South to
Scandinavia in the north (Gum et al. 2009). Molecular genetic diversity between populations
of the European grayling is high, supporting the hypothesis of multiple refugia during
Pleistocene glacial periods and different routes of colonisation afterwards (Koskinen et al.
2000; Weiss et al. 2002; Gum et al. 2005). Mongolia has been proposed as the origin of
grayling diversity (Schöffmann 2000) with the genus possibly expanding to European
drainages via a dual corridor (Weiss et al. 2002). One refugium during glacial periods has
been suggested close to the Caspian basin, from where north western Russia, Estonia and
9

Finland have been colonized, and another two in central Europe, possibly within ice-free
parts of the Elbe or Vistula and the Main/Rhine drainage, providing the source population
for expansions to Germany, Denmark, Poland, Sweden and parts of Norway (Koskinen et al.
2000; Gum et al. 2005). Three divergent clades are documented to originate from the
Danube basin and other distinct lineages are found in the Adriatic and the Loire basin (Weiss
et al. 2002; Meraner and Gandolfi 2012). The UK is thought to have been colonized from the
Rhine system via the North Sea River, when Britain was still connected to the continent
(Woolland 1986; Gum et al. 2005). The original distribution of grayling in the UK is uncertain,
but is suggested to have concentrated on the River Ouse, Trent, Hampshire Avon, Severn,
Wye, Thames, Ribble and Welsh Dee (Gardiner 2000) and were introduced to Scotland in
the 1800s (Gardiner 1991).

Life History
The spawning season of grayling is in spring, induced by an increase in water temperature to
3 -11° C (Witkowski and Kowalewski 1988; Ibbotson et al. 2001). Grayling show upstream
movements prior to spawning and distances migrated can be highly variable depending on
the availability of suitable spawning habitat (Meyer 2001). Meyer (2001) report movements
of up to 11.3 km in northern Germany (mean ± S.D.: 8.2 ± 2.8 km) whilst Ovidio et al. (2004)
found movements between 70 and 4980 m (mean ± S.E.: 1234 ± 328 m) during prespawning migrations in a stream in Belgium. Sites suitable for spawning need to have a
clean substratum of a size between 16–32 mm, a water depth between 30–40 cm, current
velocity of 40–60 cm s

-1

and a stable streambed (Beauchamp 1990; Sempeski and Gaudin

1995; Nykänen and Huusko 2002).
Males arrive at spawning grounds before females and dominant males defend suitable
territories (Poncin 1996). When females approach, males display a courting behaviour,
which leads, in case of success, to a joined release of eggs and milt to the gravel of the
spawning ground (Fabricius and Gustafson 1955).The mating system of grayling is
polygynandrous, where both sexes can mate with more than one partner over a
reproductive season (Haddeland et al. 2015; Meraner et al. 2013). Reproductive success is
greater for individuals mating with more than one partner and generally positively
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correlated with body size for females (Northcote 1995; Haddeland et al. 2015). For males
size has been shown to positively correlate with reproductive success in some cases,
probably due to higher competitive abilities of larger males to secure high quality spawning
territories (Haddeland et al. 2015), but was not the case under conditions of low density
(Poncin 1996). After spending up to 32 days within the spawning grounds grayling return to
the territories they inhabited prior to spawning, showing generally high site fidelity and
homing success (Ibbotson et al. 2001; Meyer 2001; Ovidio et al. 2004).
The fertilized eggs hatch after about 177 degree days (Hulstere and Philippart 1982), which
is calculated by summing up the average temperature of each day after the fertilization. Fry
stay in the gravel for the first 4-5 days feeding on their yolk sac before they first emerge,
having a fork length of about 1-1.9 cm (Scott 1985; Bardonnet et al. 1993). Grayling larvae
(<3cm) are found within the river margins and dominantly feed on chironomid larvae
(Sempeski et al. 1995; Sempeski and Gaudin 1995). Juveniles (> 3-4 cm) move to the river
channel and start feeding on larger prey (Sempeski and Gaudin 1996). Sexual maturity is
reached at an age of 3-5 years (Kristiansen and Dølving 1996; Ibbotson et al. 2001).

Conservation status and management
Decline in abundance of European grayling has been reported from several parts across its
range (Northcote 1995; Persat 1996; Uiblein et al. 2001; Gum et al. 2003). The species is
listed as protected in appendix II of the Bern convention (Swatdipong et al. 2010) and UK
populations are considered endangered (Dawnay et al. 2011). The Environmental Agency in
the UK lists habitat degradation, regulation of water and pollution as the main factors
causing population declines (Ibbotson et al. 2001). An increase in predation pressure from
piscivorous fish moreover constrains the recovery of populations (Gum 2007).
To compensate decreases in population density, stocking has been widely applied in various
countries (Koskinen et al. 2002; Dawnay et al. 2011; Weiss et al. 2013; Persat et al. 2016).
Fry used for stocking grayling were released without any knowledge about the genetic
relationship between source and recipient population (Dawnay et al. 2011; Persat et al.
2016). This has led to the introgression of non-native gene pools and even the complete
displacement of indigenous stocks in some places (Duftner et al. 2005; Meraner et al. 2014),
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leading to genetic homogenization and the reduction of the spatial component of genetic
variability among populations (Olden et al. 2004). In other cases stocked individuals have
not contributed to the native population at all and no sign of introgression has been
detected (Persat et al. 2016). Yet, in both these cases, the aim to maintain and support
viable and diverse populations has not been successful.
The UK Environment Agency manages the hatchery programme for European grayling
(Thymallus thymallus) in Calverton, Nottingham. Offspring of adults from a few source rivers
are raised and introduced back into rivers within the management area of their parents, as
they have been defined based on neutral genetic differentiation (Dawnay et al. 2011).
Concerns about the effectiveness of such practice arise from findings of generally lower
fitness of hatchery-reared fish compared to wild-reared individuals (Harbicht et al. 2014).
Disruption of local adaptations and outbreeding effects are one reason for
counterproductive effects (Satake and Araki 2012). However, adverse effects are possible
even where the source and recipient population are the same. As fertilization happens
artificially by mixing eggs and sperm of all adults that are used to create the hatchery
offspring, natural mate choice is not allowed for. Because MHC-mediated mate choice is an
important component of maintaining high levels of polymorphism, artificial fertilization can
lead to substantial fitness reductions within the offspring generation compared to natural
reproduction (Consuegra and Leaniz 2008). Moreover, through the relaxation of selection
over just a period in life history in captivity, deleterious mutations are eliminated less and
can substantially increase the genetic load of supplemented wild populations (Lynch and
O’Hely 2001; Araki et al. 2009).
Study populations
Twelve populations of grayling within Great Britain were selected for assessment of immune
genetic variation in this study (Figure 1.1). These populations had the advantage of available
neutral genetic data, provided by Dawnay et al. (2011), for the same individuals studied
here. The selected populations cover different management histories, with five non-stocked
native populations (Dee, Severn, Ure, Wye and Wylye), four stocked native populations
(Aire, Derbyshire Derwent, Dove and the Hampshire Avon) and three introduced
populations (Clyde, Eden and Itchen).
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Figure 1.1: Locations of study populations
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Aims and objectives
This study aims to characterise functional genetic variation at immune genes of MH loci in
European grayling. Existing genetic data of related taxa are extended to this non-model
species of conservation concern. Using next-generation sequencing technology, the PhD
aims to investigate immunogenetic variation of natural populations in a conservation
genetics framework, in comparison with existing neutral marker data. By doing so, the
project develops an adaptive conservation genetics approach. In addition to conservation,
evolutionary and population genetics approaches, the PhD aims to make the first
assessment of the microbiome associated with grayling. This is of course important in
relation to the immunogenetic motivation of the research, as well as being of wider interest.
The PhD will also explore the impacts of environmental change on grayling populations by
Maxent modelling approaches and examines interactions between Maxent models and
estimates of genetic variation of grayling populations in immune markers.
CHAPTER TWO aims to develop a novel bioinformatics pipeline for the analysis of NGS
amplicon datasets, where loci exhibit a complex architecture. Class I and class II MH loci are
optimised for genotyping by developing a synthesis of existing genotyping methods. A
comprehensive dataset, including the peptide binding regions (PBR) of the MHC class I α2
chain (UBA), both class II chains (DAA, DAB) as well as the α1 chain of the unclassical ZE
locus, is compiled for twelve populations within the UK to inform about adaptive genetic
variation of the species. An analytical pipeline is developed for high throughput Illumina
sequencing data that allows for high confidence genotyping of multi-gene families like the
MHC. Genotyping repeatability is tested for different analytical methodologies and an
integrated approach is suggested to increase accuracy and economy.
CHAPTER THREE examines MH loci within an evolutionary genetics context. Hypotheses to
be examined include:
(a) Is a single classical locus for both the class I and class II regions, with high allelic
divergence in the class I (Shum et al. 2001) and similar levels of diversity within both class II
chains (Gómez et al. 2010) a general pattern across salmonids and also found within
grayling?
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(b) Is balancing selection a main force in shaping diversity at the MHC and can be detected
within the PBR for the classical loci?
(c) Is balancing selection also acting on the non-classical ZE lineage?
CHAPTER FOUR will investigate the population genetics of European grayling in a
conservation context using existing neutral marker data (Dawnay et al. 2011) and novel MH
data generated as part of this PhD. In doing so, the relative role of selection versus
demography and genetic drift in shaping ecologically meaningful genetic variation can be
examined. This comparison allows to test the following hypothesis and predictions:
(a) Neutral marker variation cannot predict variation at the MHC, because selection is acting
as a major force on the MHC
(b) Current risk assessment of population viability and the definition of management units
based on neutral marker diversity is not consistent with results for immune genetic markers
involved in evolutionary processes
(c) Stocking history affects genetic variation at MH loci more than at neutral sites, because
of the inference with natural evolutionary processes
CHAPTER FIVE will investigate environmental parameters that shape the distribution of
European grayling. To do so SDM tools are used. After identification of the dominant
climatic factors that define limitations to grayling distribution within its entire range, the UK
is chosen as a subset area to take advantage of long-term monitoring data sets, such as
water chemistry and current velocity (flow), in order to test the sensitivity of grayling to
non- climatic parameters, which potentially affect habitat suitability.
CHAPTER SIX aims to further develop this work to assess how future climate change
scenarios potentially affect grayling. MAXENT models are also used to investigate how
locally optimized strategies for habitat improvement might affect future predictions of
habitat suitability as a mitigation strategy under climate change conditions (chapter 6).
CHAPTER SEVEN takes a NGS approach to investigate and characterise the microbiome of
grayling in natural populations, for the first time. Because of the important role of
pathogen-mediated selection, the study of microbial communities that shape selective
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regimes across different environments has the potential to enhance our understanding of
the adaptive value of observed immune genetic variation. We therefore compare different
methodological approaches to characterise the microbiome associated with individual
grayling to inform future large-scale studies. In particular, we aim to inform about the
resolution to dissolve bacterial phylogeny targeting different regions of the bacterial 16S
gene, assess the relative difference of the microbiome associated with the mouth or the gills
and the effect of sample treatment.
Finally, CHAPTER EIGHT considers the findings of each chapter together and discusses these
in the context of the current literature. Further, implications for management of grayling are
suggested and directions for future research proposed.
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Chapter 2: Novel NGS analysis pipelines for the rapid assessment of
highly variable multi-gene families

Abstract
Advances in sequencing technologies now allow large-scale studies of functional genetic
variation in a conservation context. These advances have the potential to provide valuable
insights into the process of genetic adaptation, highly warranted in a time characterised by
high-rates of species extinction in consequence of rapid environmental change and
anthropogenic ecosystem alteration. The high sensitivity of next-generation sequencing
(NGS) tools can make the distinction between true variants and artefacts challenging,
however. This is particularly true for multi-gene families, like the major histocompatibility
complex (MHC), due to the common presence of multiple loci, the similarity of true
recombinant alleles and artificial chimers or individual copy-number variation. A golden
standard, regarding sample replication, sequencing-coverage and the inclusion of negative
controls, to assure high confidence genotyping, whilst minimizing sequencing effort, has not
yet been established. Here it is shown, that using current approaches genotyping
repeatability without sample replication can be low and a combination of two different
analytical approaches to overcome this without the need for sample replication is
presented.
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Introduction
Human ecosystem alteration is a major threat to biodiversity (Barnosky et al. 2012). This has
led to the advent of conservation biology as an independent discipline in its own right.
Within this, the study of adaptive potential and how it is affected by demographic and
environmental factors is at the core of conservation genetic research (Willi et al. 2006;
Ouborg et al. 2010). Because neutral marker diversity does not reflect variation at genes
under selection (Sutton et al. 2011, 2015), the aim of adaptive conservation genetics is to
directly target variable genetic regions that impact fitness (Ouborg et al. 2010). New
genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) techniques, such as restriction-site-associated DNA
sequencing (RADseq) or transcriptome sequencing allow tens of thousands of markers to be
genotyped simultaneously without prior genetic data of the study species (Davey et al.
2011). These approaches are promising to advance knowledge about adaptive genes
(Allendorf et al. 2010). For example, genomic regions potentially under positive or balancing
selection can be identified through the statistical association of outlier loci, or correlations
of allele frequencies with important ecological variables (Coop et al. 2010; Hohenlohe et al.
2010). However, providing evidence for the adaptive nature of genetic variation at
candidate regions is often challenging due to confounding factors like linkage, background
selection and heterogeneous recombination rates (Cruickshank and Hahn 2014; Shafer et al.
2015). Further investigation using quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping, controlled crosses,
or genome-wide-association studies (GWAS) are necessary to link genetic variation to
phenotypic traits and fitness (Narum et al. 2013; Vitti et al. 2013). In the meantime, applying
NGS approaches to already well-established candidate loci where there is prior knowledge
of their function and ecological importance is fruitful (Piertney 2010). This approach is
particularly suitable for population genetic surveys as the number of individuals and
populations can be increased by reducing the number of target loci with the same
sequencing effort (Ekblom and Galindo 2011).

Recent advances in DNA sequencing technology have revolutionized the field of genetic
research (Mardis 2008; Zhang et al. 2011; Koboldt et al. 2013). Referred to as nextgeneration sequencing (NGS), these methods are characterized by massively parallel
sequencing for data collection of several millions of base pair reads in a single run (Metzker
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2010; Mardis 2013). The increasing cost-effectiveness of this methodology to generate large
amounts of sequence data, and the applicability to non-model species, make nextgeneration sequencing a highly relevant approach for conservation genetics (Avise 2009;
Allendorf et al. 2010; Ekblom and Galindo 2011).
The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) is a good example of this case. The Major
Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) is widely implicated as a region of rapid, adaptive
evolution based on the functional significance it has for immune response in vertebrates
(Sommer 2005). Numerous studies have shown a direct link between pathogen resistance
and MHC variation (e.g.: Miller et al. 2004; Meyer-Lucht and Sommer 2005; Zhang et al.
2006; Savage and Zamudio 2011). The MHC standing genetic variation has the potential to
buffer populations against novel or emerging diseases (Sommer 2005; Dionne et al. 2009;
Ujvari and Belov 2011), which are thought to be an increasing threat under climate change
(Harvell 2002). Thus, because of the high degree of variation and adaptive importance, the
MHC is a good candidate to study the role of drift and selection in natural populations
(Evans et al. 2010; McClelland et al. 2013).
Using NGS technologies for a candidate gene approach greatly facilitates the process as no
cloning step is required to sequence separate alleles. Indexing techniques allow multiplexing
of many individuals in a single sequencing run. However, there are some down sides of NGS
technologies. Sequencing error rates can be substantially higher for NGS technologies than
for traditional Sanger sequencing (Kircher and Kelso 2010). Also, PCR errors, chimeric
sequences and sample cross contamination can achieve high read numbers using NGS,
imposing a challenge on the correct distinction between artefacts and true variants (Li and
Stoneking 2012; Sommer et al. 2013; Lighten et al. 2014a; Robasky et al. 2014; Tosar et al.
2014). Genotyping highly variable multi-gene families, like the MHC, has some additional
intrinsic challenges (Babik 2010; Lighten et al. 2014a). For example, the evolutionary history
of multi-gene families is often characterized by events of gene duplication (Okita et al. 1989;
Klein et al. 1998; Nei and Rooney 2005). As a consequence, multiple co-amplifying loci are
common and the presence of pseudo-genes, inter-locus gene conversions and copy-number
variation between individuals can make an assignment of variants to a particular locus more
difficult (Hess and Edwards 2002; Reusch et al. 2004; Babik 2010; Cheng et al. 2012). Natural
recombination within or between loci can be frequent and mimic artificial chimers (Cullen et
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al. 2002). A recent review summarizes the most important experimental and bioinformatics
approaches taken to overcome these challenges, but concludes that a golden standard has
not yet been established (Lighten et al. 2014a).
Babik et al. (2009) were the first to genotype the MHC using NGS technology. These authors
suggested the application of allele validation thresholds (AVTs), both within and among
amplicons (amplicons here defined as all reads obtained from one ID tag, typically one PCR),
to separate genuine alleles from artefacts. Under this approach, to classify a variant as a
putative allele it needs to be observed in at least two independent PCRs with a minimum of
two reads in one of them or in three independent PCRs as a single copy (Babik et al. 2009).
Moreover, they empirically identified an average per-amplicon frequency threshold of 3% as
suitable to differentiate between artefacts and genuine alleles. This builds on the
assumption that errors happen randomly and artefacts exhibit lower frequencies than true
variants. Their approach was modified in a number of subsequent studies (e.g.: ZagalskaNeubauer et al. 2010; Huchard et al. 2012; Sepil et al. 2012). However, it has been criticised
that circumstances under which artefacts may exhibit higher frequencies than genuine
alleles are neglected (Sommer et al. 2013; Lighten et al. 2014a). Biased errors can be
introduced through the sequencing technology (Gomez- Alvarez et al. 2009; Gilles et al.
2011) or cross-contamination and can be amplified at higher levels than random artefacts
leading to false positives (Lighten et al. 2014a). Amplification efficiencies of true variants can
be variable and increase the rate of false negatives for those alleles with lower than average
efficiency (Sommer et al. 2013).
Sommer et al. (2013) addressed the issue of variation in allele amplification efficiency in
MHC genotyping. Differences in the amplification efficiency of alleles can arise through
primer mismatches, differential denaturation caused by significantly higher GC contents in
one allele or preferential amplification of shorter alleles (Walsh et al. 1992). An important
step in their experimental design is to include an independent replicate of each sample,
which reduces the risk of both false positive and false negative findings compared to other
methods. In their dataset, allele amplification efficiencies varied up to 12-fold between
variants. Taking into account estimated allele efficiencies they developed a method to
assess the confidence level of each genotype based on Galan’s T1 threshold for minimum
read numbers (Galan et al. 2010; Sommer et al. 2013). One drawback in their method to
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estimate allele amplification efficiencies across more than one locus is that copy number
variation is not considered. The relative amplification efficiency of alleles, frequently found
in homozygous states can be inflated, whilst the relative efficiency of alleles found only in
single copies can be underestimated. As an alternative Lighten et al. (2014b) suggest a
method to estimate copy numbers per individual by estimating the sum of squares between
observed and expected number of reads for each copy number scenario and selecting the
best fitting model. However, this approach does not take unequal amplification efficiencies
across variants into account. Thus, while neither of these methods is perfect, both methods
represent valuable improvements on frequency-based thresholds.
Salmonid MHC class I and class II genes both contain one classical gene and are found in
different linkage groups (Sato et al. 2000). The α1 and α2 domains of class I molecules are
encoded by the linked exon 2 (~261 bp) and exon 3 (~279 bp) of the UBA gene, separated by
an intron of ~18kb (Shiina et al. 2005; Lukacs et al. 2007). Divergence between lineages of
the salmonid UBA gene is high, with sequence identity among lineages as low as 40% (Shum
et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2006; McClelland et al. 2013). Therefore, a variety of primers are
needed to amplify allelic variants at this locus (Miller et al. 2006; McClelland et al. 2011).
Duplicated regions of the salmonid MHC class I can be found containing so-called nonclassical loci (Shiina et al. 2005; Lukacs et al. 2007, 2010). The characteristics to distinguish a
fully functional classical locus from a non-classical locus are the conservation of eight
functionally important residues that anchor the C-and N-termini of peptides (Brown et al.
1993; Kaufman et al. 1994), ubiquitous expression, selection on peptide binding residues
(PBR) and polymorphism (Miller et al. 2006). Salmonid gene duplication events have arisen
due to genomic tetraploidy in the evolutionary history of the group (Allendorf and
Thorgaard 1984). Duplications of functional genes may be released from functional
constraints, becoming selectively neutral, gaining new functionality or turning into
pseudogenes (Raes and Van de Peer 2003; Magadum et al. 2013). Gene duplication is
therefore an interesting source of genetic variation contributing to evolutionary potential
(Taylor and Raes 2004). Associations of pathogen resistance with variation at non-classical
class I loci has been described in salmonids (Miller et al. 2004; Johnson et al. 2008). Nonclassical loci in salmonids can be classified into the S-, Z-, U- and L- lineages, which are
distributed over five different linkage groups in Atlantic salmon (Lukacs et al. 2010). Non21

classical loci of the Z-lineage have been found in several teleost species (Okamura et al.
1993; Erp et al. 1996; Kruiswijk et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2006; Lukacs et al. 2010). The ZE
locus exhibits characteristics that make its assignation as a non-classical locus questionable
(Stet et al. 2003). The presence of conserved potential peptide anchoring residues, exonintron organization, ubiquitous expression, and polymorphism support a classical nature of
this locus in several teleost species (Kruiswijk et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2006; Lukacs et al.
2010). MHC class II molecules are also heterodimers consisting of a α and a β chain. The
peptide binding region is formed by the α1 and β1 domain with the DAA gene encoding for
the α and the DBB gene for the β chain. European grayling make a case-study of the
extension of genetic data to a non-model species of conservation concern since there is no
prior knowledge of their MHC loci and they are closely related to well-studied salmonids like
Atlantic salmon (Davidson et al. 2010; Vincent et al. 2013; Houston et al. 2014). , .

Here a novel NGS pipeline is synthesized and documented, which was optimized to
genotype highly variable multi-gene families in the salmonid MHC. In particular, MHC
variation in grayling is analysed in the context of existing data in closely-related taxa, for
both classical loci and poorly studied non-classical loci. Because conservation geneticists
often work within budget constraints, competing genotyping methods are also evaluated in
scenarios where sequencing coverage is low. Specifically, the aims are to: (a) Compare the
repeatability of genotyping methods for measuring genetic variation in MHC in grayling; (b)
Critically evaluate competing genotyping analysis pipelines for NGS data; (c) Document a
novel analysis pipeline, which integrates the methods of Sommer et al. (2013) and Lighten
et al. (2014b), whilst overcoming the drawbacks of each (replicated samples and high
sequencing coverage), designed to optimise accuracy and economy. The results are critically
discussed in the context of modern methods to evaluate rapidly evolving, multi-locus
genotypes and the analysis pipeline is documented as a reference for future work.
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Materials and Methods
Primer Design
Known primers were used to target alleles of the most common L3 I lineage of the MHC
class I UBA α 2 exon 3 (Miller et al. 2006; Table 2.1). Grimholt et al. (1997) published one
single primer pair for the MHC class I UBA α 2 exon 3 used in Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar)
and an adaptation of this primer sequence was used for amplifying other UBA α 2 exon 3
lineages (Table 2.1). Primer sequences for the DAA exon were based on published primers
developed for brown trout (Salmo trutta) with matching sequences in Atlantic salmon (S.
salar) and rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) (Stet et al. 2002). Primers for the β1 domain
encoded by exon 2 of the DBB gene, involved in peptide binding, have been described by
Pavey et al. (2011) for salmonids. However, it was found that the reverse primer could act as
a forward primer at the keratin II locus and was re-designed (Table 2.1). Primer sequences
for the non-classical ZE exon 3 were developed from alignments with O. mykiss and S. salar
within putatively conserved regions (Table 2.1). To test amplification of target loci, cloning
was done using an Escherichia coli (DHα5) Pjet cloning kit (Fisher) and subsequent Sanger
sequencing was done on an ABI3130 (Applied Biosystems) capillary instrument following
standard protocols, using Big-Dye v.3.
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Table 2.1 Primer sequences for target MHC loci

Target
UBA
α2
exon 3
UBA
α2
exon 3
MHCII
α1
exon 2
MHCII
β1
exon 2
ZE α1
exon 3

Product
size
(bp)

name

Forward primer

Reverse primer

L3-I

CCAGGTGATGTATGGATGTGA

GATACTTCTTAAGCCAATCAATGCA ~233

L3-II

GTGAGTGGGATGATGAGACTG

CTTCCCATAGTCCACATACTTCTT

~230

DAA

GGATGCAGTGATTCAGATGGA

CTCTTCTGGGTTCTTGTAAGCTTTT

~213

DAB

ATGTTTTCCTTTTAGATGGATATTTT GTCTTATCCAGTACGACAC

~286

ZE

CCTGGTATCCATGAGTTCAC

~176

ACTTTGAACCACTGTTCCTTG

Primer sequences were obtained from the literature for amplification in salmonids; modifications
were applied to optimize amplification in grayling

DNA samples and NGS library preparation
Previously collected fin clip samples of grayling were used (see Dawnay et al. 2011). DNA
was extracted using a modified salt procedure (Dawnay et al. 2011). Between 37 and 40
individuals were selected from each of twelve populations (Dawnay et al. 2011). A replicate
was made for each sample along with ten randomly distributed negative controls for each
locus.
An individually tagged sequencing approach was used in a nested PCR design, with the outer
primer containing the Illumina adapter sequences and tags and the inner primer the target
specific sequence (after Lange et al. 2014; Figure 2.1). This approach allows different inner
primers to be used with the same set of tagged outer primers and is therefore flexible and
cost-efficient. The assay was designed as a one-step PCR on a Fluidigm Access Array
microfluidic chip (Lange et al. 2014; Moonsamy et al. 2013) but was modified here to a twostep PCR approach on conventional thermocyclers.
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Figure 2.1 nested PCR-design for amplicon-library preparation: outer primer contain the Illumina
adapter sequence, an index sequence and a 19 bp long sequence in common with the inner primer,
which contains the target specific sequence; from Lange et al. (2014)

Library preparation using PCR was done as follows. Inner target specific PCR was performed
in total volumes of 6 μl containing 3.75 mM MgCl2,, 0.2 mM each dNTP, 4% DMSO, 0.2 μM
of each target specific primer, FastStart High Fidelity Reaction Buffer and 0.15 U of FastStart
High Fidelity Blend Enzyme (Roche/Sigma Aldrich). PCRs were performed in Prime (Bibby)
PCR cyclers or in a ABI 1 PCR cycler with following thermal profile: 95°C for 10 min, followed
by 15 cycles at 95°C for 25 s, target specific temperature and annealing time and 72°C for 90
s, and a final extension at 72°C for 5 min. Target specific temperatures and annealing times
were 59°C for 60 s (DAA locus), 60°C for 45 s (DAB and L3II locus), 58°C for 45 s (Ze locus)
and 55°C for 90 s (L3I locus). PCR products were then diluted (1:20) in H2O and 3 μl used as
template in the second outer PCR reaction which was carried out in a total volume of 7 μl
containing 3.75 mM MgCl2,, 0.2 mM each dNTP, 4% DMSO, 0.1 μM of each outer primer,
FastStart High Fidelity Reaction Buffer and 0.25 U of FastStart High Fidelity Blend Enzyme
(Roche/Sigma Aldrich). The thermal profile of the second PCR was 95°C for 10 min, followed
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by 27 cycles at 95°C for 25 s, 60°C for 60 s and 72°C for 90 s, and a finishing step at 72°C for
5 min. Of all samples, 20% were run out on 1% agarose gels to check amplification success.
All PCRs were pooled per locus for each population prior to purification using AmpureXP
(Beckmann and Coulter) following manufacturers guidelines. These pools were quantified
using Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All populations were pooled for each
locus (equimolar concentrations). These pools were then run on a bioanalyzer chip 2100
(Agilent) to check product size and that unincorporated adaptors and primers were
removed. Samples were then pooled in equal concentrations across loci and sequenced
using a Miseq Nano Run.

Data analysis
For quality control, all reads with a quality score below 20 in more than 90 percent of the
sequence were filtered using Filter by Quality tool on Galaxy Server (Goecks et al. 2010).
Only sequences with both paired-end reads of sufficient quality were retained and aligned
using Mothur (Schloss et al. 2009). Primer mismatches (>1bp) and frame-shifts were filtered
and examined for repeated sequences that could be derived from co-amplifying pseudogenes. Read counts were adjusted if a variant was present in a negative control. In this case,
the highest read count of the variant observed in a control was subtracted from all
amplicons where this variant was detected. Genotyping methods (described below) were
applied if amplicons had a minimum of twenty reads, for the DAA and DAB locus, where
preliminary work suggested a single amplifying locus and forty for the L3I, L3II and ZE locus,
where more than a single locus was amplified.

Method (1) modified ‘Sommer pipeline’ (Sommer et al. 2013)
Genotyping was performed using methods described in Sommer et al. (2013), with the
following modifications. Treatment of variants classified as 1-2 bp different to a more
common cluster within the amplicon was modified as follows (Figure 2.2 step IIa). The
Sommer pipeline usually classifies variants of this category present in an amplicon but not
the technical replicate as artefacts. However here, if a variant was encountered that was not
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present in the technical replicate, but had been classified as a putative allele in step I in
another amplicon (and hence was observed as the most frequent cluster in another
amplicon), it was not assigned as an artefact, but as ‘unclassified’. This approach was taken
to account for genuine alleles with high similarity. On the other hand, if the most frequent
variant within one amplicon was not present within the technical replicate, an assignment
error was assumed and the individual excluded from the analysis.
Using all variants classified as putative alleles, relative allele amplification efficiencies and
Galan’s T1 threshold for sequencing coverage corrected for minimum allele efficiency, were
calculated in R following the script provided by Sommer et al. (2013). Unclassified variants
identified at the end of the implementation of the ‘Sommer pipeline’ were re-evaluated
based on their relative efficiency. These were scored as putative alleles, if after dividing read
count by efficiency, the modified value was higher than the frequency of any putative
artefact. The rationale for this approach is that biologically real alleles may be misclassified
as putative artefacts if their efficiency happens to be low. Thus this method reduces the
likelihood of undetected heterozygosity due to the loss of low efficiency alleles being
misclassified as artefacts (thus accounting for type II genotyping error in the sense of
Lighten et al. (2014a)).

Figure 2.2 Analysis pipeline suggested by Sommer et al. (2013)
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Method (2): modified ‘Lighten pipeline’ (Lighten et al. 2014b)
As a second approach, all amplicons were evaluated using the methodology as suggested by
Lighten et al. (2014b), but testing the modification of incorporating classifications made
using the Sommer methods and disregarding read counts of variants classified as artefacts
in improving repeatability of estimates between replicates. The methodology proposed by
Lighten et al. (2014b) includes two different approaches based on copy number-variation
(CNV) and degree of change (DOC). The CNV-method estimates the copy number of variants
by comparing observed and expected number of reads under a range of alternative genetic
models and identifies the simplest model that fits the data best. This method was applied to
compare the effect of control read subtraction on the overall fit of the data to specific copy
number scenarios. In this case up to five loci were considered and an F-ratio test was used
to test if control read subtraction resulted in significantly lower variance and better fit.
In order to identify the copy number scenario that best fit the data for each locus and
individual, the sum of squares of the genetic model of each scenario was calculated for each
individual and an F-ratio test was applied between the two top models. Scenarios
considered were based on the highest number of alleles observed as the highest number of
possible loci. Independently, the DOC was calculated around each variant and the variant
with the highest DOC classified as the last putative allele. The rationale for DOC is that
genuine alleles should be sequenced with greater depth than artefacts (Lighten et al.
2014b).
Lighten et al. (2014b) assume that real alleles contribute a relatively higher amplicon read
depth than artefacts within an amplicon. This assumption is not necessarily met when
amplification efficiencies are uneven across alleles or when low efficiency alleles are present
at lower frequency than artefacts (Sommer et al. 2013). In such cases, amplicons may not
show an inflection point (highest DOC) or may have conflicting CNV and DOC estimates and
be discarded due to insufficient data quality (Lighten et al. 2014b). Thus, information on low
efficiency alleles might be lost, particularly if coverage is not very high. Consequently, an
alternative approach was also employed to correct total read numbers of putative alleles
with low efficiency: total read count was divided by relative amplification efficiency. CNV
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and DOC estimates for raw read counts and efficiency corrected read counts were thus
compared in their reliability to make consistent estimates between replicates.
These methods were synthesized into a new approach (see Results). Consistency of
genotyping methods was compared between the Sommer method with replicates available
to the methods of Lighten. Further, repeatability of genotype estimates obtained from the
Lighten methods was compared between replicates. Finally, the repeatability of genotype
estimates from the Sommer method when using only a single replicate was compared to
estimates obtained from both replicates. The criterion of a matching estimate provided by
the Lighten method was evaluated to enhance accuracy of single replicate estimates, when
using the Sommer methods (see Results, Figure 2.3).

Results
The Illumina Nano run reported here resulted in n=1,227,780 reads (Table 2.2). A small
number of reads were observed in negative controls: the mean reads for these were 10, 1.8,
0.2, 3.9 and 23.8 for the DAA, DAB, L3I, L3II and ZE loci, respectively. The fit of the overall
dataset to specific copy number scenarios was significantly better after control read
subtraction (F-test: F=0.67, p<.0005). Mean coverage (per amplicon after control read
subtraction), sample size, percentage of replicated samples, relative amplification efficiency
and the calculated threshold T1 to obtain a minimum of two reads are shown in Table 2.3
for each locus.
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Figure 2.3 Genotyping pipeline

Method 1 “Sommer method”

Method 2 “Lighten method”

Are two technical
replicates available?

YES

Apply ‘Sommer’
pipeline, compare
across replicated
samples

Accept genotype *

Apply to all samples
regardless of technical
replicate availability

NO

Apply ‘Sommer’ pipeline
across amplicons, rather
than technical replicates.

Apply CNV genotyping
Apply DOC genotyping
method
method
Compare genotyping consistency of these methods
where two replicates are available, Table 2.4a

Samples with technical replicates are used to test
repeatability of independent genotyping,
comparing across individuals
Evaluate ‘Lighten’ method as additional quality
criterion (Table 2.4c)
Only accept single –replicate Sommer genotype if
it matches the ‘Lighten’ accepted genotype
Accept genotype *
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* Consistency between replicated Sommer genotypes with Lighten genotypes is assessed, Table 2.4b

Table 2.2 Filtering steps of sequence reads obtained from an Illumina Miseq Nano run

Illumina Nano Run (all reads: 1227780)

Target

Both
primers

Tag,
full
length

Reading
frame

Quality filter
(above Q20 in ≥
90%) of both
paired reads

After
singleton
filter

DA

268121

244191

225992

209902

171244

169596

DB

203094

171962

149336

138036

98488

98978

ZE

222510

224422

217555

188613

106259

165092

UBA

390325

163792

149143

228351

238568

163973

sum

1084050

923342

844896

764902

614559

597639

%

88

75

69

62

50

49

For each locus the number of sequences retained after each filtering step is given for the Illumina
Miseq Nano run on a total of twelve populations; for the UBA locus the results are summarized for
the two different primer pairs used (L3I and L3II)

Table 2.3 Summary statistics of analysed loci
DAA

DAB

UBA (L3I)

UBA (L3II)

ZE

Mean coverage

143

89

96

55

106

Percentage of
replicated samples
(total number of
samples)

72
(442)

49
(378)

24
(362)

51
(406)

53
(426)

Highest allele
amplification
efficiency

1.8

1.6

3.3

3.4

2.7

Lowest allele
amplification
efficiency

0.9

0.4

0.13

0.4

0.76

T1 (corrected for
minimum
efficiency)

20

20

146

63

40

Mean coverage, percentage of replicated samples, estimates of minimum and maximum allele
amplification efficiency and Galan’s T1 threshold corrected for minimum efficiency per locus
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Several samples were excluded from the analysis due to a potential assignment error (DAA
n=7; DAB n=1; L3II n=7, ZE n=2), where the most frequent variant within one amplicon was
not present in the replicate. For the DAA and DAB locus the genotypes of most individuals
were consistent with the single classical class II locus system found within other salmonids
(Stet et al. 2002). However, individuals for the DAA (n=4) and DAB (n=1) loci exhibited three
alleles and were excluded from subsequent analysis. Highest allele count for L3I locus was
n=6 and n=5 for the L3II and ZE loci.
The repeatability of Lighten genotype estimates increased in all cases by incorporating
classifications of the Sommer method and disregarding artefact read counts (CNV method
8% and DOC method 17% of mean increase in repeatability across loci), which was mainly
driven by the exclusion of chimeric sequences. This was therefore implemented as a general
approach. The repeatability of genotype estimates form the Lighten methods on ‘raw’
reads, which had not been corrected for amplification efficiency, between replicates ranged
from 21% to 100% depending on the method applied and the locus (Table 2.4A). The most
stringent method of genotyping, using only samples with matching CNV and DOC estimates,
generally performed best (Table 2.4A). The consistency of genotype estimates of the Lighten
methods on ‘raw’ reads with genotype estimates of the Sommer method ranged from 38%
to 98% depending on the method applied and the locus (Table 2.4B).
The correction of raw read counts for low amplification efficiency increased the
repeatability of genotype estimates between replicates, applying the Lighten methods in
most cases for the DAA and DAB, where efficiency estimates are not confounded by copy
number variation (Table 2.4A). Consistency of genotype estimates between the Sommer and
Lighten methods increased for the DAA and DAB loci, when correcting raw read counts for
low amplification efficiency (Table 2.4B). This was not the case for the more than one locus
systems L3I, L3II and ZE, where correcting for low allele amplification efficiency did not
enhance repeatability and consistency.
Independent assessment of amplicons between replicates (i.e. comparing genotypes
assigned by the Sommer Method) variable: 86% for DAA and DAB, 67% for L3I, 34% for L3II
and 26% for ZE. When using the Lighten methods in conjunction with the Sommer methods
for genotype calling, repeatability was enhanced in all cases (Table 2.4C). For DAA, DAB and
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L3I loci, genotyping confidence of ≥95% was achieved using matching genotype estimate
provided by the Lighten methods as an additional quality criteria for genotyping not
replicated samples (Table 2.4C). This threshold was not achieved for L3II or ZE loci, which
also showed lowest repeatability between Lighten estimates (Table 2.4C). In the case of the
ZE locus where the mean amplicon coverage was higher, an increase in consistency between
Lighten estimates was observed with increasing amplicon coverage (Figure 2.4). The same
was true for genotype estimates of replicated samples when evaluated independently.
Here, a matching CNV-DOC estimate in addition to a coverage above 200 resulted in 100%
congruency with estimates made with both replicates available (Figure 2.4). However, only
one non- replicated sample fulfilled the criteria of having a high enough coverage above 200
and a matching CNV-DOC estimate, so that these criteria could not be effectively applied to
our data set.
Quality criteria to include a genotype were set so that for a genotype to be assigned at least
one replicated sample had to be above Galan’s T1 threshold (corrected for minimum allele
efficiency). Samples without a successful replicate had to be above Galan’s T1 threshold and
have a matching genotype using the Lighten methods (Figure 2.3). For the DAA, DAB (CNV or
DOC match) and L3I locus (CNV=DOC match), high reproducibility was shown with this
additional selection criterion (Table 2.4). For the L3II and ZE locus only replicated samples
were considered for down-stream analysis.
Fifteen alleles were identified for the DAA and L3I locus, ten for the DAB, thirty for the L3II
and twelve for the ZE locus. Of all individuals 8% for the DAA locus, 5% for the DAB locus,
20% for the L3I locus, 60% for the L3II locus and 40% for the ZE locus exhibited low
efficiency alleles, which were found at frequencies lower than the most frequent artefact.
Two alleles for the DAA, L3I, L3II and ZE locus respectively, and four alleles of the DAB locus
had been previously identified by Sanger sequencing and genotyped in all individuals, where
they had been observed.
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Table 2.4 Evaluation and comparison of genotyping pipelines
DAA

A

B

C

DAB

UBA (L3I)

DOC=CNV
(%)

CNV (%)

DOC (%)

DOC=CNV
(%)

CNV (%)

DOC (%)

DOC=CNV
(%)

CNV (%)

DOC (%)

raw

93

88

72

100

90

76

86

65

52

corrected

95

92

75

93

88

88

73

55

raw

96

98

91

93

93

84

79

corrected

97

98

94

99

99

98

raw

96

95

95

98

98

corrected

97

96

96

98

98

UBA
(L3II)
DOC=CNV
(%)

ZE
CNV (%)

DOC (%)

DOC=CNV
(%)

CNV (%)

DOC (%)

59

41

21

47

48

22

39

53

43

19

48

42

19

82

78

44

44

38

72

72

56

79

83

71

43

40

37

66

72

52

95

95

87

88

64

54

64

65

60

53

95

88

83

82

62

61

69

65

58

53

A) Repeatability of Lighten genotype estimates between replicates
B) Consistency of Lighten with ‘Sommer’ genotype estimates
C) Repeatability of genotype estimates using single replicates independently, when using different Lighten estimates as additional quality criterion

Consistency of genotype estimates for different selection criteria between the methods as described by Lighten et al. (2014) and by Sommer et al. (2013) per
locus; the methods presented by Lighten are evaluated for copy number estimate of variants (CNV), degree of change (DOC) estimate and matching CNV and
DOC estimate (CNV=DOC)
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Figure 2.4 Relationship between per amplicon coverage and consistency: of Lighten estimates and
of single sample estimates using the Sommer method using the Lighten estimates as additional
selection criterion

Discussion
There is a growing trend to study functional instead of neutral genetic variation in
conservation genetics (Hoffmann and Willi 2008; Kirk and Freeland 2011). Here, competing
approaches for candidate gene studies have been evaluated to improve experimental
design, data-through-put, cost-efficiency and genotyping confidence in future studies.
Sample replication (e.g. in the Sommer Pipeline; Sommer et al. 2013), is an ideal approach
to measure functional genetic variation using NGS, because it allows for rigorous quality
control. This is particularly true where cross-contamination is a problem. As the sensitivity
of NGS methods is much higher than traditional methods, cross-contamination might
generally be underestimated (Tosar et al. 2014) and the an inclusion of negative controls in
the sequencing run is recommend even in the absence of bands on an agarose gel as an
important measure to indicate the level of noise present in a sample due to cross
contamination. To account for background noise, subtraction of the highest read counts in
negative controls (Nguyen et al. 2015) could significantly improve the fit of the overall data
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set to specific copy number scenarios. Additionally, the inclusion of a replicate of each
sample is still the best way to distinguish between cross-contamination (or artefacts) and
true variants (Sommer et al. 2013). This is evident from the moderate to low repeatability of
genotypes from independent amplicons compared to genotypes obtained through replicate
comparison. When comparing variants across all individuals within the dataset, artefacts
were identified less efficiently. This may be because more than half of all artefacts are found
in more than one amplicon. Such repeatable errors have been identified in previous studies
(Gomez- Alvarez et al. 2009; Gilles et al. 2011; Lighten et al. 2014a) and make their
distinction as artefacts without the comparison against a sample replicate more difficult.
Additionally, finding alleles that exhibit good efficiency in only one replicate can be used to
identify cross-contamination. Whilst increasing automation in the library preparation
process could help to improve cross-contamination risk, this might still not be available for
many conservation genetics studies. Therefore, an efficient informatics approach to identify
dubious samples is of great benefit, without the need of replicating every sample. Here, it
was shown that including a modified Lighten methodology can result in a minimum of 95 %
repeatability for replicated amplicons compared to genotypes assigned using both replicates
for the DAA, DAB and L3I loci. This highlights the benefits of using more than a single
method for genotyping (Lighten et al. 2014a).
For L3II and ZE loci, the results indicate that genotyping confidence can be improved
through increasing sequencing coverage. These loci have more than a single locus copy and
thus showed the highest number of alleles per individual. These loci therefore showed high
number of individuals which exhibited low frequency alleles, lower than any artefact, so
that 60% and 40% of genotypes changed by accounting for low efficiency. If prior knowledge
about the expected highest number of alleles exists for a locus, this can be adjusted for by
increasing sequencing depth for these loci. Here, for a maximum of six alleles per individual,
a sequencing coverage of 200 would reduce the variance in Lighten estimates between
replicates.
Because the Lighten methods do not account for unequal allele amplification efficiencies,
incorporating efficiency estimates derived from the Sommer method was proposed here,
enhancing consistency for the one locus DAA and DAB system. However, where more than a
single locus is amplified, estimation of efficiency is hampered by the fact that efficiency and
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copy number cannot easily be distinguished. Therefore no improvement in repeatability
between replicates or consistency between methods was achieved by correcting raw reads
by amplification efficiency. Further improvement of allele efficiency with respect to copy
number variation would be beneficial.
Here the Sommer and Lighten NGS methods were synthesized so the drawbacks of each
method (requirement of replicates or high coverage, respectively) may be overcome.
Together, it is suggested that these methods increase sequencing accuracy and,
consequently, efficiency. The standard use of the Sommer methods is recommended with
the addition of replicated sub-samples in order to formally evaluate repeatability. Further,
the addition of a matching genotyping estimate adopted from the Lighten methods is
recommended as an additional quality criterion.
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Chapter 3: Evolutionary genetics of European grayling (Thymallus
thymallus) Major Histocompatibility (MH) genes
Abstract
Immune genes of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) are among the most
polymorphic genes known in vertebrates. This high degree of variation is thought to result
from dynamic evolutionary processes between host and pathogens. Here, variation at major
histocompatibility class I and class II genes within twelve populations of European grayling
(Thymallus thymallus) is determined, extending existing knowledge on other salmonid taxa.
The results suggest a single classical locus for the class II (with DAA and DAB chains) and
high allelic divergence within the classical class I (UBA), confirming the generality of this
pattern among salmonids. On the other hand, alleles derived of the classical class I UBA
locus and the non-classical ULA could not be distinguished due to high similarity.
Phylogenetic comparison of variants described for the U-lineage in grayling, suggest the
presence of non-classical UCA, UFA and UHA loci. High allelic variation is described for the
non-classical ZE lineage and evidence for balancing selection is given for sites outside the
peptide binding region (PBR) as it is described in humans. Evidence for balancing selection
was also found for the class II DAA and DAB loci. Moreover, evidence for recombination at
both classes confirms the important role of this evolutionary force in maintaining high
degrees of polymorphism at the MHC. Together this study adds to the current knowledge on
immune genetic variation in salmonids and the patterns of selection acting upon it.
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Introduction
The evolutionary history of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) dates back ~460
million years to the emergence of jawed vertebrates (gnathostomes), with cartilaginous fish
(sharks) as the oldest group (Flajnik et al. 1999). It likely originates from a proto-MHC region
present in an ancestor of all bilaterian species (Danchin and Pontarotti 2004). The evolution
of the adaptive immune system in jawed vertebrates, with the MHC as a central component,
is believed to have been facilitated by two genome duplications, hypothesised to have
happened once before the emergence of jawless vertebrates (agnathans) and again in a
common ancestor of jawed vertebrates (Flajnik and Kasahara 2001). The relaxation of
functional constraints in paralogous regions may then have allowed rapid evolution of new
functions giving rise to the vertebrate MHC and adaptive immune system (Rached et al.
1999).

Fully-functional (classical) MHC genes, important for the initialization of the adaptive
immune response and the discrimination of self and non-self (Chaplin 2010) have been
found in all jawed vertebrates studied (Kulski et al. 2002). However, the architecture of the
MHC and the number of classical loci in the class I and class II genes can be variable across
species (Aoyagi et al. 2002; Shiina et al. 2004; Traherne 2008; Star et al. 2011). Although an
increased number of MHC loci could be advantageous for the recognition of pathogens,
trade-offs limit the number of MHC loci: with an increased number of MHC molecules, more
self-peptides are likely to bind to them, which may induce negative selection on T-cells in
the thymus and therefore reduce overall T-cell repertoire (Takahata 1995). Gene expansion
and contraction at the MHC is therefore a dynamic evolutionary process (Piontkivska and
Nei 2003) with expansions especially occurring during times of species radiation (Klein et al.
1993a; O’Connor et al. 2016). During times of MHC contraction formerly classical genes can
degrade to non-classical genes with limited expression and functionality (Miller et al. 2002).
Relieved from functional constraints, non-classical genes can gain new functionality or turn
into pseudogenes (Raes and Van de Peer 2003; Magadum et al. 2013).
The genes of the MHC are the most variable expressed loci known in vertebrates (Hedrick
1999). However, mutation rates are not higher at the MHC than for other parts of the
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genome (Klein et al. 1993b) and inter- and intra-locus recombination and gene conversion
are thought to play important roles in the generation of the high levels of variation observed
(Zangenberg et al. 1995; Parham and Ohta 1996; Reusch and Langefors 2005; von Salomé
and Kukkonen 2008). Non-classical MHC genes are an interesting example of standing
genetic variation in this context, as variation at classical loci can be increased substantially
by inter-locus recombination (Reusch and Langefors 2005) and additionally because of
possibilities for different adaptation and more flexible expression patterns (Taylor and Raes
2004).
Different to many other vertebrate species the MHC class I and class II genes are found in
different linkage groups in teleost (bony fish) (Bingulac-Popovic et al. 1997; Sato et al. 2000)
and are therefore simply assigned as MH (Stet et al. 2003). This may have arisen by
maintaining different paralogues of the MHC functional and results in high flexibility in the
combination of class I and class II alleles in different haplotypes, which allows selection to
act independently on each class (Shum et al. 2001; Stet et al. 2003). Though differences in
evolutionary mode and history have been also shown in vertebrate species where both
classes are in linkage (Boyson et al. 1996; Bonneaud et al. 2004), the pattern observed in
mammals is reversed in teleosts (Ohta et al. 2000). In mammals, class I genes show speciesspecific lineages (Adams and Parham 2001), whilst in teleost fish the class I is characterized
by highly divergent allelic lineages, which are shared across species and maintained over
long evolutionary time scales (Shum et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2006; McClelland et al. 2013).
In contrast the class II evolves in a species-specific manner in teleosts and does not show
divergence in different allelic lineages, as is found in primates (Bontrop et al. 1999). The
increased flexibility of unlinked MH classes may compensate for the low number of classical
loci found in salmonids, where the MH class I and class II genes both contain a single
classical locus (Aoyagi et al. 2002; Grimholt et al. 2003).
In salmonids, duplicated regions of the MH class I can be found in different linkage groups,
containing various non-classical loci (Shiina et al. 2005; Lukacs et al. 2007, 2010). Five
different class I lineages have been classified as U, Z-, S-, L- and P-lineages and described in
detail by Grimholt (2016), summarized as follows. The U lineage contains the classical locus,
defined as UBA, fulfilling all characteristics for this designation. These are the conservation
of eight functionally important residues that anchor the C-and N-termini of peptides (Brown
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et al. 1993; Kaufman et al. 1994), ubiquitous expression, selection on peptide binding
residues (PBR) and polymorphism (Miller et al. 2006). Other non-classical loci of the Ulineage have been described as UCA, UDA, UEA, UFA, UGA, UHA and ULA. The UFA lineage is
a pseudogene in salmonids (Miller et al. 2006), whilst the others show variable degrees of
conservation of peptide anchor residues, expression and polymorphism. The ZE locus
exhibits various characteristics that make its assignation as a non-classical locus
questionable (Stet et al. 2003). The presence of conserved peptide anchoring residues,
exon-intron organization, ubiquitous expression, and polymorphism support the classical
nature of this locus in several teleost species (Kruiswijk et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2006; Lukacs
et al. 2010). The sites of polymorphism observed at the ZE locus are, however, not located
within the PBR (where the PBR is deduced from alignment with the human HLA peptide),
which is in contrast highly conserved (Grimholt et al. 2015). It has therefore been suggested
that residues involved in peptide binding are not consistent with those inferred from the
human HLA (Kruiswijk et al. 2002) and this could explain the maintenance of the observed
polymorphisms (Dirscherl and Yoder 2014). However, the high degree of functional
conservation and the presence of at least one expressed Z-locus in every teleost studied,
suggest an important functionality of this locus (Grimholt et al. 2015). Upregulation of ZEexpression after vaccine immunization with live attenuated Edwardsiella tarda in zebrafish
suggests that it has an immune function (Yang et al. 2012). The L-, S- and P-lineages do not
show conserved peptide anchoring residues and are not predicted to have peptide binding
properties (Grimholt et al. 2015).
Non-classsical MHC genes have been shown to have a variety of functions, mainly
investigated in human or other mammalian model systems (Hofstetter et al. 2011). These
include various forms of pattern recognition, binding peptides or lipids, as well as natural
killer cell or T cell receptors, suggesting important immune regulatory functions of nonclassical MHC genes, bridging the innate and adaptive immune response (Rodgers and Cook
2005). Associations of pathogen resistance with variation at non-classical class I loci has
been also documented in salmonids, in particular with the UCA/UDA or UEA loci (Miller et
al. 2004; Ozaki et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2008).
The overall aim of this study is to investigate extension of immunogenetic surveys in wild
salmonids beyond MH class II loci. Evolutionary genetic surveys of MHC class I UBA α2, class
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II DAA α1and DAB β1 regions, non-classical ZE locus and other non-classical U-lineages in
European grayling are presented. In this study:
(i) predictions of a single classical locus for both the class I and class II regions, with high
allelic divergence in the class I (Shum et al. 2001) and similar levels of diversity within both
class II chains (Gómez et al. 2010), as found in other salmonid taxa, are tested.
(ii) diverse allelic variation at the classical UBA locus/loci (Miller et al. 2006) is predicted and
the U-lineages within the α2 region are broadly targeted to investigate this.
(iii) evolutionary genetic variation of non-classical loci of both the U and Z-lineage present in
grayling is quantified, hypothesising to find polymorphic regions of adaptive nature. This
hypothesis is tested by investigating if selection is acting on non-classical genes across a
large number of individuals (96-223).

Materials and Methods

Sequencing of 37-40 individuals from each of twelve populations on an Illumina Miseq and
subsequent genotyping was performed as described in Chapter 2.
Prior to estimation of evolutionary genetic parameters, amino acid (AA) sequences were
derived for the class I α2 region by the identification of the reading frame within the overlap
of the sequences obtained from two different primers used to target the UBA locus (see
previous chapter). Multiple class I lineages/loci amplified (see Results) so assignment to
particular lineages and loci was necessary. To do this, amplicon sequences were aligned with
published sequences of the U- and Z lineage from closely related salmonid taxa as described
by Shum et al. 2001, Consuegra et al. 2005b, Kiryu et al. 2005, Shiina et al. 2005, Miller et al.
2006 and McClelland et al. 2011 in Oncorhynchus mykiss, Oncorhynchus nerka and Salmo
salar using ClustalW (Larkin et al. 2007). The best model of evolution was then inferred
using ProTest 2.4 (Abascal et al. 2005) with AICc as the model selection criterion. The
parameters of the inferred model were implemented in PhyML 3.1 (Guindon et al. 2010),
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which estimates maximum likelihood phylogenies. Tree stability was estimated over 100
bootstrap cycles, and consensus trees were built in Phylip (Felsenstein 1993).
For all loci (class I and class II) the evolutionary history of the observed MH sequences and
the PBR was then investigated based on alignments of salmonid MH sequences to human
HLA sequences (Stet et al. 2002; Grimholt et al. 2015). Residues important for peptide
anchoring of classical class I genes were inferred from alignment to human HLA sequences
(Grimholt et al. 2015) and compared with substitutions observed in different classical and
non-classical lineages in other salmonid taxa. Sites within the six peptide binding pockets of
the MH class I sequences were assigned as presented by Grimholt et al. (2015) and
properties inferred based on Saper et al. (1991) and Hashimoto et al. (1999). Peptide
binding sites of MH class II sequences were identified based on human HLA crystal
structures (Brown et al. 1993). The following analysis were done only for the MH I ZE and
the MH II loci, where an unambiguous locus assignment was possible. Mean nucleotide
diversity (Kimura 2-parameter model) was calculated for both PBR and non-PBR sites in
MEGA 6.0 (Tamura et al. 2013). The rates of synonymous and non-synonymous
substitutions were calculated using the Nei & Gojobori method (Nei and Gojobori 1986)
applying the Jukes Cantor correction (Jukes and Cantor 1969) for multiple hits in MEGA
(Tamura et al. 2013), using a Z-test for positive selection (Nei and Kumar 2000). To identify
sites under selection a suite of tools available on the “datamonkey” webserver (Delport et
al. 2010a) were implemented. First the Genetic Algorithm Recombination Detection (GARD)
tool (Pond et al. 2006) was used to test for recombination within sequences, which could
affect the inference of phylogenetic trees and find possible break points. To detect sites
under episodic diversifying selection a mixed effects model of evolution (MEME) was used
(Murrell et al. 2012). The Fast Unconstrained Bayesian AppRoximation (FUBAR) method was
used to detect sites under pervasive diversifying or purifying selection (Murrell et al. 2013).
A neighbour joining phylogenetic tree was used as input for both methods. Where evidence
for recombination was given, a consensus phylogenetic tree was built using separate
neighbour joining trees for each segment and used as an input for the inference of
selection. A codon test was implemented to identify the best fitting model of nucleotide
substitution, which was used for all analysis (Delport et al. 2010b). Results at a 0.1 level of
significance were also considered as evidence for selection, using the FUBAR and MEME
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methods. In order to detect non-random amnio acid replacements as a consequence of
selection for particular physiochemical properties, TREESAAP 3.2 (McClellan and Ellison
2010) was implemented, using a sliding window of 15 AAs. Here, amino acid substitutions
are ranked according to the resulting change in physio chemical properties into categories 18 with increasing magnitude of change. Only changes of categories seven and eight,
representing most drastic changes, were considered as evidence for selection (McClellan
and Ellison 2010). Alleles were named using the nomenclature described by Shum et al.
(2001).

Results
Evolutionary genetics of MH class I α2
For the UBA locus, a total of 35 unique sequences were identified, all of which translated to
different alleles based on AA identity. Eight sequences were obtained from both primer
pairs, eight only from the L3I primer and 19 only from the L3II primer. For 97 individuals,
genotypes were obtained for both primers (see previous chapter). The majority of
individuals showed between four and eight alleles (Figure 3.1), suggesting that generally a
minimum of four loci were amplifying.
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Figure 3.1 Alleles observed per individual for the MH class I α2: only given for individuals genotyped
for both primer pairs; allele counts are shown for all alleles, for only those with conserved anchor
residues of the L3I and L3II lineage, the potential UHA alleles and the UCA L3II lineage

Evidence for the amplification of multiple class I U lineages
Further evidence for the amplificiation of multiple U lineage loci using primers targetting the
UBA locus is demonstrated by clustering of lineages in the phylogenetic analysis (Figure 3.2).
ProTest inferred as the best fitting model of evolution in both cases Blosum62 (Henikoff and
Henikoff 1992) with a gamma distribution of rates between sites of 4, an alpha value of 0.82
for the UBA and deducing equilibrium AA frequencies from the alignment (Chao 1984).
Analysis of all obtained sequences with MH class I sequences of other salmonid taxa,
clustered twelve sequences within the L3III lineage of the UCA locus (Figure 3.2). All of them
deviated from the conserved pattern described for residues involved in peptide anchoring at
position 40 (W/L), corresponding to our sequence alignment, which has been observed for
the UBA L3II and Z-lineage in other salmonids (Table 3.1). Two of them had an additional
K/N substitution at position 39 (Table 3.1). Up to three alleles of the UCA cluster were
observed per individual (Figure 3.1). No sequences clustered closely to the classical UBA L3III
lineage (Figure 3.2). Two obtained sequences were observed closest to the UHA L3VI lineage
of other salmonid taxa (Figure 3.2). They showed conservation of peptide anchoring
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residues for all of the five positions our sequences covered, which is true for the UHA
lineage in addition to all UBA and the ZE lineages (Table 3.1). The majority of individuals (67)
did not have one of the potential UHA alleles (Figure 3.1). Of the remaining 21 alleles four
showed substitutions within the peptide anchoring residues (Table 3.1). Three of them
exhibited a T/S substitution at position 36, which has also been observed for alleles of the
UFA pseudogene and the UGA lineage in other salmonids, one with an additional K/N
substitution at position 39 and one with an additional W/L sustitution at position 40 (Table
3.1). The other allele that deviated from the conserved pattern of peptide anchoring
residues had a W/C substitution at position 40, not described for any salmonid class I
lineage, but found within the human non classical HLA-G lineage (Grimholt et al. 2015)
(Table 3.1) . This allele had the highest overall frequency and was observed in a total of 75
individuals. The remaining 17 alleles showed complete conservation of peptide anchoring
residues, or a W/L substitution at position 40, which is also observed in classical alleles. They
were mainly associated with the L3I and L3II lineage, though some alleles clustered close to
the UEA lineage but did not show the T/I substitution described as characteristic for this
lineage at position 36. Because of the high similarity between the classical UBA L3I lineage
and the non classical ULA L3I lineage, sequences derived from either of these loci could not
be distinguished. The majority of individuals showed between two and four alleles of the
conserved L3I/L3II category at the class I α2 region, five individuals exceeded this and
showed five alleles and one individual had only one allele (Figure 3.1).
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Table 3.1 Conserved peptide anchoring residues at the C and N peptide terminus covered by
sequencing grayling MH class I α2
Peptide C
terminus
Y/F
T
6/123
36/143

K
39/146

W
40/147

Peptide
N
terminus
Y
No of
53/159
sequences

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
L

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

S
S
S
*
*

*
*
N
*
N

*
L
*
C
L

*
*
*
*
*

A) Observed
15
14
(10 L3 III)
1
1
1
1
2 (L3 III)

B) Described
UBA L3I
*
*
*
*
*
UBA L3III
*
*
*/R
*
*
ULA L3I
*
*
*
*
*
UBA L3II
*
*
*
*/L
*
UFA (pseudo) *
S
*
*
*
L3II
UCA/UDA L3II *
*/M
*/E
*
*
UEA L3IV
*
I
*
*
*
UGA L3V
L
S
*
*
*
UHA L3VI
*
*
*
*
*
ZE L3VII
*
*
*
*/L
*
L-lineage
A
Q
D
G
V
S-lineage
*
Y
*
R
V
P-lineage
*
*
D
*
F
Positions are given for the alignment in this study and the according position in the full length
alignment; (A) Alleles observed in grayling in this study, (B) Alleles described for different lineages in
other salmonids (Kiryu et al. 2005; Miller et al. 2006; Lukacs et al. 2010; Grimholt et al. 2015)
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Figure 3.2 Phylogenetic tree of salmonid MH class I α2: All grayling (Thth) sequences were observed
in this study; # at the end of the sequence indicates that all peptide anchoring residues are conserved
and #L indicates a W/L substitution at position 40; genbank accession numbers are given at the start
of sequence names of other taxa; Bootstrap values obtained over 100 cycles are given;
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Evolutionary genetics of ZE α1
Twelve alleles were identified for the ZE α1 regions, with ten of them corresponding to
different AA translations (Figure 3.3a). There was no variation at the nucleotide and protein
level within the PBR as inferred from the human HLA (Figure 3.3a). For one of the sites
suggested by Kruiswijk et al. (2002) as an alternative PBR, evidence of pervasive diversifying
selection at a posterior probability >0.9 (CI 0-3) was given by the FUBAR method, but no
variation was found within the other two suggested sites, which were covered by the
obtained sequences (Figure 3.3a). FUBAR identified an additional other site with posterior
probability >0.95 (CI 0-2) to be under balancing selection (Figure 3.3a), whilst the MEME
analysis did not give any evidence for selection. For one site FUBAR gave evidence for
purifying selection with a probability >0.9 (CI 0-3), one position before a residue involved in
salt-bridges (Figure 3.3a) (Stet et al. 2003). Mean nucleotide distance within the suggested
PBR was 3 times higher (0.09) than for the rest of the sequence (0.03). However a z-test for
positive selection was not significant (p = 0.14, Z = 1.06). GARD analysis did not give
evidence for recombination at this locus. TREESAAP gave evidence for positive destabilizing
selection on amino acid properties acting upon the last two thirds of the sequence (Figure
3.4). The tendency to form an alpha helix was the only positively selected amino acid
property of category 8 (p < 0.001), representing most drastic changes. Identified selection
on amino acid properties of category 7 included turn tendencies (p < 0.01), power to be at
the N-terminal (p < 0.05) and compressibility (p < 0.05). Increasing selection for all of these
properties was found after AA position 17 (Figure 3.4).

Evolutionary genetics of MH class II α1 and β1
Individual allele counts for the MH class II DAA and DAB locus provided evidence for a single
classical class II locus in grayling, as has been described for other salmonid taxa (Grimholt et
al. 2003). For the DAA and DAB locus 15 and 10 alleles were identified respectively, all of
which encoded different protein sequences. Evidence for historical positive selection was
identified for both the PBR region (p = 0.0003, Z = 3.51) and non-PBR region (p = 0.02, Z =
2.06) at the DAA locus. For the DAB locus evidence for positive selection was identified only
for the PBR region (p = 0.005, Z = 3.39) and not for the non-PBR region (p = 0.09, Z = 1.35).
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Average pairwise nucleotide distance was considerably higher (0.15, 0.21) for the PBR than
for non-PBR regions (0.03, 0.05) for the DAA and DAB locus respectively. The F81
substitution model had highest support (lowest AIC) for both class II loci. GARD analysis gave
no evidence for recombination events at the DAA locus and a neighbour-joining tree was
used to identify sites under selection. Two breakpoints were identified for the DAB locus, at
position 56 and 166 of the amino acid alignment, which was confirmed by significant
topological incongruence using the KH test (p < 0.05), giving evidence for recombination at
this locus. A consensus of the neighbour-joining trees for each segment was used to identify
sites under selection. MEME inferred seven and six sites under episodic diversifying
selection (P<0.1), with six and four of them significant at the 0.05 level for the DAA and DAB
loci, respectively (Figure 3.3b, 3.3c). The FUBAR method detected 15 and 18 sites at a
posterior probability >0.9 (CI 0-3) with evidence of pervasive diversifying selection, with 10
and 8 sites having a posterior probability >0.95 (CI 0-2) for the DAA and DAB locus
respectively (Figure 3.3b, 3.3c). No evidence was found for purifying selection at the DAA
locus. For the DAB locus, evidence for pervasive purifying selection was found with a
posterior probability >0.9 (CI 0-3) for one site, next to the N-linked glycosylation site
suggested for salmonids (Stet et al. 2002) and a posterior probability >0.95 (CI 0-2) next to
the N-linked glycosylation site as described in humans (Figure 3.3c). From a total of 16
putative peptide binding sites, 10 had evidence for diversifying selection at the DAA locus
(Figure 3.3b). For 5 other sites evidence for diversifying selection was found, three of them a
conserved residue in the human HLA sequence. For the DAB locus, 11 of 18 putative peptide
binding residues had evidence for diversifying selection (Figure 3.3c). Another 6 sites
showed evidence for diversifying selection, one of them a conserved residue in the human
HLA sequence. For the DAA gene TREESAAP identified one positively selected amino acid
property at category 8, buriedness (p < 0.05), which is increased within the first quarter of
the sequence (Figure 3.4). Thermodynamic transfer hydrophobicity was another selected
amino acid property of category 7 (p < 0.01), which is increased at the end of the sequence
(Figure 4). For the DAB gene a total of three amino acid properties had evidence for positive
selection. These were compressibility (p < 0.01) within category 8 and power to be at the
middle of an alpha-helix (p < 0.001) and isoelectric point (p < 0.01) within category 7 (Figure
3.4).
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Comparison of diversity at the different class I and class II loci
The largest number of alleles and highest mean nucleotide distance were identified for the
L3I/II lineages of the class I α2 domain containing the classical UBA locus (Table 3.2).
However, this includes additional alleles of the non-classical ULA locus. The largest number
of sites with evidence for balancing selection was identified for the class II loci. The DAB
locus also showed the highest number of significant breakpoints as a result of
recombination (Table 3.2). Evidence for recombination events was given for the class I α2
region as well, with both the L3I/L3II lineages and the L3III lineage showing one breakpoint.
The class I α1 ZE locus had the lowest number of sites with evidence for balancing selection,
but exceeded the non-classical UCA locus in mean nucleotide distance for the inferred PBR
(Table 3.2). Evidence for purifying selection was found at one site at this locus as well, which
was only also observed at the class II DAB locus at two sites (Table 3.2).
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Figure 3.3a Alignment of MH class I ZE α1 sequences obtained in this study with the human HLA:
(+) indicate potential contact residues and # potential conserved residues of the human HLA (=)
indicate N-linked glycosylation sites in the HLA sequence; * indicates diversifying selection was
detected at a 0.05 significance level and ^ detection at a 0.1 significance level for the MEME and
FUBAR method respectively; triangles indicate detection of purifying selection at a 0.1 significance
level and filled triangles purifying selection at a 0.05 significance level; alternative PBR suggested by
Kruiswijk et al. (2002)are boxed;
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Figure 3.3b Alignment of MH class II α1 sequences obtained in this study with the human HLA: (+)
indicate potential contact residues and # potential conserved residues of the human HLA (=) indicate
N-linked glycosylation sites in the HLA sequence; * indicates diversifying selection was detected at a
0.05 significance level and ^ detection at a 0.1 significance level for the MEME and FUBAR method
respectively; triangles indicate detection of purifying selection at a 0.1 significance level and filled
triangles purifying selection at a 0.05 significance level;
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Figure 3.3c Alignment of MH class II β1 sequences obtained in this study with the human HLA; (+) indicate potential contact residues and # potential
conserved residues of the human HLA (=) indicate N-linked glycosylation sites in the HLA sequence; * indicates diversifying selection was detected at a 0.05
significance level and ^ detection at a 0.1 significance level for the MEME and FUBAR method respectively; triangles indicate detection of purifying selection
at a 0.1 significance level and filled triangles purifying selection at a 0.05 significance level; potential N-linked glycolisation sites in salmonids are boxed (Stet
et al. 2002);
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Figure 3.4 TREESAAP for MH class I ZE and class II DAA and DAB: category of
change and significance across the sequence are shown in brackets; only zscores above 1.6, equivalent to p < 0.05 are shown;
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Table 3.2 Comparison of variation observed for the different MH regions studied
class I

class II

chain

α2

α2

α1

α1

β1

Locus

UBA, ULA

UCA

ZE

DAA

DAB

/lineage

(L3I/II)

(L3III)

No. alleles (AA
identity)

17

12

10

15

10

Mean nucleotide
distance (PBR)

0.45

0.03

0.09*

0.15

0.21

Mean nucleotide
distance (not PBR)

0.05

0.08

0.03*

0.03

0.05

Recombination
(GARD)

1

1

0

0

2

No. sites under
balancing selection
(MEME+FUBAR)

9

3

2

16

19

No. sites under
purifying selection
(FUBAR)

0

0

1

0

2

*for the ZE locus the PBR was defined as suggested by Kruiswijk et al. (2002)
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Discussion

This study provides further evidence for the generality of patterns of diversity within the
MH across the salmonid genus. This includes a single classical locus for the class II and high
allelic divergence within the classical class I (Grimholt et al. 2003). Further, phylogenetic
comparison of grayling U-lineage sequences with sequences of other salmonid taxa suggests
the presence of the non-classical UCA, UFA and UHA loci in grayling. Strong evidence for
balancing selection was found for the classical class II loci, and specifically within the PBR.
Additionally, evidence for balancing selection was also given for the non-classical ZE lineage
and an adaptive nature of polymorphism is suggested.

Some ambiguity remains, regarding a single classical locus for the class I, because no
classical L3III lineage alleles have been identified and the alleles derived from the unclassical
ULA locus and the UBA classical L3I lineage could not be distinguished, because of the high
similarity. The classical class I locus is characterized by high allelic divergence reflected by
mean nucleotide distance twice as high as for the class II loci in this study (Table 3.2) (Shum
et al. 2001). Two classical UBA α2 lineages were identified in grayling (L3I, L3II), whilst only
non-classical L3III lineage alleles were identified based on phylogenetic analysis (Figure 3.2).
Evidence for balancing selection acting on non-classical UCA and ZE loci has been given,
supporting both functionality and adaptive polymorphism. We did find some non-classical
alleles that could not be assigned to particular loci, showing some unique residues at
peptide anchoring sites, not observed in other salmonids, which merits further research in
the future.

Both classical class II chains have been shown to be diverse, with more allelic variation
present at the DAA chain and higher allelic divergence at the DAB chain. Evidence for
recombination has been provided for both classes highlighting the importance of this
evolutionary force in shaping variation at the MH genes (Zangenberg et al. 1995; Parham
and Ohta 1996; Reusch and Langefors 2005; von Salomé and Kukkonen 2008). The highest
rate of recombination was found here at the MH class II DAB locus. Comparatively higher
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rates of recombination for the class II than for the class I has also been documented by
Consuegra et al. (2005a).

The presence of a classical L3III lineage in grayling, which has not been identified in this
study, seems probable as these ancient UBA lineages are generally shared across species
and maintained over long evolutionary time scales (Shum et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2006;
McClelland et al. 2013). However, it is also possible that alleles defined as the UCA lineage
are actually classical alleles of the L3III lineage, as the assignment was purely based on
phylogenetic relationships here. The pattern observed for peptide anchoring residues for
these alleles, a Leucin residue at position 40 in all alleles is not typical for the UCA lineage in
other salmonids, but rather associated with the L3II or L3VII lineage (Table 3.1). Two of
these alleles had an additional K/N substitution, which has to our knowledge not been
observed in other salmonids, but has been observed in spotted gar (Lepisosteus oculatus), a
sister group of teleosts, within the U lineage (Grimholt et al. 2015, additional file 11). This
substitution was also observed in another allele, in combination with a T/S substitution at
position 36, which is associated with the UFA and UGA lineages in other salmonids (Table
3.1). Further work would be needed to elucidate the origin of these alleles. The presence of
up to three alleles for the UCA lineage is consistent with this locus being duplicated in other
salmonids (Miller et al. 2006; Lukacs et al. 2010). However, not all individuals exhibited
alleles of this lineage, indicating that more allelic variation is present, which remained
uncovered in this study. In Atlantic salmon the UCA loci have been described as
pseudogenes (Lukacs et al. 2010). There was no indication of this in the current study.
An unusual deviation from the conserved pattern of peptide anchoring residues was
observed in one allele (ID 16465_1415), which showed a high overall frequency (0.77),
showing a W/C substitution at position 40 (Table 3.1). This substitution has been described
as a unique characteristic of the human non-classical HLA-G, important for its function in
inhibiting natural killer (NK) cells (Gonen-Gross et al. 2003). Up-regulation of HLA-G in fetus
cells during mammalian pregnancy protects them from the attack of NK cells in the absence
of maternal MHC I motives (Pazmany et al. 1996). Interestingly, this substitution has been
also observed in Latimeria chalumnae (Coelacanthiformes) (Stet et al. 1996) a sister group
of all ray-finned fish (Actinopterygii), which is viviparous (Wourms et al. 1991). Although this
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allele is clearly not an adaptation to viviparity in grayling, a functional role in NK cell
mediation seems possible. The allele clustered within the L3I lineages, but its classification
as such would suggest a third locus containing alleles of this lineage as indicated by allele
counts per individual (Table 3.1). The investigation of the source and role of this allele
merits further research.
The ZE α1 region showed a high degree of conservation within the residues associated with
the PBR in humans, also observed for other teleost species (Grimholt 2016). Nevertheless,
there was a relatively high degree of polymorphism and ten distinct alleles (AA identity)
were observed, comparable to the class II DAB locus (Table 3.2). For two of the polymorphic
sites evidence for balancing selection was given by FUBAR analysis, suggesting an adaptive
nature of the maintenance of polymorphism at this locus, as proposed by Kruiswijk et al.
(2002). The authors have also suggested alternative sites for the PBR at this locus and here
evidence for selection was given in grayling for one of these sites (Figure 3.3b), but not for
another two. TREESAP also gave evidence for selection on physiochemical properties of the
ZE protein, which is indicative of its functionality. Evidence for functionality in the immune
response has been given in zebrafish (Danio rerio), where an upregulation of the ZEexpression was observed after vaccine immunization with live attenuated Edwardsiella
tarda (Yang et al. 2012). Further research is recommended to elucidate the functional
properties of the ZE gene products.
Significantly higher rates of non-synonymous to synonymous substitutions and higher
nucleotide divergence within the PBR were observed for both MH II genes, giving evidence
for historical pathogen driven balancing selection. Higher rates of non-synonymous to
synonymous substitutions were observed for the DAA gene in the non-PBR as well, but
significance was more than 60 times higher for the PBR. For both genes some evidence for
diversifying selection was given for residues conserved in the human HLA gene. However,
the inference of functionality of the protein residues are currently derived from human and
mouse models and have not been developed for teleost or salmonids (Gómez et al. 2010).
Although the pattern seems to broadly follow that observed in human and mouse (Stet et
al. 2002), some incongruence cannot be excluded, yet Gómez et al. (2010) found the same
residue conserved in human (H82 in Figure 6) under diversifying selection in Oncorhynchus
kisutch, Oncorhynchus mykiss and Salmo salar as observed for grayling here.
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TREESAAP also gave evidence for selection for fuctional properties on the MH class II genes.
These included properties that affect secondary protein structure, such as buriedness for
parts of the DAA gene and alpha helical properties and compressibility for parts of the DAB
gene. Evidence for selection on physiochemical properties, like increased hydrophobicity
(DAA) or selection for a zero electrical net charge (DAB) was also given. It is likely that these
alterations affect pathogen binding and represent adaptive changes.
This study is another example of high immune genetic variation maintained by diverse
patterns of selection in natural populations. It further extends on the current knowledge of
immune genetic diversity in salmonids and highlights potential areas for future research.
Now, that historic patterns of selection on the grayling MH have been elucidated, further
population genetic analysis will be used to investigate how selection is shaping current
within population diversity in relation to demographic forces.
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Chapter 4: Neutral variation does not predict immunogenetic
variation in the European grayling, Thymallus thymallus

Abstract

In the light of current rates of environmental change induced by human ecosystem
alteration and climate change, the assessment and preservation of evolutionary potential is
of high relevance in conservation biology. Neutral genetic markers continue to be the
method of choice in many population genetic surveys that aim to inform species
conservation, based on the rationale that they reflect genome-wide genetic variation and
can be used as a surrogate for adaptive genetic variation and evolutionary potential. The
aim of this study was to compare the performance of neutral markers with functionally
important immune genes of the Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC), underlying
evolutionary processes, to inform decisions for management of European grayling
(Thymallus thymallus). As a species of great socioeconomic value, it is primarily managed
through stocking wild populations with hatchery-reared fish. This study is the first to (i)
characterize the MH class II α-chain (DAA) and β-chain (DAB) and (ii) to assess the effect of
stocking on immune genetic variation in grayling. High throughput Illumina sequencing was
done for twelve populations: three where grayling have been introduced (Clyde, Eden and
Itchen), four described as ‘native stocked’ (Aire, Derbyshire Derwent, Dove and the
Hampshire Avon) and five native populations (Dee, Severn, Ure, Wye and Wylye). Both MH
II genes showed evidence for balancing selection based on a Ewen-Watterson test. No
significant correlations between MH and neutral marker levels of heterozygosity, allelic
richness or inbreeding were found. Significantly lower levels of heterozygosity for both
‘introduced’ and ‘native stocked’ populations in comparison to ‘native’ populations were
only evident from MH markers. Patterns of population structure were similar between
neutral and MH II markers.. Significantly lower differentiation at the MH II than for
microsatellites was only apparent when considering purely native populations. This study
adds to the increasing demand of including ecologically meaningful genetic markers for the
information and assessment of management decisions.
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Introduction

Current rates of species extinction resulting from large-scale human ecosystem alterations
are comparable to those of historic events of mass extinctions (Ceballos et al. 2015). In
order to develop sound conservation strategies to maintain biodiversity against this
background, it is generally acknowledged that taking account of genetic factors is crucial
(Pertoldi et al. 2007; Sgrò et al. 2011). In the short term, the loss of genetic variation directly
impacts on population viability due to negative effects associated with inbreeding and
inbreeding depression (Spielman et al. 2004; Charlesworth and Willis 2009). In the long term,
populations can only persist in a changing environment if they harbour heritable functional
genetic variation, which is the prerequisite for adaptive evolution to occur (e.g. Duplouy et
al. 2013).
Based on the assumption that neutral genetic markers, which do not encode functional
proteins, represent genome-wide levels of variation (Kirk and Freeland 2011), they continue
to be the method of choice in many conservation genetic surveys. Although this method has
a wide range of useful applications for conservation biology (e.g. measuring isolation and
gene-flow), adaptive genetic variation (defined as functional genetic variation that
translates to differences in individual fitness) is not measured using neutral marker analysis
(Hedrick 2001; Kirk and Freeland 2011). Since adaptive genetic variation may be affected
differently than neutral variation by demographic processes like bottlenecks (because of the
additional effects of selection which remain through the bottleneck (Ejsmond and Radwan
2011; Oliver and Piertney 2012; Sutton et al. 2011, 2015)), conservation decisions based
only on neutral markers may be insufficiently informed (Bonin et al. 2007). Consequently,
there is an increasing demand to include functional genetic markers, which represent
ecologically meaningful variation, in conservation genetic studies (Hoffmann and Willi 2008;
Piertney and Webster 2010; Kirk and Freeland 2011). This inclusion of evolutionary
dynamics into diversity assessment is thought to greatly improve ecological monitoring and
conservation planning (Brodersen and Seehausen 2014).
Genetic markers associated with immunity are top candidates to monitor adaptive genetic
variation for conservation purposes because they have known associations with fitness and
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evolutionary dynamics (Sommer 2005; Eyto et al. 2007; Dionne et al. 2009; Ujvari and Belov
2011). As diseases are thought to be a major threat to biodiversity (Daszak et al. 2000) and
species persistence (Smith et al. 2006, 2009), genetic variation associated with immune
competence is an excellent model for conservation monitoring (Sommer 2005; Eyto et al.
2007; Dionne et al. 2009; Ujvari and Belov 2011).
The assessment of adaptive genetic variation is particularly warranted in the case of
European grayling (Thymallus thymallus, Salmonidae). Management for conservation
purposes includes supplementary breeding and translocation of brood-stocks (Allendorf et
al. 2001; Ayllon et al. 2006). In response to declines in abundance recorded in many parts of
its range (Persat 1996; Uiblein et al. 2001; Gum et al. 2003; Dawnay et al. 2011),
supplementation with hatchery reared fish (stocking) has been widely applied (Koskinen et
al. 2002; Dawnay et al. 2011; Weiss et al. 2013; Persat et al. 2016). However, the genetic
relationships between source and recipient population were largely unknown (Dawnay et al.
2011; Persat et al. 2016), with the consequence of the complete displacement of indigenous
stocks in some places, as revealed by neutral genetic data (Duftner et al. 2005; Meraner et
al. 2014). In other cases, released fish have not contributed to the native population at all,
which is attributed to their very low survival rates (Persat et al. 2016).
Genetic maladaptation to local conditions of introduced fish is one reason for the generally
observed lower fitness compared to native stocks (Araki et al. 2007; Araki and Schmid 2010;
Williamson et al. 2010; Harbicht et al. 2014). This is of great concern where stocked and
native individuals do interbreed, as disruption of local adaptations and outbreeding
depression can have long-term impacts on fitness of local stocks (Allendorf et al. 2001;
Lorenzen et al. 2012; Satake and Araki 2012). Adverse effects on fitness are possible even
where the source and recipient population are the same. The genetic load of supplemented
wild populations can increase substantially if deleterious mutations are eliminated less
efficiently through the relaxation of selection over a period of early life-history in captivity
(Lynch and O’Hely 2001, Araki et al. 2009). Also, natural mate choice is thought to be an
important component of selection on immune genetic variation (Consuegra and Leaniz 2008;
Milinski 2006), which is not allowed for in current supplementary breeding programmes of
grayling. Altogether, there are a number of mechanisms how stocking could directly
interfere with natural selection and evolutionary processes. However, no genotyping of
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functional genetic loci has been conducted for European grayling in order to assess the
effects of the widely applied stocking practice on adaptive genetic variation.
The first larger genetic survey of grayling in the UK was done by Dawnay et al. (2011) using
neutral genetic markers. They found high levels of differentiation between populations,
which has also been as reported from continental Europe (Gross et al. 2001; Koskinen et al.
2002; Gum et al. 2005). Four demographic clusters were identified (Dawnay et al. 2011).
Stocking policies were altered in response to these data. This is based on the rationale that
the maintenance of genetic integrity and distinctiveness in conservation efforts, is thought
to result in the highest diversity and opportunities for evolution in an uncertain future
(Forest et al. 2007).
Here, immune variation in European grayling at the Major Histocompatibility (MH) class II
genes is examined, representing highly diverse, non-neutral markers. In teleost fish, unlike
other vertebrates, the class I and class II genes are not within one complex and hence they
are only designated as MH (Stet 2003). In particular, variation at the MH class II α-chain
(DAA) and β-chain (DAB), covering most of the class II peptide binding region (PBR) is
assessed. Variation at the MH genes is compared to neutral genetic marker variation, which
has been assessed for the same individuals by Dawnay et al. (2011). Comparison between
neutral and adaptive marker variation allows the distinction between the relative role of
selection versus demography and genetic drift.
The hypothesis that microsatellite diversity does not reflect MH diversity is tested, as
selection acts as a major force on MH but not microsatellite loci. Current risk assessment of
population viability and the definition of management units based on neutral marker
diversity is therefore predicted not to be consistent with results for immune genetic
markers involved in evolutionary processes. Stocking history is also predicted to affect
genetic variation at MH loci more than at neutral sites, because of the inference with
natural evolutionary processes.
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Materials and Methods
Samples
Between 37 and 40 individuals were selected from each of twelve previously sampled
populations (Dawnay et al. 2011) covering different management classes. These consisted of
five native populations (Dee, Severn, Ure, Wye and Wylye), four ‘native stocked’ (Aire,
Derbyshire Derwent, Dove and the Hampshire Avon) and three introduced populations
(Clyde, Eden and Itchen) (these designations follow Dawnay et al. 2011). Illumina
sequencing and genotyping was done as described in chapter two.

Sequence and diversity analysis
First, summary statistics of genetic diversity were calculated for all populations. Conformity
with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was investigated using Fisher’s exact tests implemented
within Genepop (Rousset 2008) using 10000 dememorizations, 100 batches and 10000
iterations per batch. Observed and unbiased expected heterozygosity were calculated in
GenAlex 6.5 (Peakall and Smouse 2012). Weir and Cockerham's (1984) F-statistics and allelic
richness were calculated using Fstat (Goudet 2001). Tests of significant differences of FIS
estimates and of FST estimates were based on 24000 randomisations and 66000
permutations respectively. Allele frequency differences among populations were also
investigated using Fisher’s exact tests implemented in Genepop (dememorization = 1000,
batches =100, iterations per batch = 1000) (Rousset 2008). For all loci amino acid diversity
was calculated for the peptide binding region (PBR) as p-distance within and across
populations in MEGA 7.021 (Kumar et al. 2016).
To assess the potential effect of stocking on adaptive genetic variation, differences in
observed and expected heterozygosity, inbreeding coefficient FIS and allelic richness
between native, native stocked and introduced populations were tested using Kruskal Wallis
tests and pairwise comparisons were performed using Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests in R (R
Core Team 2015).
Microsatellite marker data from Dawnay et al. (2011) was tested for deviations from neutral
expectations, performing an FST outlier test in BayeScan 2.1 (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008).with a
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prior odd ratio of 10 and 20 pilot runs of 5000 iterations and an additional 50000 iterations
burn in. MH locus data were compared to neutral microsatellite based diversity for the
same populations to evaluate how well the latter reflects ecologically meaningful genetic
variation. Additionally pairwise FST estimates were compared using Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
tests between MH II and microsatellite loci, using (i) all populations, (ii) using only native
and native stocked or (iii) only purely native populations. Introduced populations were not
separately considered in this comparison because results are expected to be less biologically
meaningful, due to founder effects resulting from the translocation event. To assess
whether population structure reflected by neutral markers is supported by adaptive genetic
differentiation, a neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree was built based on Nei’s genetic
distance (Nei 1972) in PHYLIP as a consensus of 2000 bootstrapped replications (Felsenstein
1993) for all genes studied.
Finally, the more recent effects of selection on each population and on each gene were
evaluated. A Ewen-Watterson homozygosity test in its original definition (Ewens 1972;
Watterson 1978) and a slightly modified version by Slatkin (1994) were conducted in
ARLEQUIN 3.5 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). The Ewen-Watterson test compares allele
frequencies observed within each population to those expected under neutrality for
populations at mutation-drift equilibrium. The test assumes population equilibrium and is
sensitive to demographic changes. During population bottlenecks low frequency alleles are
lost at a higher rate, producing allele frequencies that are more even than expected under
neutrality (Watterson 1986). Similarly population expansion leads to an increase in low
frequency alleles and lower heterozygosity than expected under neutral-equilibrium (Meyer
et al. 2006). In order to distinguish demographic and selective forces and their effect on
allele frequency changes a Ewen Watterson test was also performed on the microsatellite
data from Dawnay et al. (2011) for all populations studied. Because of the limited statistical
power of the Ewen Watterson test in detecting weak or moderate selection, significance
without correcting for multiple testing or marginally significant results ( p < 0.1, p > 0.9) are
generally also considered as evidence (Ewens 1972; Larson et al. 2014).
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Results
Genetic diversity
Total number of alleles per population ranged from 2-7 for the DAA locus and 2-6 for the
DAB locus. Two populations Aire (AIR) and Severn (SEV) showed significant heterozygote
deficits (Table 4.1) and departure from HWE for the DAB gene. FIS estimates ranged from 0.22 to 0.33 for the DAA locus and from -0.2 to 0.6 for the DAB locus. Average AA diversity
within the PBR was 0.11 for DAA and 0.41 for DAB across all populations. There was greater
within population than between population AA diversity for all but the Eden population for
the DAB locus (Table 4.1).
Expected heterozygosity and allelic richness for DAA and DAB differed significantly across
introduced, native stocked and native populations (Pairwise Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test,
Figure 4.1). ‘Native stocked’ populations showed significantly lower expected heterozygosity
than native populations (Pairwise Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon; p = 0.046). Between native and
introduced populations, significant differences were observed for expected and observed
heterozygosity and allelic richness (Pairwise Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon; p = 0.02, p = 0.001, p
= 0.003). No significant differences were observed between groups for FIS values or effective
population size which was inferred from microsatellites (Dawnay et al. 2011). For
microsatellites only allelic richness followed the same pattern as observed for the MH
(Figure 4.1).

Comparison of microsatellite and MH diversity
FST outlier tests gave no indication for selection on microsatellite loci. No significant
correlations were observed between microsatellite and MH expected heterozygosity,
observed heterozygosity, allelic richness or FIS (Figure 4.2). Expected heterozygosity, allelic
richness and inbreeding coefficients (FIS) were significantly higher for MHII genes than for
microsatellites (Pairwise Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon; p = 0.007, p = 0.003, p = 0.01) (Figure
4.3). Populations for which a past bottleneck had been detected using neutral data (Dawnay
et al. 2011) did not differ significantly from those populations where no evidence for past
bottlenecks was found in any comparison.
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Population-differentiation
A Mantel test showed significant correlations between MH and microsatellite pairwise FST
estimates for all genes (Mantel test DAA: P = 0.001, r= 0.55; DAB: p = 0.02, r =0.38) (Figure
4.4). The Wylye population, which showed significant intra-population differentiation for
microsatellites and was split in an A and B subpopulation in Dawnay et al. (2011) did not
show significant differentiation for the MH genes and was treated as one population.
Considering all or only native and native stocked populations in a pairwise comparison of
MH II to microsatellite FST no significant differences were observed (Figure 4.6). However,
considering only purely native populations resulted in significantly lower differentiation for
both MH II genes than for microsatellites (Pairwise Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon; DAA: p = 0.009,
DAB: p = 0.02) (Figure 4.6).
Pairwise FST estimates significantly greater than zero were found for most population pairs
for both genes (Table 4.2). Un-rooted neighbour-joining phylogenetic trees suggest a similar
pattern of population sub-groups for MH II genes as for neutral markers (Figure 4.7). The
Dee population groups with cluster C rather than A and the Derbyshire Derwent with A
rather than D, where they were grouped for neutral markers (Figure 4.7).
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Table 4.1 Sample locations with population classification and summary of genetic diversity for microsatellite markers (from Dawnay et al.(2011)), MH
class II α (DAA) and β chain (DAB)
Microsatellites (from Dawnay et al.(2011))

DAA

pop

class

N

Ne

Na

He

Ho

Fis

Bottle
necked

AIR

NS

39

63.9

3

0.45

0.44

0.02

CLD

I

64

68.6

2.3

0.39

0.37

0.05

*

DEE

N

52

43.2

3.5

0.54

0.51

0.04

*

DBD

NS

39

36.9

2.7

0.42

0.45

0.07

DOV

NS

50

64.4

2.6

0.35

0.32

0.04

EDN

I

45

48.7

2.5

0.4

0.38

0.04

*

HAV

NS

58

32.5

2.5

0.42

0.45

0.07

*

ITH

I

50

86.6

2.5

0.39

0.38

SEV

N

39

40.8

2.8

0.42

0.41

URE

N

58

62.5

2.9

0.35

WYE

N

55

121

3

0.4

WLA/B

N

48/51

33.5

2.2

0.34

DAB
N

Na

He

Ho

Fis

0.30

Mean AA
diversity
PBR
0.23

29

4.0

0.54

0.28

0.5*

-0.22

0.44

37

2.0

0.29

0.35

-0.20

0.5

0.74

0.07

0.3

26

5.9

0.77

0.54

0.30

0.42

0.54

0.57

-0.06

0.32

36

2.0

0.50

0.58

-0.18

0.5

2.8

0.30

0.23

0.23

0.33

35

2.9

0.30

0.26

0.14

0.51

3.0

0.36

0.24

0.33

0.29

36

3.5

0.34

0.25

0.26

0.4

37

4.9

0.73

0.70

0.04

0.34

33

4.9

0.75

0.73

0.03

0.46

0.02

34

2.0

0.42

0.29

0.31

0.25

20

2.0

0.41

0.45

-0.10

0.65

0.03

31

3.0

0.53

0.39

0.27

0.29

30

3.9

0.57

0.23

0.6*

0.42

0.32

0.09

31

6.0

0.80

0.58

0.28

0.27

30

5.0

0.59

0.40

0.32

0.47

0.4

0

30

3.7

0.64

0.63

0.02

0.28

22

3.0

0.65

0.55

0.16

0.47

0.32

0.05

34

4.0

0.73

0.68

0.07

0.29

25

4.0

0.75

0.56

0.26

0.43

*

N

Na

He

Ho

Fis

31

4.0

0.59

0.42

40

2.0

0.31

0.38

27

6.7

0.80

35

3.4

26
33

Mean AA
diversity
PBR
0.42

Population classifications are given for native (N), native stocked (NS) and introduced (I) populations; number of genotyped samples (N) and where available
allelic richness (Na), expected heterozygosity (He), observed heterozygosity (Ho), inbreeding coefficient (FIS), with values significant in bold and significant
deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium after Hochberg-Bonferroni correction indicated (*), are given; for microsatellite markers estimated effective
population size (Ne) and detection of a bottleneck (*) is given; population abbreviations are followed as in Dawnay et al. (2011); NA indicates that a
measurement is not available;
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of genetic diversity at the MH II and microsatellites within native, native stocked and introduced populations: p-values for pairwise
comparisons are derived from Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests and only reported for significant or marginally significant differences;
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Figure 4.2 Relationship between microsatellite and MH II diversity measurements: Spearman
correlation coefficients and p-values are given for comparisons of microsatellite and MH II diversity
measurements
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Figure 4.3 Relationship between microsatellite and MH II diversity measurements: P values of
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests with significant differences between markers are given

Figure 4.4 Relationship of pairwise FST /(1- FST) of microsatellites and MH markers studied: P values
are given with Spearman correlation coefficients in significant cases;
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Figure 4.5 Population divergence measured as pairwise FST /(1- FST) for microsatellites and MH II
markers: for all (left), only native and native stocked populations (middle) and purely native
populations (right): P values of Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests with significant differences between
markers are given
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Table 4.2 Pairwise linear Fst (Fst/(1-Fst)) between all populations for each gene individually

DAA

AIR

CLD

0.81

DEE

0.28

0.29

DBD

0.53

0.14

0.16

DOV

0.74

-0.01

0.26

0.15

EDN

0.69

0.01

0.22

0.15

-0.01

HAV

0.33

0.31

0.05

0.21

0.28

0.25

ITH

0.65

1.10

0.26

0.74

1.07

0.95

0.33

SEV

0.73

0.95

0.32

0.28

0.96

0.85

0.48

1.04

URE

0.28

0.50

0.15

0.31

0.45

0.42

0.19

0.53

0.47

WYE

0.49

0.52

0.13

0.27

0.49

0.36

0.26

0.71

0.23

0.28

WLA/B

0.39
AIR

0.78
CLD

0.10
DEE

0.48
DBD

0.72
DOV

0.66
EDN

0.09
HAV

0.21
ITH

0.57
SEV

0.27
URE

DAB

CLD

DEE

DBD

DOV

EDN

HAV

ITH

SEV

URE

CLD

0.99

DEE

0.45

0.26

DBD

0.68

0.10

0.14

DOV

0.66

0.00

0.17

0.07

EDN

1.03

-0.01

0.27

0.15

0.01

HAV

0.50

0.37

0.09

0.25

0.26

0.39

ITH

0.69

0.87

0.27

0.53

0.59

0.91

0.29

SEV

0.89

0.98

0.26

0.37

0.74

1.04

0.50

0.71

URE

0.43

0.12

0.13

0.15

0.06

0.12

0.19

0.39

0.64

WYE

0.72

0.76

0.13

0.37

0.55

0.76

0.37

0.54

0.09

0.43

WLA/B

0.52

0.63

0.07

0.39

0.43

0.67

0.01

0.28

0.52

0.28

74

WYE

0.40
WYE

0.38

Microsatellites
Figure 4.6:
Unrooted
phylogenetic trees
based on Nei’s
genetic distance
for microsatellites
(from Dawnay et al.
2011), DAA and
DAB of the MH
class II: Bootstrap
support based on
2000 replicates is
given; colour codes
reflect the
assignation to
clusters based on
neutral markers in
Dawnay et al.
(2011), with red for
cluster A, blue for
cluster B, yellow for
cluster C and green
for cluster D
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Selection
For the Aire (AIR), Clyde (CLD) and Dove (DOV) population no evidence for selection was
given for any MH gene and microsatellite (Appendix 2) results gave no indication for recent
population decline . For the Dee (DEE), Eden (EDN), the Hampshire Avon (HAV) , Severn (SEV)
and the Wylye (WLA/B) populations allele frequencies were significantly more even than
expected for both MH genes and microsatellites, but in each case the difference between
observed and expected allele frequencies was greater for microsatellites, indicating a
dominant effect of a recent population decline (Appendix 2). Populations that did not show
larger significant differences between observed and expected allele frequencies for
microsatellites than for MH genes, were the Ure population for the DAA (p = 0.01) and the
DAB locus for the Wye population (p = 0.05) (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 Results of Ewen Watterson tests of neutrality: Ratios of observed to expected F values
are standardized to zero by subtracting 1; only significant (p < 0.05, p>0.95) or marginally significant
(p < 0.1, p>0.9) results are shown for MH markers and for populations where standardised F values of
significant microsatellite results (in grey) were not smaller; negative values indicate allele frequencies
more even than expected under neutrality, with balancing selection or population decrease as
possible explanations; positive values indicate a higher amount of low frequency alleles than
expected under neutrality, with directional selection or population increase as possible explanations;
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Discussion

The results clearly highlight the need for adaptive genetic markers in addition to neutral
markers to inform conservation decisions (Piertney and Webster 2008; Sutton et al. 2011).
No measurement of genetic diversity correlated between MH II and neutral markers,
confirming the hypothesis that diversity at the MH II is strongly affected by selection and is
not accurately reflected by neutral marker diversity. This is important as neutral marker
surveys are still the method of choice for many conservation genetic studies building upon
the implicit assumption that they can be used as a proxy for genome-wide variation (Kohn et
al. 2006; Kirk and Freeland 2011). If populations were to be prioritized for management
based on levels of heterozygosity, quantified as the population average, the top three
identified for MH II and microsatellites would have only a single matching population. As
loss of genetic diversity can occur more quickly under the simultaneous effects of drift and
balancing selection during early stages of a population bottleneck on one hand, and
diversity be re-established quicker after a population bottleneck, on the other hand, the MH
is a more sensitive marker to detect vulnerable populations (Ejsmond and Radwan 2011;
Sutton et al. 2011; Oliver and Piertney 2012).
Most strikingly, significant differences in heterozygosity between management classes
observed for the MH II genes were not present within the microsatellite data at all. The only
significant difference Dawnay et al. (2011) found across the twenty-seven populations they
studied was higher allelic richness for native than for introduced populations. This can be
explained by the effects of founder individuals not being genetically diverse or in low
numbers, so that generally lower numbers of alleles are present in introduced than in native
populations (Mayr 1954) or that individuals were stocked from an already bottlenecked
population (Dawnay et al. 2011). For two of the introduced populations studied here, a
genetic bottleneck was identified based on microsatellites. Nevertheless, average observed
and expected heterozygosity did not differ for neutral data between any of the classes,
whilst there was a clear difference for MH II markers. Clear signatures of balancing selection
acting on the MH II are shown, both historically (see previous chapter) as well as more
recently. This was indicated from significantly higher levels of expected heterozygosity and
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allelic richness in comparison to neutral markers, higher within than across population AA
diversity and significantly more even allele frequencies than expected under neutrality in
populations where this was not observed for microsatellites (Figure 4.8). There was also no
indication of an effect of effective population size, which did not differ significantly across
the management classes. Hence, significantly lower expected heterozygosity in stocked than
in native populations for the MH, but not for microsatellites is an indication for potential
negative effects of the stocking process itself on MH II variability. As mortality of juveniles is
exceedingly high within the first few months in the wild (>90% for salmon) this life stage
would be most likely to experience disease-mediated selection (de Eyto et al. 2011).
Through relaxation of selection in a hatchery environment, evolutionary processes mediated
through heterozygote advantage or frequency dependent selection could be disrupted,
diluting differences in survival based on immune competence during critical early life stages.
The possibility of selection to act through natural mate choice is removed through artificial
fertilization within a hatchery programme as well. It has been shown, that MH mediated
mate choice, increasing parasite resistance, can be important in maintaining MH diversity in
salmonids (Consuegra and Leaniz 2008). Additionally the artificially selected individuals used
for stocking will have a disproportional reproductive success. As there is a bias in individuals
used to produce hatchery stocks towards those individuals that are caught more easily,
there might be also an unintentional selection for reduced predator avoidance.
Further evidence for the disruption of selective processes and relative increase of drift
through stocking is given by significantly lower levels of differentiation between MH II and
microsatellites being only apparent for purely native populations (Figure 4.6). Pairwise FST
values were not significantly different between MH II and microsatellites across all
populations and patterns of population structure were mainly consistent between both
markers, though two populations did not cluster within the same groups for the MH II as
they did for microsatellites. This suggests similar selection pressures on the MH II across the
study area.
It is important to consider the intrinsic differences between the types of markers compared
here. Microsatellites generally show higher mutation rates than MH markers, which can
result in higher average heterozygosity and stronger patterns of differentiation (Hedrick
1999). However, here heterozygosity estimates were significantly higher for MH markers,
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indicating the importance of balancing selection in generating high levels of diversity and
pairwise FST estimates were not significantly different between MH and microsatellites
markers across all populations.
Inbreeding coefficients FIS were significantly higher for the MH II than for neutral markers
(Figure 4.3) and two populations, the Aire and the Severn, significantly departed from HWE
due to heterozygote deficiency at the DAB locus (Table 4.1). Whilst a technical cause, like an
allelic drop-out at the DAB locus cannot be completely ruled out, elevated (but not
significant) FIS vales have also been found for these populations at the DAA locus, which
support a biological cause for the observed pattern, as biased kin-sampling or a Wahlund
effect (Wahlund 1928) would also be reflected by microsatellites (considering relatively
lower or equal levels of differentiation between MH and microsatellites). Higher inbreeding
coefficients (FIS) for genes under balancing selection than for neutral markers seem counter
intuitive. However, a higher loss of diversity under the simultaneous effects of selection and
drift has been shown both empirically and by simulation models (Ejsmond and Radwan 2011;
Sutton et al. 2011). Additionally, MH mediated mate choice is not necessarily dissortative,
seeking highest offspring dissimilarity, but assortative, where particular haplotypes confer
highest resistance, e.g. under frequency dependent selection (Eizaguirre et al. 2009). Highly
unbalanced reproductive success for particular MH genotypes resulting in elevated
inbreeding might be expected in particular when spawning grounds are scarce (Castric et al.
2002), which has been documented for the Severn population (Lewis 2006).

Conclusions
All MH genes studied showed evidence for recent balancing selection, indicated by
significant results of a Ewen Watterson test independent from microsatellites. No
measurement of diversity correlated between MH II and microsatellites, highlighting the
need of adaptive genetic markers for comprehensive evaluation of genetic diversity
(Piertney and Webster 2008; Kirk and Freeland 2011). Additionally, significant differences in
genetic diversity were found between management classes, not reflected by neutral
markers, with introduced populations showing generally lowest diversity. Significantly lower
expected heterozygosity in stocked than in native populations raises further doubt on the
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efficiency of this management strategy in supporting long term viable populations with high
adaptive potential.
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Chapter 5: The role of climate and other environmental factors in
defining habitat suitability of European grayling

Abstract
Species distribution modelling tools are commonly applied to assess sensitivity of species to
environmental parameters and estimate their distributional range. Whilst climate
parameters are thought to be sufficient to predict range limits, it is recognised that the
inclusion of other relevant parameters, such as land cover, can increase the accuracy of
suitability predictions, particularly at smaller scales. The identification of non-climate
related parameters that impact on habitat suitability is particularly important for identifying
priorities for habitat improvement. Identification of these parameters may also be used to
identify mitigation strategies that may reduce environmental stress under climate change
conditions. Here, the sensitivity of European grayling, a salmonid freshwater species of
conservation concern, to non-climate related and potentially relevant environmental
variables is tested. The contribution of non-climatic parameters to the fine-tuned final
model was 49%. Land cover, current velocity (flow), water nutrient, calcium and copper
concentration as well as predator density (Phalacrococax carbo) were identified as
important parameters defining habitat suitability for grayling. Omission errors were more
than twice as high for the climate only model.
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Introduction

Human ecosystem alterations such as habitat loss and degradation, invasive species, and
overharvesting can cause environmental stress (Crain et al. 2008; Carilli et al. 2009; Brown
et al. 2013). Environmental stress, defined as any environmental factor that causes a change
in a biological system with potentially harmful effects (Hoffmann et al. 1991), can directly
impair the adaptive potential of populations and increase vulnerability to extinction
(Hoffmann and Hercus 2000; Charmantier and Garant 2005; Frankham 2005a). Together,
such stressors impact biodiversity in a way comparable to historic mass extinction events
(Barnosky et al. 2011; Ceballos et al. 2015). Climate change can exacerbate other threats to
biodiversity, such as habitat degradation, through cumulative or synergistic effects (Brook et
al. 2008). Extinctions may then happen due to other proximate causes long before
physiological tolerances to high temperatures become predominant (Cahill et al. 2013). It is
therefore vital to explore interactions between climate related parameters and other
environmental factors, which affect habitat suitability to manage biodiversity effectively.
Species distribution modelling (SDM) techniques offer valuable tools to determining the key
suite of environmental parameters, that condition a species’ distribution, by combining
observations of species occurrences with environmental estimates (Elith and Leathwick
2009). The implementation of SDMs has been successful in conservation and reserve
planning (Esselman and Allan 2011; Rodríguez et al. 2007), invasive species management
(Jiménez-Valverde et al. 2011), epidemiology research (Puschendorf et al. 2009) and
predicting potential effects of climate change on biodiversity (Bellard et al. 2012). However,
there are some intrinsic challenges of SDMs (Araújo and Guisan 2006) including bias in
species records (Beck et al. 2014), selection of predictor variables (Synes and Osborne 2011),
extrapolation into new environmental conditions not included in model calibration (Pearson
et al. 2006) and unrealistic assumptions such as constancy of limiting factors and no
evolutionary adaptation (Dormann 2007).
In response to these challenges, significant methodological improvements have been
developed. The widely used Maxent program (Phillips et al. 2004) for presence-only species
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distribution modelling has been continuously improved to enhance model performance
(Phillips and Dudík 2008). Various methods were introduced to account for sampling bias,
like the selection of background points from a target group of related species (Phillips et al.
2009) or reducing the spatial density of occurrences (Kramer-Schadt et al. 2013). Processes
of species-specific tuning of model regularization and variable selection have been
suggested to enhance model performance (Warren and Seifert 2010; Anderson and
Gonzalez Jr. 2011; Warren et al. 2014) and methods to increase the independence of test
data sets have been developed (Radosavljevic and Anderson 2014). Additionally, the
acknowledgement of the limitations and uncertainties of models, which always represent
simplifications, help users to better match their outcomes to specific applications (Araújo
and Peterson 2012; Guillera-Arroita et al. 2015). Whilst techniques to improve critical
evaluation and model performance continue to be developed (Renner and Warton 2013),
studies that link model outputs of suitability to field measurements of fitness like crop yield
or reproductive output are encouraging examples of the ecological relevance of SDMs
(Brambilla and Ficetola 2012; Estes et al. 2013).
The classical approach of SDMs is to model ‘bioclimatic envelopes’ (Pearson and Dawson
2003). This is because climate is generally the dominant factor in determining species ranges
(Araújo and Peterson 2012) and climatic variables are therefore considered as sufficient to
describe main changes in distribution (Araújo and Guisan 2006; Bucklin et al. 2015). As a
first approximation this approach can show climatic requirements and indicate where
predicted tolerance limits are dramatically exceeded under conditions of climate change
(Pearson and Dawson 2003). However, improvements in model performance by the addition
of non-climate related parameters can be observed, particularly at high resolutions, where
other local factors can become dominant (Pearson and Dawson 2003; Pearson et al. 2004;
Heikkinen et al. 2007; Luoto et al. 2007; Stanton et al. 2012). This means shifting the focus
from species distribution models towards Environmental Niche models, which includes
mechanistic analysis (ENMs, Kearney 2006) and habitat suitability models (HSMs, Hirzel and
Le Lay 2008) as resolution gets higher and differences in local conditions are aimed to be
resolved (although the terms are often used interchangeably in the literature (Miller 2010;
Araújo and Peterson 2012)). This approach gives the opportunity to pinpoint local climate
refugia (Austin and Van Niel 2011) and design climate change mitigation strategies through
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the identification of other non-climate related drivers of biodiversity change (Pereira et al.
2010). Stanton et al. (2012) show that the increase in predictive performance is highest
when there are interactions between climatic and other variables. These authors highlight
the importance of including other relevant variables, such as land cover, for studying their
effect in combination with climate (Stanton et al. 2012). This is suggested to result in more
realistic predictions of changes in distribution as a consequence of climate change.
European grayling (Salmonidae, Thymallus thymallus) are a protected species of
conservation and economic importance that show high sensitivity to pollution (Buhl and
Hamilton 1991, 1990; Vuorinen PJ et al. 1998; Uiblein et al. 2001) and tolerate water quality
alterations only within a narrow range (Oberdorff et al. 2002). As such, grayling make an
ideal indicator species of habitat quality and climate change response. This study aims to
investigate the influence of climate and other habitat quality-related parameters on the
distribution of this species. First, a climate-only model is developed to identify climatic
parameters restricting distribution. Second, the sensitivity of grayling to additional
parameters (e.g. velocity of the stream current (flow), land use, water chemistry and
predator density) is tested in order to investigate their relative impact on habitat suitability
for grayling. The results are discussed in the context of grayling conservation management.
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Materials and Methods

The first part of the study was conducted across the whole range of the distribution of
European grayling, developing a climate-only model with the aim to identify restrictive
climatic parameters. In the second part, the focus is on a subset study area, for which
environmental data, such as water chemistry parameters, was available from long term
monitoring surveys or simulations (stream velocity/flow) at high spatial density. The aim of
the subset model was to assess the relative importance of other parameters that potentially
impact on habitat suitability for grayling, in addition to climate.
1. Climate distribution modelling of European grayling
All available occurrence records of European grayling (Thymallus thymallus) were obtained
from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF; www.gbif.org). These covered the
whole latitudinal range of the species, but not all of its longitudinal range, which ranges until
the Ural mountains in the East. Model training and evaluation was restricted to parts with
available records, which was only the western part of the distribution of grayling (Figure 5.1).
The model was then projected to the whole part of the distribution. A map of main
European watercourses was obtained from the European Environmental Agency to define
freshwater habitats. The study area was limited within 1km of these river lines (Figure 5.1).
In order to account for sampling bias the records were spatially rarefied, by retaining only
one occurrence record per 30 km2, using the SDM toolbox (Brown 2014) for Arc GIS 10.3
(ESRI). The remaining records (292) (Figure 5.1), were used for species distribution
modelling in Maxent (Phillips et al. 2004).
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Figure 5.1 Unique occurrence records of European grayling across the entire range spatially
rarefied at a scale of 30 km2: in red; in blue river lines of the total study area;

Current climate data was obtained from the WorldClim database at a resolution of 30’’
(available as bioclimatic parameters 1-19) (Hijmans et al., 2005). All layers were projected in
ETRS 89 and tested for correlations (Appendix 3.1) across the study area, which was used in
the variable selection process (see below). Variable selection, model calibration and
evaluation was done as described below.

2. Habitat suitability model of European Grayling for the UK
The subset study area was limited to only a part of the total distribution of European
grayling, which was the UK without Scotland (Figure 5.2). The reason for this was to take
advantage of multiple extensive datasets available for this area (such as water chemistry)
with the aim to identify other non-climate related parameters that affect the distribution of
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grayling on smaller scales, as well as direct measurements of river surface water
temperature (Orr et al. 2010).

Figure 5.2 Unique occurrence records of Thymallus thymallus in the UK spatially rarefied at a scale
of 1km2

Unique occurrences points (693) that were recorded since 1990 for European Grayling
(Thymallus thymallus) were obtained from the GBIF database (www.gbif.org) for the final
study area (Figure 5.2). This time-frame was selected as there is a lack of recently updated
records in GBIF (pers. obs.), so that using only records made after 2000 would significantly
underestimate the current distribution. To account for uneven sampling effort and reduce
spatial clustering, subsampling of occurrence records was done. Records were spatially
rarefied at a scale of 1 km2 for the UK, using the SDM toolbox (Brown 2014) for Arc GIS 10.2
(ESRI), leaving 441 records in total. The scale is the same as the resolution of environmental
layers and was chosen for the generally high site-fidelity of grayling, aiming for a maximal
resolution of small-scale differences in habitat preference (Nykänen et al. 2004). Only
occurrence points which had records for all environmental parameters were used for model
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tuning and evaluation. These were 118 occurrence points for the entire set of parameters
and 272 for the final reduced model.

A subset of eleven bioclimatic parameters were selected (Hijmans et al. 2005), having high
importance in predicting the global distribution of grayling (Table 5.1). Land cover data for
2000 was retrieved from the European Environmental Agency at a resolution of 100 m.
Predation by the Great Cormorant, Phalacrocorax carbo, on inland fish populations has
increased significantly over the past thirty years (Callaghan et al. 1998; Vetemaa et al. 2010;
Winfield et al. 2003), having severe local impact in some cases (Winfield et al. 2003;
Vetemaa et al. 2010). To investigate the impact of this emerging predator, GBIF records of
Great Cormorant that were made after 1990 were used to make a Gaussian Kernel density
layer, representing the individual counts per 10 km2 using the SDM toolbox (Brown 2014)
for Arc GIS 10.3 (ESRI). Measurement of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), calcium,
chloride, copper, nitrate, nitrite, orthophosphates, pH, suspended solids and total
ammonium were obtained from long-term surveys conducted by the Environment Agency
of the UK. These measurements fulfilled the requirement to have a good spatial coverage of
measurements (minimum of 6000 sites), necessary to acquire data from a large number of
occurrence and background points, after filtering using the following approach. For each site,
all records since 2000 were averaged and sites were then filtered if either the mean or the
standard deviation exceeded a modified z-score of 3.5, to remove outlier values with
erroneous database entries or high fluctuation over the past 15 years (Iglewicz and Hoaglin
1993). Water temperature measurements were derived from the River Surface Water
temperature database as described in Orr et al. (2010). For each region, all records since
1985 were extracted and filtered if measurements exceeded a modified z-score of 3.5. Of
the remaining records, averages were calculated per site, separately for each season. The
time-period was chosen to maximize the records per site in order to resolve local
differences despite strong fluctuations. River flow data were obtained from simulations
which were done for the Environment Agency of the UK (Prudhomme and Davies 2009a).
Average annual flow rate and the 5th (Q95) and 90th (Q10) percentile flow of annual flow
were used. The Q95 flow value, exceeded 95% of the time, was used to represent low flow,
whilst the Q10 flow value, exceeded 10% of the time, was used to reflect high flow. For all
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point measurements a buffer of 2km was created and raster layers were created at a
resolution of 30’’ (0.93 x 0.93 = 0.86 km2 at the equator), assigning the value closest to the
centre of the cell using ArcGIS 10.3 (ESRI). All layers were projected in ETRS 1989 and tested
for correlation (Appendix 3.2), which was used in the variable selection process (see below).
Table 5.2 lists variables tested for relative impact on habitat suitability for grayling.
We tested the importance of each of the 30 parameters in predicting grayling distribution,
including climate, water chemistry, land cover and predator density data. Variable selection,
fine-tuning of regularization and model evaluation was done as described below. To
compare model performance when using only climate data, but fine-tuning on the same
scale, a subset model was additionally applied using only the predefined bioclimatic
variables (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1 Parameter contribution and permutation importance for the reduced fine-tuned Maxent
model of the distribution of European grayling across its’ global range
Bioclimatic parameter

Contribution Permutation
importance

Mean temperature of the coldest quarter (Bio 11)

11.16

53.66

Precipitation of the warmest quarter (Bio 18)

21.74

12.82

Mean temperature of the driest quarter (Bio 9)

12.04

12.30

Precipitation of the wettest quarter (Bio16)

12.90

7.91

Minimum temperature of the coldest month (Bio6)

4.81

6.96

Precipitation of the driest month (Bio 14)
Temperature seasonality (standard deviation *100) (Bio 4)

0.37

2.23

10.00

1.29

Maximum temperature of the warmest month (Bio 5)

2.91

1.15

Mean temperature of the wettest quarter (Bio8)

2.18

0.90

Isothermality (Bio 2 / Bio 7) (* 100) (Bio 3)

8.36

0.57

Precipitation seasonality (Coefficient of Variation) (Bio 15)

13.53

0.21

Variables are ranked by permutation importance
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Table 5.2 Initial variable set used in the variable selection process of the habitat suitability model

Climate

Human Habitat Modification

Biotic interactions

Bio Climatic variables

Water
Flow
Temperature

Landuse

Water Chemistry

Predation

Isothermality (Bio 2 / Bio 7) (* 100) (Bio 3)

Autumn Mean

Flow average

Landcover 2000

Biological Oxygen Demand
(BOD)

Phalacrocorax carbo Density

Spring Mean

Flow Q10

Calcium

Summer Mean

Flow Q95

Chloride

Temperature Seasonality (standard deviation *100) (Bio
4)
Max Temperature of Warmest Month (Bio 5)
Min Temperature of Coldest Month (Bio6)

Winter Mean

Copper

Mean Temperature of Wettest Quarter (Bio8)

Nitrate

Mean Temperature of Driest Quarter (Bio 9)

Nitrite

Mean Temperature of Coldest Quarter (Bio 11)

Orthophosphates

Precipitation of Driest Month (Bio 14)
Precipitation Seasonality (Coefficient of Variation) (Bio
15)
Precipitation of Wettest Quarter (Bio16)

Ph
Suspended Solids
Total Ammonium

Precipitation of Warmest Quarter (Bio 18)

parameters retained in the final model are in bold
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Variable selection, model calibration and evaluation
As models with many variables and high complexity tend to be too closely fitted to the
training data and perform poorly when transferred (Warren and Seifert 2011) a process to
select only the most important variables and to optimize regularization was implemented
(Warren et al. 2014). Warren and Seifert (2011) demonstrated that using Akaike’s
information criteria, corrected for sample size (AICc), for model selection has significant
advantages over other methods like AUC, which has been criticized by others (Lobo et al.
2008; Jiménez-Valverde 2012), resulting in more accurate inference of variable importance
and higher model transferability. Following the procedure described in Warren et al. (2014),
74 models were generated with random multiplier values ranging from 0.2 to 15 with 0.2
increment steps, in order to tune species-specific regularisation and identify the value with
best fit to the data set (Merow et al. 2013). Only hinge features, which combine linear and
step functions (Elith et al. 2011) were used as they have been found to best discriminate the
importance of different predictors (Polce et al. 2013) and produce smooth models suitable
for projection (Elith et al. 2010). The model with the lowest AICc was selected and all
variables with >5% contribution were retained. All variables with 0% contributions and
permutation importance were discarded. All other variables were added in the order of
their contribution, so long as they did not show correlations above 0.7 to any other variable
in the model (otherwise removed). For the selected reduced-variable set 74 models were
again generated with random multiplier values ranging from 0.2 to 15 with 0.2 increment
steps and hinge features and the model with the lowest AICc was selected. To test the
transferability of the final model a ‘masked geographically structured’ evaluation approach
(Radosavljevic and Anderson 2014) was implemented. In this approach, the study area is
divided into k geographic blocks and evaluation is done on each block in turn. Background
sampling is performed on all areas apart from the test block to enhance independency of
the test data. This was done in the ENMeval R package (Muscarella et al. 2014), where this
approach is available as ‘block’ method with k=4. To facilitate model interpretation and
make comparisons between areas of high and low suitability, the continuous model outputs
were classified using two different thresholds. As a conservative approach, the Minimum
Training Presence threshold (MTP) was selected (omission error = zero) in order to identify
areas of least suitability (Pearson et al. 2007). Thresholds based on model sensitivity and
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specificity have been shown to give most accurate predictions about habitat suitability (Liu
et al. 2005; Jiménez-Valverde and Lobo 2007; Bean et al. 2012). The Equal Sensitivity and
Specificity (ESS) threshold, where specificity equals sensitivity, and the probability of false
positives is the same as for false negatives, was selected to further classify between
low/medium and high suitability habitat.

Results
1. Climate-only modelling
Eleven bioclimatic variables were retained in the reduced model (Table 5.1). These were, in
the order of their relative permutation importance: mean temperature of the coldest
quarter (Bio11), precipitation of the warmest quarter (Bio18), mean temperature of the
driest quarter (Bio9), precipitation of the wettest quarter (Bio16), minimum temperature of
the coldest month (Bio6), precipitation of the driest month (Bio14), temperature seasonality
(Bio4), maximum temperature of the warmest month (Bio5), mean temperature of the
wettest quarter (Bio8), isothermality (Bio3) and precipitation seasonality (Bio 15).
The regularization multiplier of the model with lowest AICc was 2.4. Evaluating the model
using the geographically masked approach, where each quarter of the study area is used in
turn for testing, resulted in a mean test AUC of 0.57 ± 0.12. The 10th percentile test omission
using this approach was 0.34 ± 0.08. Using a less stringent evaluation approach of
bootstrapping over a random test percentage of 25 % of the occurrence points, not limiting
background selection for training, resulted in an average test AUC of 0.68 ± 0.03 and a 10th
percentile test omission of 0.14. Following the ranking of mean variable contribution
measurements, measures of precipitation have highest importance, including precipitation
of the warmest quarter (Bio18), precipitation of the wettest quarter (Bio16) and
precipitation seasonality (coefficient of variation) (Bio15) (Table 5.1). Highest permutation
importance shows the most important parameter to be mean temperature of coldest
quarter (Bio11) with over 50%, followed by precipitation of the warmest quarter (Bio18) and
mean temperature of driest quarter (Bio 9) (Table 5.1). Model predictions of habitat
suitability are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Average predictions of habitat suitability for European grayling across 100 replicates:
the mean standard deviation was 0.04 and the maximum 0.11

2. Climate and Habitat distribution modelling
The random multiplier of the full model with lowest AICc was 4.2. Twelve parameters of the
initial 30 were retained in the fine-tuned Full model, which had a random multiplier value of
2.2. The average test AUC across evaluation blocks, using the ‘masked geographically
structured‘ approach was 0.76 ± 0.002. Average minimum test omission rate was 0.004±
0.00005 and average 10th percentile omission rate 0.12 ± 0.002. The predicted habitat
suitability across the study area is shown in Figure 5.4.
Following the same approach for variable selection and model tuning using the bioclimatic
subset only (Table 5.2), resulted in an AICc of the best fitting model substantially higher
(AICc = 9548) than for the model including other environmental variables (AICc = 5211). The
mean test AUC across evaluation blocks was 0.71 ± 0.05, the average minimum test
omission rate was 0.02 ± 0.00007 and average the 10th percentile omission rate 0.26 ± 0.04.
Details on model predictions and variable contributions can be found in Appendix 3.3.
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Minimum Training Presence (MTP) and Equal Sensitivity and Specificity thresholds showed
11% of the area was classified as unsuitable (below MTP), 61% as low-medium suitability
(below ESS) and 28% as high suitability (above ESS; Figure 5.4). Climatic environmental
parameters contributed 51% of the final set of variables used to build the model and had a
permutation importance of 60% (Table 5.3). These were precipitation of the wettest quarter
(Bio16), isothermality (Bio3), described as the ratio of the mean diurnal range (Bio2) to the
mean annual range (Bio7), maximum temperature in the warmest month (Bio5), mean
water temperature in summer and the 90th (Q10) percentile and 5th (Q95) of annual flow,
representing highest and lowest flow rates respectively. Water chemistry parameters had a
total contribution of 37% to the final model and a permutation importance of 26% (Table
5.3). These parameters were the concentrations of calcium, dissolved copper, nitrite and
orthophosphates. All parameters, which are affected by anthropogenic activity had a
permutation importance of 41%. These included copper, nitrite and orthophosphate
concentration, land-use and flow rate, which is affected by stream regulation, water
abstraction and dam constructions. Additionally the density of the predator Phalacrocorax
carbo had a permutation importance of 1% (Table 5.3).
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Figure 5.4 Maxent estimates of habitat suitability for Thymallus thymallus: the mean standard deviation was 0.01 across the study area
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Table 5.3 Relative contribution and permutation importance for all variables included in the
habitat suitability model

Parameter description

Contribution

Permutation
importance

Maximum temperature of the warmest month (Bio 5)

8.02

24.31

Isothermality (Bio 2 / Bio 7) (* 100) (Bio 3)

10.54

15.27

Land cover

12.06

12.83

Low Flow (95th Quantile of Annual Flow)

10.35

10.45

Calcium Concentration

20.67

9.67

Orthophosphate concentration

12.15

7.95

Dissolved Copper Concentration

2.18

5.36

Summer Mean Water Temperature

6.55

4.89

Precipitation of the wettest quarter (Bio 16)

9.10

4.14

Nitrite concentration

2.26

2.88

High Flow (10th Quantile of annual Flow)

5.94

1.21

Phalacrocorax carbo density

0.17

1.05

Parameters are ranked by permutation importance

In the order of their permutation importance Figure 5.5 shows the response of grayling to
the environmental parameters studied. A probability of presence above 50% was observed
for maximum temperatures in the warmest month (Bio5) between 19 and 20.8 °C,
isothermality values above 36, low flow(Q95) between 1 to just over 5 m3/s, calcium
concentrations between 18 and ~105 mg/L, orthophosphate concentration between 0.02
and 0.2 mg/L, copper concentrations between 0 and 2.6 μg/L, mean water temperature in
summer between 8 and 16 °C, precipitation in the wettest quarter between 182 and 306
mm, nitrite concentrations between ~0.01 and ~0.04 mg/L, high flow (Q10) between 10 and
70 m3/s and no Phalacrocorax carbo count within 10 km2 (Figure 5.5). Highest suitability in
regard to land use was observed for fruit trees and berry plantations, inland marshes and
broad-leaf forest. Land use classifications with a probability of presence below 50% were
observed for urban fabric and industrial or commercial areas, natural grasslands and moors
and heathlands.
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Figure 5.5 Maxent response curves for all parameters of the final model: parameter responses were modelled excluding all other variables and represented
as the mean across ten replicates; the order reflects permutation importance, except for land cover which is shown at last;
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Discussion

The climate only model achieved substantially lower discriminative power compared to the
model including other environmental parameters and showed a 10 th percentile omission
rate more than twice as high, evaluated for the subset study area. Non-climate related
parameters had an overall permutation importance of 49% in the final model, highlighting
their importance in addition to climate to define habitat quality for European grayling. A
particular importance of flow parameters was indicated by the high contribution of
precipitation parameters in the climate only model, showing the highest power to predict
grayling distribution across its whole range. Whilst mean temperature of the coldest quarter
also had high prediction importance, reflecting a sharp tolerance limit below minimal
temperatures, highest temperatures show much less importance. Precipitation of the
warmest quarter (Bio18) has a higher contribution in defining the range limits of European
grayling, suggesting that droughts and low flow regimes are more important in limiting the
distribution than highest temperature. Flow has also been identified as a critical driver of
habitat suitability for salmonids by Wenger et al. (2011), highlighting the importance of
including hydrological data on flow regimes, which can only to some extent be derived from
precipitation and climate data alone. This can partly explain the low discriminative power of
the climate only model. Furthermore, land use changes and pollution are leading to habitat
loss and impairing the natural distribution of freshwater species (Foley et al. 2005; Weijters
et al. 2009; Alabaster and Lloyd 2013). It is therefore conceivable that climate data alone is
not sufficient to achieve high discriminative power to model habitat suitability (Pearson et al.
2004; Stanton et al. 2012). However, there are some technical limitations of the presented
model. The distribution could not be estimated from the entire natural range for a lack of
data along the longitudinal gradient in the East. Additionally, migration was not considered
in order to identify and exclude not accessible areas.
Climate parameters had an overall contribution to current-day suitability of 51% and
permutation importance of 60% using the habitat suitability modelling approach (Figure 5.6).
Suitability regarding the highest temperature in the warmest month showed highest
permutation importance and ranged from 19 °C to 21 °C, in accordance to what has been
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described as the upper limit at which growth is still possible in grayling at 21 °C (Mallet et al.
1999). For the mean water temperature in summer, suitability started decreasing above
16 °C, which is lower than has been described as the optimal temperature for grayling
(between 17°C and 18°C,Persat and Pattee 1981; Northcote 1995). Isothermality (Bio3),
defined by the ratio of the diurnal to the annual temperature range followed next in
permutation importance . Though diurnal temperature fluctuations are associated with
stress in salmonids (Imholt et al. 2011), the effects of extreme temperatures within an
increased annual temperature range would be worse under conditions of chronic exposure
and little diurnal fluctuation (Wehrly et al. 2007). Additionally, the opportunities for
behavioural adaptations might be enhanced under higher diurnal ranges if local climate
refuges exist so that activity and movement patterns can be adjusted in order to avoid
exposure to lethal temperatures (Fraser et al. 1993; Sutton et al. 2007; Malcolm et al. 2008).
Precipitation of the wettest quarter, which is closely related to flow, was also retained in the
habitat suitability model, but as lowest (Q95) and highest (Q10) flow were included, it is
likely that the additional information gained form peak precipitation relates to the
frequency and severity of flood events. Flood events can increase mortality within the 0+
age class and damage prey invertebrate populations (Elwood and Waters 1969; Jensen and
Johnsen 1999). Additionally pollutants bound within sedimentary particles can be
redistributed and become bioavailable during heavy flood events resulting in toxic effects
on fish (Hollert et al. 2000; Hilscherova et al. 2007). Our results confirm a sensitivity of
grayling to low flows (Q95) and probability of presence fell below 50% if flow was lower
than 1 m3/s in more than 5% of the year and sharply drops for values below 0.5 m 3/s. Low
flow regimes have been shown to increase mortality in the 0+ age class of grayling
potentially because marginal stream areas are lost, which represent their preferred habitat,
so that exposure to predators is increased (Riley et al. 2009). Additionally increased
temperature and lower concentrations of dissolved oxygen are associated with low flow
regimes (Solomon and Sambrook 2004). High Flow (Q10) had a lower contribution and
showed a decrease in suitability if flow exceeded 70 m3/s in over 10% of the time.
Water chemistry parameters all over contributed to habitat suitability with 37%, as
measured by permutation importance (Figure 5.6). The measurements of water chemistry
are naturally fluctuating and not static as represented here. Averaging measurements across
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years was done to incorporate the effects of more extreme years or seasons. Calcium
concentration showed highest importance among the water chemistry parameters. Calcium
concentration is directly associated with the natural buffer capacity of freshwater systems
against acidification (Schneider 2011). It reduces both a drop in pH and toxicity of elevated
aluminium concentrations which are the two main negative effects on salmonids associated
with acidification (Kroglund et al. 2007; Malcolm et al. 2014). Calcium reduces the toxicity of
metals through competing for binding sites at the gills of fish and reducing the total uptake
(Hunn 1985; Playle 1998; Chowdhury et al. 2016). Metals are a significant pollutant in the
UK due to its’ strong, mostly historic mining activities (Lewin and Macklin 1987), which
continue to affect river sediments (Macklin et al. 1997). A probability of presence for
grayling at old or active mining sites over 50% as revealed from the land use layer shows
that populations are exposed to metals to some extent (Figure 5.7). Next highest
importance among the water chemistry parameters was attributed to orthophosphate
concentration. This is in agreement with the conception that eutrophication is the most
important anthropogenic pressure on freshwater systems in Europe (Birk et al. 2012).
Studies showing that assemblages of fish species and their population parameters closely
reflect eutrophication intensities confirm the impact on fish distributions (Pont et al. 2007;
Blabolil et al. 2016). High phosphate concentrations are the most common cause for
eutrophication in fresh water systems (Correll 1998). Fish are affected indirectly through an
increased growth of phytoplankton, which reduce oxygen levels in the water through their
respiratory activities. This effect is further enhanced by increased respiratory activities of
bacteria decomposing accumulating biomass leading to hypoxia and anoxia (Diaz and
Breitburg 2009). Particularly fish eggs and embryos are highly vulnerable to hypoxia (Elshout
et al. 2013). 0.15 mg /L is defined as the maximum phosphate concentration to avoid effects
of eutrophication (van Dijk et al. 1994) and identified as the threshold after which habitat
suitability decreases for Grayling (Figure 5.7). In a warming climate eutrophication is
expected to become accelerated through higher productivity, whilst solubility of oxygen in
water decreases with temperature, magnifying harmful effects of hypoxia (Ficke et al. 2007).
Copper was the only metal with sufficient data locations to be included in this analysis and
had 2.2% contribution to the model. The negative effects of copper on growth, reproduction,
behaviour and survival of fish are well documented (McKim and Benoit 1971; Buckley et al.
1982; Ayllon et al. 2006; McIntyre et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013; Sovová et al. 2014). Similar
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to other metals the mechanism of toxicity is mainly related to a disruption of ion regulation
and total loss of ions in particular (Laurén and McDonald 1985; Alsop and Wood 2011;
Chowdhury et al. 2016). MacRae et al. (1999) found that rainbow trout did already show
slight mortality at only 1 μg/L and over 25% mortality at 10 ug/L free (uncomplexed) copper.
Using absolute copper concentrations rather than bioavailability is leading to some
imprecision, but was done for a lack of sufficient data to calculate bioavailability across all
sites. A decrease in suitability with absolute copper concentration above 2 μg/L is in general
agreement with what MacRae et al. (1999) found for the minimum concentration affecting
rainbow trout assuming that some part will be found in complex and not bioavailable. That
is however magnitudes lower than the 40 μg/L (0.04 mg/L) stated in the European Directive
2006/44/EC ‘On the quality of fresh waters needing protection or improvement in order to
support fish life’ as the minimum acceptable concentration of total dissolved copper to
support salmonids. This huge discrepancy highlights the need to focus on bioavailability
rather than absolute concentrations to obtain precise estimates of environmental risk
(Reiley 2007; Comber et al. 2008). It is probable that other metals like zinc and aluminium,
that were not included, have a similar relevance as copper. Nitrite had the lowest
contribution of the water chemistry parameters to overall habitat suitability (Figure 5.6).
Elevated concentrations of organic nitrogen like ammonium result in high bacterial
nitrification activities resulting in the accumulation of nitrite. The toxicity of nitrite to fish is
well studied and salmonids show particularly high sensitivity (Palachek and Tomasso 1984;
Tomasso 1986; Kroupova et al. 2005, 2008). Wastewaters are a major source of
anthropogenic pollution of freshwater systems with organic nitrogen, but major
improvements in wastewater treatment can achieve significant reductions (Jorgensen and
Weatherley 2003; Aissa-Grouz et al. 2015). The estimated maximum concentration which
did not affect habitat suitability was estimated as 0.02 mg/L in this study, which is twice of
what is stated in the European Directive 2006/44/EC ‘On the quality of fresh waters needing
protection or improvement in order to support fish life’ as maximum tolerable
concentration of nitrite for salmonids.
Land cover was among the parameters with highest contribution to habitat suitability
(Figure 5.6). Generally, higher suitability was inferred for extensive agriculture like fruit and
berry plantations or agricultural land with substantial natural vegetation (Figure 5.7).
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Broadleaf forest showed good suitability as well, potentially due to higher amounts of
terrestrial invertebrates available as prey associated with broadleaf trees within the riparian
zone, compared to grasslands for example (Tyler and Ormerod 1991; Kawaguchi and
Nakano 2001; Ormerod et al. 2004). This could be one explanation why natural grasslands
showed lower suitability. Additionally this type of vegetation has a dense canopy which
creates a good cover, with the potential to create cooler microhabitats (Malcolm et al. 2008).
Inland marshes showed considerably high suitability as well (Figure 5.7). Marshes provide a
good protection against erosion, attenuate floods and support summer base flows (Giles et
al. 2004).
The results suggest that the increased predation of Phalacrocorax carbo on inland
freshwaters (Callaghan et al. 1998) does impact on habitat suitability of grayling. Locally
severe impacts on populations have been documented in some cases (Vetemaa et al. 2010;
Winfield et al. 2003). However, studies on the effects on population dynamics and potential
over-exploitation through Phalacrocorax carbo could not support long term effects on
sustainability of fish populations, which were either not affected in their population
dynamics (Pienkowski et al. 1998) or compensated losses with increased growth rate and
lower age at maturity (Britton et al. 2002). It is therefore rather in the combination with
other habitat related factors that increase the risk for predation that result in a threat to
population sustainability (Frenz et al. 1997; Uiblein et al. 2001).

Conclusions
This study highlights the importance of assessing not climate related parameters and their
potential impact in addition to climate on habitat suitability. As the quality of current
habitat depended to almost 50% on not climate related parameters, the identification of
other than climate related parameters offers the opportunity to develop locally optimized
mitigation strategies in order to reduce environmental stress. Habitat suitability models
could be shown here to be a valuable tool to aid the development of conservation strategies
in this respect.
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Chapter 6: Climate change: Risk and mitigation strategies for
European grayling

Abstract
Climate change is expected to become a major threat to biodiversity and potentially
exacerbate other environmental stressors. This study evaluates the risk climate change
imposes on European grayling (Thymallus thymallus), a salmonid freshwater species, and
tests the suitability of different habitat improvement strategies in mitigating negative
effects, using Maxent models. It can be shown that locally optimized habitat improvement
can increase habitat suitability estimates by up to 31% and suggestions on local priorities on
habitat improvement are made, including the reduction of eutrophication and metal
pollution. This study aims to give specific management advice for conservation of grayling in
the face of climate change.
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Introduction

Climate change is expected to become a major threat to biodiversity over the next decades
(Thomas et al. 2004; Bellard et al. 2012). The integration of climate change predictions into
current conservation and biodiversity planning is therefore essential (Araújo et al. 2004;
Heller and Zavaleta 2009). This requires knowledge on sensitivities of species to various
climatic parameters and the potential impact of climate change on habitat suitability and
species distribution (Hulme 2005). This allows conservation management to allocate limited
resources in a way that maximises conservation returns (Bottrill et al. 2008). Vulnerability
assessment is used to prioritize conservation effort, incorporating exposure and sensitivity
to climate change as well as adaptive capacity (Williams et al. 2008; Dawson et al. 2011).
Species distribution models (SDMs) are a powerful tool to assess specific sensitivity to such
change and make predictions on the influence of climate on species distribution (Thomas et
al. 2004). Whilst there are number of uncertainties, e.g. regarding the accuracy of
predictions of future change and the projections of species distributions into new
environmental conditions (Pearson et al. 2006; Dormann 2007), with a careful modelling
design and acknowledgment of the limitations of the outputs (Araújo and Peterson 2012),
SDMs are important in revealing the sensitivity and exposure of species to climate change
(Pearson and Dawson 2003; Araújo et al. 2006).
Whilst estimates of species responses to climatic parameters are essential to assess the
impact of climate change, the integration of other non-climate related drivers of biodiversity
change (Pereira et al. 2010) and studying their effect in combination with climate is thought
to result in more realistic predictions (Stanton et al. 2012). In chapter 5 it was shown that a
model that included non-climate related parameters, such as water chemistry and land
cover, to estimate habitat suitability for European grayling within the UK, had a substantially
better fit than the climate only model. In this context this study investigates the risk of
climate change to grayling and evaluates possible habitat improvement strategies to
enhance adaptability and the probability of persistence of grayling populations within the
UK. Relative to other salmonids grayling show high sensitivity to high temperature (Ibbotson
et al. 2001; Jonsson and Jonsson 2009), which makes them a suitable target for the
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development of climate change mitigation strategies, of which many other community
members can benefit.

Materials and Methods

Data for future climate scenarios were downloaded from the WorldClim database (Hijmans
et al. 2005) for the General Circulation Model HadGEM2-AO (UK Meteorological Office,
United Kingdom) for each of the representative concentration pathways (r.c.p.) assuming
minimal change (r.c.p. 2.6) and maximal change (r.c.p. 8.5) for 2050. Projections of future
mean water temperatures in summer were done by calculating the percentage degree of
change for mean air temperatures in the warmest quarter (Bio10) under each scenario and
applying the same percentage degree of change to current mean water temperatures in
summer. Eleven future flow scenarios were obtained from the Centre for Ecology and
Hydrology (CEH) for 2050 (Prudhomme and Davies 2009b). Model inputs and parameters
were set as described for the fine-tuned subset model in chapter 5. Future projections were
made using 100 replicates. Standard deviations between flow scenarios were low (see
Results) and therefore predictions were averaged across scenarios. A multivariate
environmental similarity matrix (MESS) was created in Maxent (Phillips and Dudík 2008), as
described in (Elith et al. 2010), and the variable that is subject to greatest change in future
scenarios was identified. Exposure to change of this variable was assessed in the context of
grayling sensitivity. To evaluate the effect of habitat improvement as a mitigation strategy
under climate change conditions, future projections were additionally done under scenarios
where either orthophosphate, nitrite or copper concentration was artificially shifted to the
maximum values that had been shown not to impact on habitat suitability for grayling
(chapter 5). These variables were selected, because they were shown to affect habitat
suitability for grayling (chapter 5) and could be targeted through management within a
habitat improvement context. Maximum concentrations of orthophosphates, nitrite and
copper concentration that did not impact on habitat suitability were estimated as 0.15 mg/L,
0.02 mg/L and 2 μg/L respectively (chapter 5).
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Results
Future projections
Under conditions of climate change, the projections for 2050 predict predominantly a
significant loss of high suitability habitat (Figure 6.1; Table 6.1). This was estimated as a
reduction in highly suitable areas of 20% for the r.c.p. 2.6 and the r.c.p. 8.5 scenario of
change (Table 6.1). An increase in the area that becomes unsuitable is more pronounced in
the r.c.p. 2.6 projection of change, where Isothermality (Bio2/Bio7) decreases more,
particularly in the South West, due to a greater increase in the annual temperature range
(Bio7) in relation to the diurnal range (Bio2). For the r.c.p. 8.5 projections, the diurnal range
increases more proportionally, so that the decrease in isothermality is less pronounced
(Figure 6.1). Large parts of the study area exhibit environmental conditions under climate
change scenarios not included in training (Figure 6.2), which was mainly driven by the
increase in maximum temperature of the warmest month (Bio5). The optimal temperature
of the warmest month (Bio5) is exceeded in large parts within the study area with a
maximum of 8.2°C (Figure 6.3 (left)). Figure 6.3 (right) shows the according predicted
increase in mean water temperatures in summer in relation to grayling sensitivity (habitat
suitability is estimated to be impacted above 16°C, chapter 5).

Table 6.1 Relative percentage change in habitat classification for 2050
current 2050
r.c.p. 2.6

2050
r.c.p. 8.5

no suitability
(below MTP)

13

35

21

low-medium
suitability (below
ESS)

59

57

73

high suitability
(above ESS)

27

7

7

Relative area in percent under the following classification: no suitability (below MTP), low-medium
suitability (below ESS) or high suitability (above ESS) for the current habitat suitability estimate and
as projected for 2050 under the r.c.p. 2.6 and 8.5 respectively;
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An overall recovery of suitable habitat of up to 10% and of highly suitable habitat of 4%,
relative to the total study area, is predicted to be possible by making locally optimal
improvements in either orthophosphate, nitrite or copper concentration (Table 6.2).
Possible improvements would greatly affect areas in which grayling is currently present, as
highlighted by the number of known current occurrences of grayling, which would be
predicted to benefit (Figure 6.4). The highest net total gain in estimated suitability that can
be achieved reveals locally optimal strategies for improvement, targeting either
orthophosphate, nitrite or copper concentration (Figure 6.5 & 6.6 for r.c.p. 2.6 and 8.5
respectively). Highest local increases in habitat suitability of 31% were observed for
reductions in orthophosphate concentrations (Figure 6.5 & 6.6). For other locations, a
reduction in nitrite or metal pollution had higher effects on suitability achieving relative
maximum improvements of 17% and 19% under the r.p.m. 2.6 scenario of change and 14%
and 16% under the r.p.m. 8.5 scenario of change respectively (Figure 6.5 & 6.6).
Within the global distribution of European grayling, the UK is expected to be within an area
of least change of maximum temperatures, as indicated by the maximum temperature of
the warmest month (Bio5) in relation to grayling sensitivity (Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.1 Projections of habitat suitability estimates for 2050 for r.c.p. 2.6 (above) and 8.5 (below):
Averages across 100 replicates are shown (the mean standard devaition was 0.06 for both the 2.6
scenario and the 8.5 scenario of change across the study area)(left), with warmer colors indicating
higher suitability; Habitat classification were done using the Minimum Training Presence Threshold
(MTP) and Equal Training Sensitivity and Specificity (ESS) threshold (right)
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Figure 6.2 Multivariate environmental similarity surface: top: areas with dissimiliarity to training
data are shown, represented as negative values (highest dissimilarity in red); bottom: variable of
highest dissimilarity for each point across the study area
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Figure 6.3 Maximum temperature of the warmest month (Bio5) (°C*10) and mean water
temperature (°C) in summer is shown where it exceeds the optimal range for grayling: habitat
suitability is estimated to be impacted above 21°C for maximum temperature of the warmest month
and above 16°C for mean water temperature in summer ( chapter 5);
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Table 6.2 Relative percentage change in habitat classification for 2050, when Orthophosphate,
Nitrite or Copper concentration is reduced to the maximum estimated as tolerable
Orthophoshpate
(0.15mg/L)
r.c.p.
2.6

r.c.p.
8.5

Nitrite
(0.02 mg/L)

Copper
(2 μg/L)

All (max)

increase above
MTP

8

5

6

10

increase above
ESS

2

2

1

4

increase above
MTP

5

1

2

6

increase above
ESS

1

0

1

2

Relative increase of suitable area in percent under the following classification: no suitability (below
MTP), low-medium suitability (below ESS) or high suitability (above ESS) as projected for 2050 under
the r.c.p. 2.6 and 8.5 respectively when either Orthophoshpate, Nitrite or Copper concentration is
reduced to the maximum that was estimated tolerable or the parameter which maximizes suitability
for each cell (All)
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Figure 6.4 Classified
predictions of habitat
suitability estimates for
2050 for r.c.p. 2.6 and 8.5
when locally either
orthophoshate, nitrite or
copper concentrations were
reduced: top panels show
classified suitabilities using
the Minimum Training
Presence Threshold (MTP)
and Equal Training Sensitivity
and Specificity (ESS)
threshold; bottom panels
show populations that
benefit by habitat
improvement to either high
or low/medium suitablitiy
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Figure 6.5 Projections of change
in habitat suitability estimates
for 2050 for r.c.p. 2.6 when
reducing Orthophosphate,
Nitrite or Copper concentrations
to maximum values estimated
not to affect habitat suitability
for grayling: top panels: increase
in suitability observed across the
study area; bottom panels: sites
with current occurrences of
grayling that are positively
affected by reducing either
Orthophosphate, Nitrite or
Copper concentrations
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Figure 6.6 Projections of change
in habitat suitability estimates
for 2050 for r.c.p. 8.5 when
reducing Orthophosphate,
Nitrite or Copper
concentrations to maximum
values estimated not to affect
habitat suitability for grayling:
top panels: increase in suitability
observed across the study area;
bottom panels: sites with
current occurrences of grayling
that are positively affected by
reducing either Orthophosphate,
Nitrite or Copper concentrations
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Figure 6.7 Maximum temperature of the
warmest month (Bio5) (°C*10) across the
whole area of distribution of European
grayling under current conditions (top) and
for 2050: considering the r.c.p. 2.6 scenario
of change (middle) and the r.c.p. 8.5 scenario
of change (bottom), in relation to grayling
sensitivity (habitat suitability is estimated to
be impacted above 21°C, chapter 5)
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Discussion

This study showed significant reductions of suitable range for grayling under future climate
predictions. However, the models presented demonstrate that adjustments in
environmental parameters maintain habitat suitability under climate change. It is clear that
modelling of future distributions should take both climate and non-climate related
parameters into account.
Particular environmental parameters of importance (for mitigating range changes) included
orthophosphates, nitrites and metal pollution. Organic pollution and eutrophication,
associated with high concentrations of phosphate and nitrate are one of the major
anthropogenic impacts on freshwater systems (Birk et al. 2012; Blabolil et al. 2016). Harmful
effects for fish are caused by oxygen depletion, resulting from increased phytoplankton
growth (Elshout et al. 2013). Because of temperature dependencies, the impact of
eutrophication is expected to further increase under climate change conditions (Ficke et al.
2007; Moss et al. 2011). Metals have toxic effects on fish, mainly caused by a disruption of
mechanisms important for ion regulation (Alsop and Wood 2011). Metal pollution is
considered a serious threat to freshwater ecosystems (Förstner and Wittmann 2012) and is
associated with historic mining activities within the UK (Macklin et al. 1997).
As climate change occurs, species will need to respond either adaptively or by tracking
range changes (Hoffmann and Sgrò 2011). That there is a scope for adaptive responses to
climate change in salmonids has been shown by several studies. Eliason et al. (2011) showed
that populations of sockeye salmon (Onchorhynchus nerka) exhibit different tolerance limits
to temperatures, reflecting historic temperature ranges of their habitat. An adaptive
population divergence in response to temperature has been shown by Kavanagh et al. (2010)
arising quickly and under constraining conditions of continued gene flow and previous
bottlenecks in grayling. Jensen et al. (2008) showed significant differences in the amount of
heritable variation in phenotypic plasticity between populations in response to temperature
regimes in brown trout (Salmo trutta). Increasing flexibility is thought to be particularly
important under conditions of climate change, which are predicted to be more fluctuating.
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The high importance of isothermality in the habitat suitability model for grayling within the
UK, might indicate that there are selection pressures on increased flexibility present.
Responses to climate change in grayling life-history traits have also been described. Data
from a 62 year long survey on grayling revealed a shift to earlier spawning in congruence
with increasing water temperatures (Wedekind and Küng 2010). An adaptive advantage of
this shift in spawning timing is likely with increasing temperatures in spring, as temperatures
above 16°C are lethal to grayling eggs (Jungwirth and Winkler 1984). Wedekind and Küng
(2010) notice however unequal sex-ratios towards males, which resulted to be a persistent
pattern, best explained by the mean temperature juveniles experienced in their first
summer (Wedekind et al. 2013), which is thought to be the result of sex-specific differences
in growth rate and survival under higher temperatures (Hutchings 2006; Martins et al. 2012).
Unequal sex-ratios reduce the effective size of a population and therefore increases the risk
of inbreeding (Crow and Kimura 1970) and reduce the adaptive capacity, as the efficiency of
selection is directly related to the effective population size (Wright 1931).
Maximum temperatures in summer (Maximum air temperatures in the warmest period
(Bio5)), also showed to be the parameter subject to most change under future projections
(Figure 6.2). Whilst air temperatures generally show a linear relationship to water
temperatures, the latter are also affected by flow, water volume, shading and wind shelters
and deviations from linearity have been particularly shown, when maximum air
temperatures exceed 25°C (Erickson and Stefan 2000; Webb et al. 2003). This was also
evident from the river surface water temperature dataset used here (Orr et al. 2010).
Differences in the effect of maximum air temperatures on mean water temperatures may
reflect local differences in buffering capacity of the water body. Local thermal refugia have
been shown to be actively used by juvenile salmonids and are potentially important for their
survival in a warming climate (Sutton and Soto 2012). Further investigations on local
thermal refugia within grayling rivers that are expected to suffer from temperature
increases, like those in the South East, and management actions, like the creation of riparian
woodland zones would be recommended (Malcolm et al. 2008). Also, the effect of
groundwater abstraction should be evaluated in this context and in regard to increasing the
risk of low summer flows, which can be critical for grayling (Solomon and Sambrook 2004;
Riley et al. 2009).
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Reducing non-climate related environmental stress has been highlighted to be among the
most important management action in the face of climate change (Heller and Zavaleta 2009).
Whilst this study does not try to give accurate predictions of the future distribution of
grayling, its main goal was to show the potential of different habitat improvement strategies
to increase habitat suitability for grayling under conditions of climate change and to give
specific suggestions on local priority actions. Effective conservation of grayling within the UK
and other parts in the northern area of the species distribution is particularly warranted to
safe-guard the species persistence, as the effects of climate change are expected to be less
drastic than for the southern parts. The importance of evaluating priorities and invoking
management actions on habitat improvement within the continental distribution of grayling
is emphasised, given an expected stronger effect of climate change.
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Chapter 7: Initial description of the microbiome associated with
European grayling

Abstract
The study of the microbiome, the entirety of microbial organisms associated with an
individual, offers multiple possibilities to study the evolutionary dynamics between hosts
and pathogenic and mutualistic micro-organisms, including the role of host-genetics and
environmental factors. Here a preliminary study on the microbiome associated with the gills
and mouth of grayling is presented, with the aim to inform the experimental design for
future large-scale studies. In particular the difference in targeting the V1-2 region or the V3
region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene is highlighted, showing a higher phylogenetic
resolution for the V1-2 region in most, but not all cases. The communities associated with
the gills are compared to those of the mouth and the results confirm the initial hypothesis
that the gill communities reflect the more stable environmental community to a higher
degree than the mouth community, which shows shifts in relative abundances. As the first
study to investigate the microbiome of grayling, results towards the definition of a core
microbiome associated with grayling are presented, which consist of genera found in
samples of two individuals from different environments in both the gill and mouth
community.
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Introduction

The development of new sequencing technologies, referred to as next-generation
sequencing (NGS) has revolutionised most fields of biological research (Koboldt et al. 2013).
Particularly, microbiological research has entered a new era, characterised by cultureindependent assessment of microbial diversity using genomic tools (Xu 2006; Hugenholtz
and Tyson 2008). The discovery of an underappreciated, vast diversity of microorganisms
and their high degree of complex relationships with eukaryotic organisms, including those of
mutualistic, commensal and pathogenic nature has significantly changed established views
of microbial communities and their role in the evolution and functioning of higher
organisms (Zilber-Rosenberg and Rosenberg 2008; Fraune and Bosch 2010; Fumagalli et al.
2011). An organism and the entirety of microbial organisms associated with it (its
microbiome), can act as one unit for selection, adaptation and evolution (Rosenberg and
Zilber-Rosenberg 2016). This is illustrated by examples where differences in microbiome
composition affect mate choice and offspring survival leading to reproductive isolation,
driving the process of speciation (Brucker and Bordenstein 2013; Hurst and Jiggins 2013;
Arbuthnott et al. 2016). This is highly relevant for conservation biology, as alterations of
microbiome composition in captive breeding programmes for example, which are often
characterised by artificial environmental sterility to avoid disease outbreaks, could affect
reintroduction success (Redford et al. 2012) and contribute to outbreeding depression
(Brucker and Bordenstein 2013).
The important role of host-associated microbial communities in disease susceptibility has
also been recently recognized (Koskella 2014). With the prospect of infectious disease
becoming a major threat to species within a warming climate (Altizer et al. 2013), the
understanding of evolutionary resilience to pathogens as part of a complex microbial-host
co-evolution is warranted (Llewellyn et al. 2014). This includes extending our knowledge
about dynamics of microbial communities in natural systems to understand the risk of
disease-mediated extinctions in relation to other pressures like habitat loss or pollution
(Smith et al. 2009). Habitat degradation and environmental stress can cause shifts in the
microbiome composition, generally reducing diversity, which increases susceptibility to
opportunistic pathogens (Thurber et al. 2008; Verbrugghe et al. 2012; Amato et al. 2013;
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Boutin et al. 2013). Monitoring of the microbiome composition across populations could
therefore be a good indication of the general physiological state and be used in a
conservation context (Allendorf et al. 2010).
European grayling (Thymallus thymallus) constitute a good system to study the interactions
of host immune genetics, the microbiome and the environment for a number of reasons.
Grayling is a species of conservation concern and has a broad distribution in freshwater
systems across Europe (Gum et al. 2009). Microbiomes of natural fish populations have
hardly been studied (Sevellec et al. 2014) and grayling potentially encounter diverse
microbial selection pressures across the range. Grayling show the highest sensitivity to high
temperatures among salmonids (Ibbotson et al. 2001; Jonsson and Jonsson 2009) and high
vulnerability to human impacts such as water quality alterations (Oberdorff et al. 2002) and
pollution (Buhl and Hamilton 1990, 1991; Vuorinen et al. 1998; Uiblein et al. 2001). They
may therefore provide a good indicator species for habitat quality for salmonids, which are a
family of high economic value (Youngson et al. 2003). Captive breeding and stocking
programmes are moreover a common management strategy in salmonids and grayling in
particular (Fraser 2008; Persat et al. 2016). Research on potential effects of an artificially
sterile rearing environment on an individuals’ microbiome and the consequences of this are
warranted and may partly explain generally lower survival of hatchery reared fish in
comparison to wild reared individuals Harbicht et al. (2014).
Here, a preliminary study on the microbiome associated with different body parts of
grayling is presented to inform future large scale studies. Whilst studies of microbial
diversity associations mostly target internal organs, like the kidney, to be able to infer
infection through the identification of pathogenic strains (Dionne et al. 2009; Sevellec et al.
2014), conservation oriented studies, are often limited to non-invasive sampling techniques.
The suitability of swab samples, taken from the mouth or gills of fish, is therefore evaluated
to inform about an individuals’ microbiome. Evidence of pathogens, infecting different
tissues, from swabs of the mouth cavity of the infected individual has been given for various
species and distinct pathogens (Cohen et al. 1989; Icenhour et al. 2002; Komar et al. 2002;
Prickett et al. 2008). The microflora of gills are thought to mainly reflect that of their
environment (Cahill 1990; Austin 2006). Moreover the phylogenetic resolution when
targeting different regions of the bacterial 16S gene is evaluated. In particular, results for
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the V3 region (Muyzer et al. 1993) and the V 1-2 region (Klindworth et al. 2012) of the
bacterial 16S gene are compared, in addition to two different purification protocols (gel
extraction and Ampure). Four samples were sequenced on an Ion Torrent PGM bench top
sequencer to evaluate the experimental design for future studies. Through the identification
of genera present in both gill and mouth samples and for individuals from different rivers
first results towards the definition of a core microbiome associated with grayling are
furthermore presented.

Materials and Methods

Samples of two fish (fish 1, from the river Ure and fish 2, from the river Wharfe) were used
in this preliminary study designed to inform a future large-scale study. Sampling was done in
January 2014 by taking swabs from the mouth and gills of each fish, which were stored in
the same buffer (0.4M NaCl,10mM Tris HCL, 2nM EDTA, 2%SDS, 0.001% Proteinase K) used
for DNA extraction following Dawnay et al. (2011). The mouth sample of fish 1 was used to
compare two different primer pairs, one described by Muyzer et al. (1993) targeting the V3
region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene and one described by Klindworth et al. (2012),
targeting the V1-2 region of the of the bacterial 16S gene. The other three samples were
only amplified for the V1-2 region. PCRs were done in 20 μl volumes using Taq polymerase
(Bioline). PCRs were performed in Prime (Bibby) PCR cyclers or in a ABI 1 PCR cycler with
following thermal profile for the V3 region: 94°C for 5 min, followed by 20 cycles at 95°C for
30 s, 65°C for 45 s, decreasing the temperature by 0.5°C each cycle, and 30 s at 72°C,
followed by 10 cycles at 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 45 s and 72°C for 30s and a final extension of
3 min. at 72°C. The thermal profile for the V1-2 region was: 7 min. at 94°C, followed by 10
cycles at 94°C for 30 s, 62°C for 30 s, decreasing the temperature by 1°C per cycle and 72°C
for 30 s, followed by 20 cycles at 94°C for 30 s, 53°C for 30 s and 72°C for 30 s and a final
extension for 7 min. at 72°C.
The gill sample of fish 2 was amplified twice (sample 1.2a and 1.2b) in order to assess the
effect of different sample treatment and specifically purification on the results. In particular,
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the effect of higher sample loss during preparation on estimates of relative abundances
within the sample was tested, predicting a loss of the least abundant taxa. Sample 1.2a was
therefore purified by slicing the PCR band out of the gel and pulse spinning it through sterile
glass wool to remove the agarose, prior to purification with AmpureXP (Beckman and
Coulter) at a ratio 1: 1.3, which was the only purification applied to the other three samples.
For fish 2 only the mouth sample was analysed. PCR products were quantified using a
Qubit® 2.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen) and 26 pM of each sample were loaded to Ion Sphere
Particles (ISPs) using Ion PGMTM Template OT2 200 kit (LifeTechnologiesTM, USA) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions for high-throughput sequencing. For sample one, 13 pM
of both PCRs, using different primers, were pooled. Sample 1.2a exhibited a lower
concentration and only 20 pM were loaded. Multiplexed sequencing was conducted using a
316TM chip (LifeTechnologiesTM) on an Ion Torrent Personal Genome Machine
(LifeTechnologiesTM). Sequences were binned by sample and filtered within the PGM
software to remove low quality reads. Data were then exported as FastQ files.
The mouth sample of fish one, which was multiplexed for two different 16S regions,
was demultiplexed by region specific primers in Mothur (Schloss et al. 2009). Then, for
all samples a quality filter was applied based on a minimum Phred score of 20 within 80
% of the sequence, using FASTX-Toolkit (Hannon Lab, USA). The sequences were
concatenated and sorted by similarity in a single fasta file for further processing and
analysis in QIIME 1.8 (Caporaso et al. 2010b). Sequences with less than ten reads were
removed. Putative chimeric sequences were identified using USEARH (Edgar 2010) and
removed from the analysis. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were picked with a
minimum pairwise identity of 97%. The most abundant sequence in each OTU was
selected as a representative to assign a taxonomic classification based on the
Greengenes database (DeSantis et al. 2006) using the RDP classifier (Wang et al. 2007),
clustering the sequences at 97% similarity with a 0.80 confidence threshold. Multiple
alignments of the representative sequences for each OTU with a minimum length of
150bp were created using PyNast (Caporaso et al. 2010a). Alpha diversity metrics were
calculated on rarefied OTU tables to asses sampling depth coverage using observed
species, Chao1 (Chao 1984), Shannon’s diversity index (Shannon and Weaver 1948) and
Good’s coverage (Good 1953). Beta diversity metrics among samples were calculated
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using weighted and unweighted Unifrac distances (Lozupone et al. 2007) and BrayCurtis similarity (Bray and Curtis 1957). Venn diagrams were created to visualize sample
similarity using the Venny 2.1 web server (Oliveros 2007).

Results

Summary statistics for the four 16S samples run on an Ion Torrent PGM are shown in Table
1. Sample 1.2a, which had been purified using gel-extraction prior to AmpureXP purification
and was loaded in lower concentration, showed the lowest number of reads of all samples
(Table 7.1). Good’s coverage estimations >99% have been obtained and rarefaction curves
(Figure 7.1) show that a plateau is approached for all samples. In total, 2508 operational
taxonomic units (OTUs) were observed, covering 31 phyla (Figure 7.2) and 413 genera.
Highest α- diversity was found for the gill sample of fish 1 (sample 1.2b), sequenced for the
V1-2 region, whilst lowest α- diversity was found for the mouth sample of fish 2 (sample 2)
(Table 7.2).
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Table 7.1 Summary statistics of Ion Torrent PGM data for four 16S samples
Sample

Sample
description

Purification

16 S region
analysed

Individual

Sampling
location

No. of
reads

No. of
reads used
in analysis

1.1 a

AmpureXP

V3

1

Ure

232,555

73,939

AmpureXP

V1-2

1

Ure

1.2 a

Mouth
swab
Mouth
swab
Gill swab

V1-2

1

Ure

60,178

39,282

1.2 b

Gill swab

Gelextraction+
AmpureXP
AmpureXP

V1-2

1

Ure

249,816

170,892

2

Mouth
swab

AmpureXP

V1-2

2

Wharfe

203,901

133,696

1.1 b

58,706

Information given for each sample: name, description of the sampling and processing method,
individual the sample was derived from, location where the individual was sampled, number of reads
it generated on an Ion Torrent PGM, number of sequences finally used after filtering for chimeric or
low quality sequences, having a minimum length of 200 bp for the V 1-2 region and a minimum
length of 120 for the V 3 region that aligned with >= 97 % identity to the Greengenes databas and
percentage of initial reads used in the presented analysis

Figure 7.1 Rarefaction curves: generated by averaging 100 repititions of random sampling of
observed species within each sample as a function of sequences per sample
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Figure 7.2 Phylogenetic composition of bacterial diversity found in each sample at the phylum level: contributions are given as percentages of the whole
sample
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Table 7.2 α- diversity estimates for all samples

measurement
Observed species total
Chao1 index
Shannon index

Sample
1.1a
581
582
6.7

Sample
1.1b
705
788
7.8

Sample
1.2a
863
968
7.1

Sample
1.2b
1193
1295
7.4

Sample
2
381
438
6.7

Comparison of the V3 and V1-2 region
Proteobacteria had the highest contribution for all samples sequenced for the V1-2 region,
whilst Actinobacteria had the highest contribution when the V3 region was sequenced
(Figure 7.2). Comparing the results from the V3 and V1-2 region amplified from the same
mouth sample (sample 1.1a versus sample 1.1b), higher phylogenetic resolution was
achieved for the V1-2 region (Table 7.3). Of all genera identified, 28.3% were found in both
samples, 21.3% were only identified for the V3 region and 50% were only identified for the
V1-2 region (Figure 7.3). The mean frequency of OTUs exclusively identified in sample 1.1a
was 0.28 ±0.5% and the maximum was 2.5%, consisting of genus Ralstonia. The mean
frequency of OTUs exclusively identified in sample 1.1b was 0.31±0.7% and the maximum
was 4.6%, consisting of the genus Methylobacterium.

Table 7.3 Comparison of resolution between the V 1-2 region and the V 3 region: Percentage of
sequences that can be assigned at the phylogenetic level of order, family, genus and species
respectively for the V 1-2 and V 3 region;

Order
Family
genus
Species

V3

V 1-2

94
42
26
4

93
80
50
8
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Figure 7.3 Venny diagram comparing number of OTUs with phylogenetic resolution at the genus
level for V3 and the V1-2 region of the 16S rRNA gene: comparison of sample 1.1 and 1.2, which
have been amplified for the V3 and the V1-2 region of the 16S gene respectively

Effect of sample preparation
The more than four-fold lower coverage of sample 1.2a in comparison to the same sample
with a higher coverage (sample 1.2b), shows a loss of 230 OTUs (Table 7.2). For all genera
identified, 35 (23.8%) were only found in sample 1.2b and 9 (6.1%) were only found in
sample 1.2a (Figure 7.4). All genera exclusively identified in only one of the gill samples of
fish 1 showed very low frequency in the sample they were present. The mean frequency of
OTUs exclusively identified in sample 1.2a was 0.21 ±0.07% and the maximum was 0.9%.
The mean contribution of OTUs exclusively identified in sample 1.2b was 0.03 ±0.04% and
the maximum was 0.13%.
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Figure 7.4 Venny diagramm comparing number of OTUs with phylogenetic resolution at genus
level for different sample treatment: comparison of sample 2.1 and 2.2, representing different
treatments of the same sample amplified for the V1-2 region of the 16S gene; Sample 2.1 was
purified using both gel-extraction and AmpureXP and had a coverage 4-fold lower than sample 2.2,
which was purified only using AmpureXP

Comparison of mouth and gill samples
Comparing the phylogenetic composition between mouth and gill samples of the same fish,
shows that Actinobacteria have a much higher contribution in mouth samples, whilst
Bacteroidetes have a much higher contribution in gill samples (Figure 7.2). Figure 7.5 shows
the comparison of the mouth and gill sample of fish 1 (sample 1.1b and 1.2b respectively)
and the mouth sample of fish 2 (sample 2), all amplified for the V1-2 region and purified
using only AmpureXP, for all OTUs with phylogenetic resolution at the genus level. A core
microbiome, which is found in both gill and mouth samples and for different fish from
different environments, consist of 48 genera in total (Figure 7.5, Appendix 4). The gill
sample shows a higher number of distinct genera than either of the mouth samples (Figure
7.5).
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Figure 7.5 Venny diagramm comparing number of OTUs with phylogenetic resolution at genus
level of samples from gill and mouth and mouth samples of different individuals: and shared
between sample 1.2, 2.2 and 3, representing the mouth and gill samples of fish 1 and the mouth
sample of fish 2 respectively
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β-diversity between sample location and individuals
A comparison of β-diversity between samples shows that the mouth and gill samples of an
individual relate more closely than mouth samples of two distinct individuals, which come
from different locations, when using unweighted clustering based on presence only (Figure
7.6). When using the weighted clustering method, that takes abundance and phylogenetic
distance into account, the distance between mouth and gill is greater than the distance
between individuals (Figure 7.6). Sample 1.1a, which was amplified for the V3 region of the
16S gene clustered as an outgroup for both methods.

Comparison of community composition between individuals
A comparison of the relative abundance of different genera, with species of known
opportunistic salmonid pathogens (Austin et al. 1983 ; Austin and Stobie 1992; Ostland et al.
1994; Gil et al. 2000; Hisar et al. 2002; Nematollahi et al. 2003; Austin and Austin 2007; Kayis
et al. 2009; Navarrete et al. 2009; Merrifield et al. 2010), probiotics (Merrifield et al. 2010,
Mukai et al. 2002) or that have been associated with either stressed or healthy fish in
Salvelinus fontinalis is shown in Figure 7.7 (Boutin et al. 2013). In total nine genera were
identified, which contain known pathogenic species and one pathogen was identified at the
species level (Micrococcus luteus (Austin and Stobie 1992)) (Figure 7.7). Of these six were
found in sample 2 at the highest frequency. The genera Exiguobacterium and Bacteroides,
which have been found positively associated with stress by Boutin et al. (2013b) and
Lactobacillus reuteri, which is known for probiotic effects (Mukai et al. 2002) were
exclusively found in sample 2 (Figure 7.7). A total of five genera with known pathogenic
species have been also found in samples from fish 1 (Figure 7.7). An additional four genera
positively associated with stress and two negatively associated with stress have been only
found in samples from fish 1 (Figure 7.7). Out of twelve genera analysed and assessed in
samples of fish 1, two were present in both mouth and gill samples, three were only present
in gill samples and seven only in mouth samples, with two respectively being only resolved
by one of two the primers (Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.6 β-diversity as the average distance between samples: the unweighted pair-group method (left) and the weighted pair-group method (right) with
arithmetic mean (UPGMA) was used for clustering; jackknifing was done by resampling 100 times; Bray Curtis distances are shown
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Figure 7.7 relative abundance of genera across samples: genera with known opportunistic salmonid pathogens are indicated with (*)(Micrococcus luteus
(Austin and Stobie 1992); Streptococcus iniae (Merrifield et al. 2010); Acinetobacter spp (Austin and Austin 2007), junii (Navarrete et al. 2009); Pseudomonas
anguilliseptica, chlororaphis, fluorescens, pseudoalcalignes, putida and luteola (Austin and Austin 2007 ; Kayis et al. 2009); Psychrobacter immobilis (Hisar et
al. 2002); Staphylococcus epidermidis, warneri (Gil et al. 2000); Flabobacterium psychrophilum, branchiophilum (Ostland et al. 1994; Nematollahi et al.
2003); Corynebacterium xerosis (Austin et al. 1983); Lactobacillus spp. (Austin and Austin 2007)), that are positively (Acinetobacter, Bacteroides,
Bradyrhizobium, Exiguobacterium, Pedobacter, Pseudomonas,Pseudonocardia, Psychrobacter, Rhodobacter, Staphylococcus) or negatively
(Flavobacterium,Corynebacterium, Arthrobacter, Methylobacterium, Ralstonia) associated with stress (Boutin et al. 2013b), or are potential probiotics
(Lactobacillus plantarum, sakei, fluorescens, reuteri (Merrifield et al. 2010, Mukai et al. 2002)) are shown for each sample; only contributions with a
minimum of 1% are shown ;
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Discussion

This study highlights important technical considerations to study the microbiome in natural
fish populations and gives valuable recommendations for future studies. Also, the first
results on the microbiome associated with grayling are presented. These results confirm
general findings of the core microbiome of teleosts, with Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria,
Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes as phylogenetic groups with high contribution (Llewellyn et al.
2014). The presented results suggest a clear difference in bacterial communities of the gills
and mouth of grayling as well as within individuals, which is successfully resolved by the
swab sampling approach. The gill samples showed a higher number of total OTUs and a
higher Chao diversity estimate, which does not take abundance into account (Colwell and
Coddington 1994). However, considering both richness and evenness, the Shannon diversity
estimate is higher for mouth than gill samples of the same fish. This confirms our
expectation that the microflora of gills, which show less evenly distributed abundances of
OTUs, reflect the community of the environment to a higher degree than mouth samples,
which may reflect species specific microbiome composition (Cahill 1990; Austin 2006). Also,
when abundance is considered, the weighted measure of β-diversity shows more
pronounced differences between gills and mouth, whilst when only presence is considered,
the difference between individuals is stronger than the difference within one individual. The
availability of both sample types allows comparison of relative abundances within gill
samples, having a higher representation of the environment, to the mouth samples, which
may reflect the characteristics of an individuals’ microbiome more closely. This is supported
by the higher resolution of genera associated with the physiological state in mouth than in
gill samples (Figure 7.7).
A higher phylogenetic resolution could be clearly shown for the primer set for the V1-2
region of the 16S gene, which may partly be explained by covering a longer sequence in
comparison to primer set for the V3 region, which increases the possibilities for comparison.
Therefore, if one primer set has to be chosen our results support the choice for the V1-2
region, which is in agreement to the recommendations of Klindworth et al. (2012). However,
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for some genera the V3 region was shown to be superior to resolve phylogeny. As it was
demonstrated that both primer sets can be successfully used in a single barcoded sample,
thus reducing library preparation cost, this approach would be recommended to take
advantage of the complementary properties of both regions.
The gel-extraction prior to AmpureXP purification resulted in a lower sample concentration,
so that less than the recommended amount was loaded for sequencing, which resulted in
the low coverage observed for sample 1.2a (Table 7.1). Whilst Good’s coverage estimates
indicated that an increase in coverage would not result in significantly higher diversity
estimates, almost a quarter of all genera identified in the same sample, but purified using
only AmpureXP (sample 1.2b), were not present in sample 1.2a. All of these genera were
present at very low frequency within sample 1.2b (the maximum frequency was 0.13%),
confirms our hypothesis that more extensive purification would result in a predominant loss
of the least abundant taxa. This results highlights that firstly the loss of sample should be
minimized through processing and secondly be highly standardized for all samples to allow
meaningful comparison. In sample 1.2a we also identified 6.7% of genera at low frequency,
which were not present in sample 1.2b (Figure 7.4). Some stochasticity is expected within
low frequency taxa to achieve sufficiently high coverage to be considered, which could
explain this pattern. Similarly, Porazinska et al. (2010) found that just over 90% of species
were reproducibly identified across replicate samples, using a metagenomics approach to
study nematode diversity. Ramond et al. (2015) suggest a DNA normalisation procedure,
involving a nuclease treatment of samples before preparation, to overcome the
predominant loss of underrepresented taxa, which can be of particular interest in
metagenomic studies.
There are clear differences in the relative abundance of genera with known relevant
pathogenic species between samples of the two individuals (Figure 7.7). In accordance with
the observation that lower diversity of commensal bacteria increases the risk for
opportunistic pathogens (Boutin et al. 2013b), the sample form fish 2 (sample 2) showed
both lowest diversity measures (Table 7.2) and generally higher contribution of genera with
known pathogenic species, of which one was identified at the species level (Micrococcus
luteus (Austin and Stobie 1992))(Figure 7.7). However, Lactobacillus reuteri, a species with
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known probiotic effects (Mukai et al. 2002) was also identified in fish 2. Probiotic species
can provide beneficial effects to the host in a number of ways, which include competitive
exclusion of pathogenic species, the release of nutrients or enzymes that can be used by the
host and immunostimulation (Pérez-Sánchez et al. 2014). A larger study would be required
to elucidate the role of probiotics in grayling.Boutin et al. (2013b) identified family genetic
background as the second most influential factor in explaining variation of skin mucus
composition in brook charr (Salvelinus fontinalis) after exposure to stress and Bolnick et al.
(2014) showed that certain MHC alleles increased or decreased the abundance of certain
bacterial taxa in the gut microbiome of threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus). A
future study assessing both the microbiome of individual grayling and the MH genotype
across multiple populations and environmental conditions would allow to assess how
immune genetic variation affects the microbiome composition, including well known
probiotic taxa, which could include trade-offs between maintaining beneficial probiotics and
potentially harmful pathogens (Bolnick et al. 2014). Moreover, it could identify the degree
of variation of selection pressures grayling are exposed to across different environments
and give valuable insights on evolutionary dynamics between the host genetics and
pathogens and the importance of environmental conditions (Spor et al. 2011). Assessing the
potential adaptive value of certain MH variants, by assessing their influence on the
microbiome composition, would further elucidate mechanisms of selection, like the degree
of heterogeneity across space and the relative importance of a rare allele advantage.
Altogether the study of the microbiome in comparison to immune genetic variation offers
numerous possibilities to enhance our understanding on the complex interactions involved
in evolutionary processes.
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Chapter 8: Final discussion

Global biodiversity is being lost at alarming rates (Barnosky et al. 2012) with potential
harmful effects to humanity (Cardinale et al. 2012). Because patterns of species decline are
typically not linear, which can also be described as a vortex ultimately leading to extinction
(Fagan and Holmes 2006), the loss of biodiversity is likely to be further accelerated (Ceballos
et al. 2015), indicated by high rates of population loss (Ceballos and Ehrlich 2002). Loss of
genetic diversity is a main factor that can contribute to a disproportionate increase in
extinction risk over short time-scales (Spielman et al. 2004; Frankham 2005a; O’Grady et al.
2006; Blomqvist et al. 2010). International agreements aiming to mitigate loss of
biodiversity recognise the importance of genetic factors, e.g. the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD)(www.cbd.int) lists the preservation of genetic diversity as a major priority.
This requires the capacity to accurately assess genetic variation in non-model species and
evaluate it in an ecologically meaningful context. This includes understanding the limitations
of methods used for genetic assessment and the possible impacts they have on
conservation decisions (Bonin et al. 2007). Furthermore, to promote preservation of genetic
diversity in natural populations, possible management actions need to be evaluated for
their ability to meet this goal. In order to be able to pro-actively prevent the loss of genetic
diversity, a better understanding of evolutionary forces acting upon natural populations is
warranted.
In this PhD study, genetic variation at functionally important immune genes (major
histocompatibility (MH) genes) was assessed in a non-model species (European grayling),
based on data from closely related taxa (chapter 2). The experimental design and analytical
pipeline are optimised for accuracy, high through-put and economy and can be easily
applied to other study systems. The availability of data obtained from neutral markers for
the same individuals and populations (Dawnay et al. 2011) genotyped at the MH in this
study, allowed a direct comparison of results from both markers types. This made it possible
to evaluate the impact of marker choice on management decisions and to investigate how
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selection affects functional genetic variation by comparison with variation at markers,
predominantly affected by demographic processes and drift.
No measurement of genetic diversity was correlated between ten microsatellite loci and the
MH class II DAA and DAB loci across twelve populations in our study, confirming the
suggestion that neutral markers may be inappropriate to predict functional genetic diversity
(Reed and Frankham 2001; Kirk and Freeland 2011). This is important to be aware of where
neutral markers are solely used to assess genetic diversity and distinctiveness, particularly if
the aim is to set conservation priorities (Bozzi et al. 2012; Al-Qamashoui et al. 2014). It has
been shown that adaptive genetic diversity (defined as functional genetic variation that
translates to differences in individual fitness) can be affected differently by demographic
processes than neutral markers, due to the simultaneous effects of drift and selection
(Ejsmond and Radwan 2011; Sutton et al. 2011). For example Coughlan et al. (2006) found
significant losses of genetic diversity measured for the MH I UBA in sea trout (Salmo trutta),
but not for neutral markers, during a period of recorded disease outbreaks in nearby
aquacultures. The authors suggest periods of increased pressures of disease mediated,
directional selection as the cause for the observed pattern. Periods of directional selection
are in accordance with a frequency-dependent mechanism of selection, or heterogeneous
selection in space and time as has been suggested to operate on the MHC (Piertney and
Oliver 2005; Consuegra et al. 2011). This does not exclude the possibility of heterozygote
advantage, for which empirical evidence has also been given (Evans and Neff 2009;
Kekäläinen et al. 2009), but rather highlights that the mode of selection is context
dependent. An advantage of heterozygosity is mainly expected in situations where exposure
to multiple pathogenic strains is common (Penn et al. 2002; Oliver et al. 2009), whilst
episodes of directional selection are expected when there is a dominant pathogen and
specific alleles that confer resistance (De Boer et al. 2004).
Directional selection for particular MH variants has been found by Grimholt et al. (2003),
who identified certain class II alleles to be significantly associated with increased resistance
toward salmon anaemia virus (ISAV) and furuncolosis (Aeromonas salmonicida), which was
higher for individuals carrying a resistance conferring variant in a homozygous state.
Similarly, Eizaguirre et al. (2009) showed in three-spined sticklebacks (Gasterosteus
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aculeatus) that individuals with a particular MH II haplotype had significantly lower burden
of the most common parasite (Gyrodactylus sp.). In such situations, when there are specific
‘good genes’ referring highest resistance to the most prevalent pathogens mate choice is
expected to be assortative to combine currently advantageous genes (Milinski 2006). Indeed,
Eizaguirre et al. (2009) found that fish of both sexes carrying the haplotype that conferred
highest resistance towards Gyrodactylus sp. had significantly higher likelihood of
reproducing, leading to a pattern of assortative mating. Support for a frequency dependent
mechanism in this case was given by a study that investigated the same population in the
following generation, where the frequency of the previously selected haplotype had
strongly increased and the infection intensities of Gyrodactylus sp. was strongly reduced
(Lenz et al. 2009). At the same time, a positive association of resistance with the previously
beneficial haplotype towards Gyrodactylus sp. was no longer present and mate choice for
intermediate MH diversity was observed.
High inbreeding coefficients for the MH class II, but not for neutral markers were found for
some populations in this study (chapter 4). One explanation for this pattern would be that
periods of directional selection and potentially assortative mating under such conditions,
affect immune genetic variation. However, evidence for balancing selection acting as a
dominant evolutionary force on the grayling MH was given both historically (chapter 2), as
well as more recently (chapter 4). This suggests, that directional selection is episodic and in
a context of either frequency-dependent selection or heterogeneous selection in time.
Highest inbreeding coefficients (FIS) at the MH II were found for a population, for which
evidence exists that the availability of spawning grounds is reduced (Lewis 2006). This
possibly increases competition for mating opportunities, which is expected to increase the
strength of sexual selection (Milinski 2006; Eizaguirre et al. 2009). This highlights the
importance of the maintenance and restoration of suitable spawning grounds to preserve
productivity and adaptive genetic variation.
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Another important component of genetic diversity is distinctiveness across populations
(Olden et al. 2004). In this study, measurements of population differentiation were
correlated between the MH II and microsatellites and population clustering based on
genetic distance followed mainly the same pattern for both marker types (chapter 4).
Pfrender et al. (2000) found, similarly to this study, no correlations for diversity
measurements, but consistent divergence between quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and neutral
markers and the authors conclude that neutral markers might be generally suitable to
assess population distinctiveness. However, a number of studies find that adaptive
divergence is not reflected by neutral markers (McKay and Latta 2002; Gomez-Mestre and
Tejedo 2004; Ballentine and Greenberg 2010). The MHC is, however, not necessarily an ideal
marker to resolve local adaptation, because balancing selection is expected to maintain
higher variation than for neutral markers, when selection pressures are similar (Fraser and
Neff 2010; O’Farrell et al. 2012).
Evidence for local adaption at small scales has been given in grayling for a young metapopulation in Norway, where population divergence in response to pronounced differences
in temperature has been observed within one lake system (Kavanagh et al. 2010; Junge et al.
2011). The study of Junge et al. (2011) suggests adaptive phenotypic divergence between
populations inhabiting different temperature regimes, which is not reflected by neutral
markers. Kavanagh et al. (2010) give evidence for a genetic basis for the observed
phenotypic divergence by comparing differences in developmental traits of offspring from
adults inhabiting either warmer or colder habitats under the same conditions. This
divergence has arisen within 9-12 generations and on a spatial scale of about 10 km distance,
under constraining conditions of continued gene flow, previous bottlenecks due to founder
effects and small population sizes. These findings on local adaptations arising quickly and on
small spatial scales has been documented for other salmonid species as well (Fraser et al.
2011). This highlights the importance of integrating assessment of adaptive differentiation
for the definition of evolutionary significant units for management (Crandall et al. 2000;
Garcia de Leaniz et al. 2007; Gebremedhin et al. 2009). New genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS)
techniques, such as restriction-site-associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) or transcriptome
sequencing are promising tools to identify genetic regions potentially involved in local
adaptation, e.g. by the identification of Fst outliers, in non-model species (Davey et al. 2011;
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Hoban et al. 2016). However, to decipher the genetic basis for evolutionary change, that is
driven by natural selection, different approaches, like quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping,
controlled crosses, or genome-wide-association studies (GWAS) need to be combined to link
genetic variation to phenotypic traits and fitness (Stinchcombe and Hoekstra 2007;
Bernatchez et al. 2010; Narum et al. 2013; Vitti et al. 2013). Together these approaches
have the potential to advance our understanding of the genetics of local adaptation in the
future, which will facilitate the assignation of evolutionary significant units for management
(Funk et al. 2012).
Another objective of this PhD study was to evaluate the effect of the supplementation of
populations with hatchery-reared fish (stocking) on immune genetic variation in grayling.
Whilst neutral genetic marker variation did not show significant differences between purely
native and stocked populations (Dawnay et al. 2011), there are a number of factors that
support the hypothesis that adaptive genetic variation can be adversely affected (Fraser
2008; Araki and Schmid 2010). The early life stages experience highest rates of mortality in
salmonids in the wild, which makes selection most likely to have a strong effect (Einum and
Fleming 2000; Evans et al. 2010; de Eyto et al. 2011). Therefore, the relaxation of selection
during these critical early life stages could significantly impact on adaptive evolutionary
processes (Araki et al. 2007, 2009). Also, natural mate choice, which is considered an
important mechanism of selection, is not allowed for within hatchery breeding programmes
(Quader 2005; Consuegra and Leaniz 2008). Additionally, individuals used to produce the
hatchery offspring have an increased reproductive success compared to wild reproducing
individuals, where offspring mortality at young life stages is high. Overrepresentation of
hatchery produced offspring in the supplemented population can lead to increased variation
in family sizes, which reduces the effective population size Ne (Ryman and Laikre 1991).
Because the effective population size directly relates to the rate of inbreeding (Crow and
Kimura 1970), a supplementation programme can increase the loss of genetic diversity,
though overall productivity is increased (Ryman and Laikre 1991). In addition, at functional
genes, the efficiency of selection to prevent the loss of beneficial mutations and eliminate
deleterious mutations is positively related to the effective population size (Wright 1931),
and is thus negatively affected by a decrease in Ne. Empirically it has been shown that
supplementation programmes do not always decrease Ne and increase the rate of
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inbreeding however (Hedrick et al. 2000; Duchesne and Bernatchez 2002). Increasing the
number of individuals used to produce the hatchery offspring and equalizing contributions
to the offspring generation among them has been shown to reduce these effects (Hedrick et
al. 2000; Duchesne and Bernatchez 2002).
Here, higher inbreeding among supplemented (stocked) populations was not found,
indicating no strong effect of the limited number of individuals used to create hatchery
stocks on genetic variation within the supplemented population or a pronounced reduction
of the effective population size (chapter 4). However, expected heterozygosity at the MH II
was significantly lower in stocked than purely native populations (chapter 4). Moreover,
whilst purely native populations showed significantly lower differentiation at the MH II than
observed at neutral markers, indicating that balancing selection is acting to retain variation
at the MH, this was not the case for stocked populations (chapter 4). These results suggest
that the efficiency of selection is impaired in stocked populations compared to purely native
populations. Because no data were available on genetic variation within the stocked
populations prior to starting the supplementation programme, one might speculate that
those populations selected for management, showed recent population declines and a
predominant role of drift leading to the observed pattern of reduced efficiency of selection.
But, grayling populations selected for stocking did not show evidence for population
bottlenecks based on microsatellites more frequently than native populations, or exhibit
lower effective population size (Dawnay et al. 2011), which does not support the hypothesis
that management was primarily in response of recent population decline. There was no bias
within the selection of populations included in this study either, which incorporated two
native and one stocked population that showed evidence for a past bottleneck (Dawnay et
al. 2011, chapter 4). Considering a direct effect of the stocking process on the efficiency of
selection to act within the supplemented population seems therefore a valid conclusion.
This highlights the importance of assessing genetic variation at genes under selection to
effectively evaluate the suitability of stocking in sustaining long-term population viability
(Fraser 2008).
In order to inform management, the objective of hatchery releases needs to be clearly
formulated. If the only purpose of supportive breeding is to conserve populations at risk, it
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would be recommended only in cases of populations with critical low population sizes and
high likelihood of extinction due to environmental stochasticity, given the considerable risk
of harmful effects (Fleming and Petersson 2001; Araki and Schmid 2010). Particularly in the
light of climate change, the findings on the impairment of the efficiency of natural selection
through the supplementation of populations with hatchery reared fish in grayling (chapter 4)
indicate that careful considerations on the necessity of stocking to prevent population
extinction are demanded. This is because under the conditions of climate change population
persistence may depend on their evolutionary potential (Hoffmann and Sgrò 2011). Climate
change is expected to pressure species in various ways. On one hand there are direct
challenges like thermal stress and increased climatic fluctuations. Evidence exists that
salmonids may have the scope for adaptive genetic responses to cope with this challenge, at
least to some degree (Jensen et al. 2008; Eliason et al. 2011). Another threat imposed by
climate change is, that existing environmental stressors might be exacerbated by cumulative
or synergistic effects (Brook et al. 2008), although a large proportion of combined effects
have been suggested to be of an antagonistic nature in freshwater ecosystems (Jackson et al.
2016). However, eutrophication is an example of an environmental stressor, which is
expected to be reinforced by climate change (Moss et al. 2011) and this study highlighted
that under conditions of climate change the reduction of eutrophication enhances habitat
suitability for grayling by up to 31% and is thus suggested to be an important target for
climate change mitigation (chapter 6). Another important risk of climate change is that
transmission rates, prevalence and severity of infectious disease are expected to increase
under conditions of rising temperatures (Marcogliese 2008; Altizer et al. 2013). Hari et al.
(2006) for example document, that for brown trout (Salmo trutta) populations that
experience higher water temperatures in the context of climate change, declines are
strongly driven by increased incidences of Proliferative Kidney Disease (PKD). This highlights
the importance of standing immune genetic variation to increase the chances of a species to
cope with more severe pathogen pressures under climate change conditions (Dionne et al.
2009). As this study showed that stocking (chapter 4) was associated with reduced immune
genetic variation, the clear recommendation to best invest management resources for the
conservation of grayling is to improve habitat quality, as this could be shown to improve the
probability of population persistence under conditions of climate change (chapter 6).
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Explicit suggestions of local priorities under conditions of climate change are given in
chapter 6.
However, where the supplementation of populations is required, either because of the high
risk of extinction of the population to be supplemented or because social demands on
management priorities are to compensate losses for fisheries, various improvements to
current breeding programmes could potentially reduce negative effects and merit further
investigation in grayling. For example, allowing for natural mate choice within semi-natural
spawning channels could significantly enhance the possibilities for sexual selection and
offspring fitness (Wedekind et al. 2001; Pitcher and Neff 2007; Consuegra and Leaniz 2008).
Further, maintaining rearing conditions more closely to that of the natural environment, for
example by using untreated river water may reduce the disruption of natural selection as it
increases exposure to natural microbes, leading to differences in survival based on immune
competence (Evans et al. 2010). However, the risk of epidemic outbreaks is increased,
particularly if the hatchery stock is kept at high density (Amos and Thomas 2002). Careful
consideration of the stocking efforts within one river in relation to the carrying capacity of
the environment and the natural production of the existing grayling population are
warranted as well, to reduce competition and density-dependent effects on the population
(Einum and Fleming 2001; Keeley 2001).
Altogether, this study makes important contributions to inform management of European
grayling to support long-term viable populations. Conservation research approaches used
here may be applied to other endangered species. The importance of including adaptive
markers in conservation genetic studies has clearly been shown. The MHC is a useful
candidate to study evolutionary processes in comparison to demographic forces, because
the effect of selection can be strong with quick evolutionary dynamics between hosts and
pathogens. Future research, that includes the assessment of the microbiome in conjunction
with the MHC could be fruitful in providing a more predictive framework, based on the
investigation of immune genetic variation in relation to microbial selection pressures and
environmental conditions (Amato 2013). Predicting the potential for future adaption is of
utmost concern for conservation genetic research (Allendorf 2017). This requires a holistic
approach that integrates demographic forces, environmental conditions and selection
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pressures. In this respect it would be important to examine immune genetic variation and its
implication on evolutionary potential in the broader context of the whole genome (Pearse
2016). In summary, genetic research and environmental modelling methods are clearly able
to make important contributions to the conservation of biodiversity, but successful
implementations ultimately depend on the priorities of the society and decision making
parties.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 Analysis scripts
Here, programming scripts used to perform the analysis of Illumina NGS data in Python and
R are provided. The main purpose is to document the main scripts, whilst for the future the
provision of more flexible tools available online for other users, would be suggested.
Appendix 1.1 Main Python-scripts for Sommer pipeline: pre-processing scripts are not provided here;
comments are in red;
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Appendix 1.2 R-scripts
1.2.1 R-script to calculate the position of the maximum degree of change (DOC) across all variants in
each amplicon in the dataset (following Lighten et al. 2014b); comments are in green;
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1.2.2 R-script to estimate copy number scenario with highest fit (following Lighten et al. 2014b),
example for one locus (equivalent for more loci)
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Appendix 2 Ewen Watterson test results
Table A.2 Ewen Watterson test results
Marker
Microsatellites
population
AIR
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
CLD
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
DBD
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
DEE
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
DOV
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
EDN
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
HAV
N

Ogo2

MH

BFRO018 BFRO011 One2

BFRO010 BFRO006 BFRO012 BFRO016 DAA

DAB

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

31

29

-0.34

-0.36

-0.37

-0.39

-0.14

-0.09

-0.24

-0.14

-0.28

-0.04

0.11

0.1

0.07

0.07

0.4

0.35

0.25

0.3

0.2

0.53

0.11

0.07

0.07

0.09

0.28

0.35

0.28

0.3

0.15

0.51

64

64

64

64

64

64

64

64

40

37

-0.27

-0.1

-0.2

-0.18

-0.46

-0.27

-0.34

-0.39

-0.22

-0.08

0.19

0.47

0.23

0.33

0.02

0.19

0.11

0.01

0.24

0.44

0.52

0.25

0.23

0.2

0.02

0.19

0.11

0.01

0.24

0.36

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

35

36

-0.35

0.1

-0.25

-0.38

-0.05

-0.28

-0.32

-0.36

-0.15

-0.12

0.08

0.71

0.2

0.07

0.45

0.15

0.1

0.06

0.38

0.4

0.08

0.76

0.2

0.14

0.28

0.15

0.1

0.06

0.61

0.63

52

52

52

52

52

52

52

52

27

26

-0.34

-0.43

-0.36

-0.45

0.29

-0.45

-0.47

-0.45

-0.4

-0.31

0.11

0.05

0.1

0.03

0.8

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.08

0.06

0.84

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.05

0.14

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

26

35

-0.09

0

-0.37

-0.39

0.04

-0.04

-0.1

-0.06

0

0.06

0.43

0.59

0.09

0.06

0.56

0.4

0.42

0.35

0.56

0.68

0.46

0.62

0.27

0.08

0.33

0.4

0.43

0.35

0.62

0.42

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

33

36

-0.04

0

-0.34

-0.21

0.12

-0.33

-0.36

-0.37

-0.08

-0.04

0.46

0.51

0.1

0.3

0.62

0.13

0.08

0.04

0.45

0.51

0.25

0.66

0.07

0.37

0.62

0.33

0.06

0.04

0.23

0.28

58

58

58

58

58

58

58

58

37

33
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ITH

SEV

URE

WLA

WLB

WYE

(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson
N
(obs. F/ exp. F)-1
p Slatkin
p Watterson

-0.18

-0.39

-0.27

-0.52

0.08

-0.37

-0.4

-0.27

-0.43

-0.3

0.32

0.07

0.19

0.01

0.52

0.05

0.06

0.17

0.04

0.14

0.33

0.03

0.5

0

0.52

0.05

0.08

0.17

0.04

0.18

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

34

20

-0.24

-0.22

0.17

-0.28

-0.39

-0.11

-0.06

0.07

-0.29

-0.26

0.21

0.22

0.68

0.19

0.03

0.32

0.5

0.51

0.16

0.14

0.21

0.22

0.65

0.1

0.03

0.32

0.17

0.51

0.16

0.14

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

39

31

30

-0.28

-0.15

-0.04

-0.12

NA

-0.07

-0.35

-0.37

-0.32

-0.28

0.18

0.39

0.54

0.43

N.A.

0.45

0.1

0.07

0.1

0.15

0.18

0.21

0.79

0.29

N.A.

0.27

0.3

0.1

0.09

0.18

58

58

58

58

58

58

58

58

31

30

-0.1

-0.43

0.02

-0.1

-0.32

0.42

0.03

0.33

-0.48

-0.13

0.42

0.05

0.58

0.48

0.13

0.97

0.61

0.86

0.01

0.43

0.25

0.06

0.34

0.51

0.13

0.97

0.58

0.88

0.01

0.46

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

48

34

25

-0.26

-0.54

-0.37

0.21

-0.05

-0.35

-0.46

0.05

-0.49

-0.45

0.19

0

0.04

0.71

0.37

0.1

0.01

0.48

0

0.41

0.19

0

0.04

0.55

0.37

0.1

0.02

0.48

0.01

0.53

51

51

51

51

51

51

51

51

N.A.

N.A.

-0.34

-0.38

-0.35

-0.22

NA

-0.37

-0.49

-0.3

N.A.

N.A.

0.11

0.09

0.09

0.28

N.A.

0.06

0.01

0.15

N.A.

N.A.

0.11

0.06

0.09

0.37

N.A.

0.06

0.01

0.15

N.A.

N.A.

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

30

22

-0.11

-0.26

-0.15

0.31

NA

-0.21

-0.19

0.12

-0.33

-0.37

0.41

0.25

0.4

0.8

N.A.

0.28

0.32

0.57

0.11

0.05

0.43

0.17

0.25

0.75

N.A.

0.15

0.37

0.57

0.27

0.05
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Appendix 3 Supporting documents of chapter 5
Table A3.1 Pearson correlation coefficients of Bioclimatic parameters across the European study area
Layer

Bio
1

Bio
2

Bio
3

Bio
4

Bio
5

Bio
6

Bio
7

Bio
8

Bio
9

Bio
10

Bio
11

Bio
12

Bio
13

Bio
14

Bio
15

Bio
16

Bio
17

Bio
18

Bio
19

Bio 1

1.00

0.46

0.77

-0.59

0.76

0.92

-0.53

0.04

0.83

0.82

0.93

0.07

0.05

-0.03

0.00

0.06

0.04

-0.44

0.31

Bio 2

0.46

1.00

0.45

0.00

0.71

0.23

0.20

0.17

0.38

0.58

0.31

-0.29

-0.25

-0.32

0.16

-0.26

-0.29

-0.42

-0.14

Bio 3

0.77

0.45

1.00

-0.87

0.33

0.89

-0.77

-0.35

0.81

0.34

0.90

0.34

0.27

0.25

-0.08

0.29

0.30

-0.22

0.51

Bio 4

-0.59

0.00

-0.87

1.00

0.05

-0.86

0.97

0.52

-0.70

-0.02

-0.84

-0.52

-0.44

-0.43

0.13

-0.47

-0.48

0.01

-0.61

Bio 5

0.76

0.71

0.33

0.05

1.00

0.44

0.15

0.38

0.52

0.98

0.49

-0.35

-0.31

-0.43

0.15

-0.32

-0.38

-0.61

-0.10

Bio 6

0.92

0.23

0.89

-0.86

0.44

1.00

-0.82

-0.22

0.86

0.53

1.00

0.31

0.25

0.21

-0.09

0.27

0.27

-0.28

0.51

Bio 7

-0.53

0.20

-0.77

0.97

0.15

-0.82

1.00

0.49

-0.62

0.04

-0.78

-0.56

-0.47

-0.50

0.19

-0.50

-0.54

-0.08

-0.62

Bio 8

0.04

0.17

-0.35

0.52

0.38

-0.22

0.49

1.00

-0.36

0.40

-0.21

-0.52

-0.43

-0.40

0.11

-0.45

-0.44

0.01

-0.61

Bio 9

0.83

0.38

0.81

-0.70

0.52

0.86

-0.62

-0.36

1.00

0.55

0.88

0.25

0.20

0.09

-0.02

0.21

0.17

-0.48

0.55

Bio 10

0.82

0.58

0.34

-0.02

0.98

0.53

0.04

0.40

0.55

1.00

0.57

-0.29

-0.26

-0.36

0.11

-0.27

-0.32

-0.57

-0.05

Bio 11

0.93

0.31

0.90

-0.84

0.49

1.00

-0.78

-0.21

0.88

0.57

1.00

0.27

0.23

0.16

-0.05

0.24

0.23

-0.32

0.48

Bio 12

0.07

-0.29

0.34

-0.52

-0.35

0.31

-0.56

-0.52

0.25

-0.29

0.27

1.00

0.93

0.83

-0.20

0.94

0.87

0.58

0.88

Bio 13

0.05

-0.25

0.27

-0.44

-0.31

0.25

-0.47

-0.43

0.20

-0.26

0.23

0.93

1.00

0.64

0.11

0.99

0.68

0.55

0.82

Bio 14

-0.03

-0.32

0.25

-0.43

-0.43

0.21

-0.50

-0.40

0.09

-0.36

0.16

0.83

0.64

1.00

-0.61

0.66

0.98

0.68

0.62

Bio 15

0.00

0.16

-0.08

0.13

0.15

-0.09

0.19

0.11

-0.02

0.11

-0.05

-0.20

0.11

-0.61

1.00

0.10

-0.59

-0.20

-0.10

Bio 16

0.06

-0.26

0.29

-0.47

-0.32

0.27

-0.50

-0.45

0.21

-0.27

0.24

0.94

0.99

0.66

0.10

1.00

0.70

0.56

0.84

Bio 17

0.04

-0.29

0.30

-0.48

-0.38

0.27

-0.54

-0.44

0.17

-0.32

0.23

0.87

0.68

0.98

-0.59

0.70

1.00

0.63

0.69

Bio 18

-0.44

-0.42

-0.22

0.01

-0.61

-0.28

-0.08

0.01

-0.48

-0.57

-0.32

0.58

0.55

0.68

-0.20

0.56

0.63

1.00

0.15

Bio 19

0.31

-0.14

0.51

-0.61

-0.10

0.51

-0.62

-0.61

0.55

-0.05

0.48

0.88

0.82

0.62

-0.10

0.84

0.69

0.15

1.00
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3.2 Pearson correlation coefficients of parameters across the UK study area

Legend for Table A3.2.1 number code for each parameters used in table of Pearson correlation
coefficients
Parameter
description

Parameter
code

Parameter
description

Parameter
code

Parameter
description

Parameter
code

Autumn mean water
temperature

1

Bio 16

11

Orthophosphate
concentration

21

Bio 3

2

Bio 18

12

Ph

22

13

Phalacrocorax carbo
density

23

14

Q10 of annual flow

24

15

Q95 of annual flow

25

Bio 4

3

Bio 5

4

Bio 6

5

Bio 8

6

Calcium
concentration
Chloride
concentration
Copper
concentration

Bio 9

7

Annual average flow

17

Bio 11

8

Land Cover

18

Bio 14

9

Nitrate concentration

19

Bio 15

10

Nitrite concentration

20

BOD

159

16

Spring mean water
temperature
Summer mean water
temperature
Suspended solid
concentration
Total ammonium
concentration
Winter mean water
temperature

26
27
28
29
30

Table 3.2.1 left part Pearson correlation coefficients
Layer

1

1
2

1.00
0.12

3

0.29

4

0.50

5

0.27

6

0.11

7

0.03

8

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.29
0.15

0.50

0.11
0.03

1.00

0.74

0.27
0.09
0.41

0.39
0.04
0.23

0.74
0.41

1.00

0.17

0.17
0.20
0.09

0.29
0.33

0.89

1.00

0.20

0.20

1.00
0.20

12

0.18
0.20
0.23
0.42
0.48
0.46
0.38

1.00
0.02

0.20
0.02

0.39
0.30
0.05
0.22
0.37

0.10
0.09
0.03
0.11
0.04
0.20
0.23
0.28
0.16

0.03
0.11
0.20
0.09

13

0.05

0.11

0.05

0.04

14

0.26

0.07

0.50

0.57

0.14
0.10
0.05
0.15

15

0.25

0.09

0.30

0.38

0.00

0.18

16

0.25
0.01
0.12

0.14

0.21
0.06
0.19

0.33
0.03
0.28

0.09

0.08
0.01
0.12

9
10
11

17
18

2
0.12
1.00
0.15

0.12
0.11

0.10

0.40
0.61
0.41
0.60
0.70

0.29
0.89
0.10
0.30

0.01
0.05

0.18

1.00
0.33
0.05
0.46
0.26
0.40
0.30
0.01
0.33

0.53
0.71
0.64
0.28
0.03
0.43
0.29
0.30
0.17
0.20

0.40

0.05

0.16
0.08
0.37
0.03
0.08
0.12
0.18
0.01
0.12

9
0.30
0.20
0.42
0.61

10
0.05
0.23
0.48
0.41

11
0.22
0.28
0.46
0.60

0.10
0.46

0.30
0.26

0.14
0.40

12
0.37
0.16
0.38
0.70
0.10
0.30

13

14

15

0.05

0.26

0.25

0.11

0.07

0.09

0.05

0.50

0.30

0.04
0.05

0.57
0.15

0.38

0.01
0.03
0.03
0.01

0.33
0.43

0.18
0.29

0.53
0.20

0.71
0.16

0.64
0.08

0.28
0.37

0.04

0.08
0.73
0.56
0.70
0.63

0.12
0.45
0.38
0.46
0.41

1.00

0.61

0.92

0.90

0.61

1.00

0.83

0.50

0.92

0.83

1.00

0.84

0.01
0.01

0.90
0.01
0.73
0.45
0.29
0.05

0.50

1.00

0.01
0.56
0.38
0.36
0.13

0.84
0.01
0.70
0.46
0.36
0.09

0.04
0.63
0.41
0.25
0.02

1.00

0.01

0.20

0.01

1.00

0.40

0.20

0.40

1.00

0.08
0.01

0.21

0.01

0.26
0.08
0.23

0.38
0.01
0.16

0.24

0.29

0.29
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0.00

19

0.16

0.10

0.26

0.33

20

0.18

0.09

0.24

0.27

21

0.27

0.14

0.29

0.40

22

0.02

0.26

0.22

23
24

0.33
0.03

0.07
0.01

25

0.01

26

0.67

27

0.59

0.16
0.06
0.02

0.32
0.09
0.01

28

0.09

0.07

29

0.07

30

0.51

0.09
0.12

0.09

0.09
0.04

0.15
0.17

0.00
0.14

0.21

0.39
0.08

0.02
0.02

0.10
0.03

0.04

0.02

0.01

0.36

0.58

0.21

0.22

0.35
0.04

0.49

0.11

0.33

0.06

0.00

0.08

0.09

0.11
0.01

0.05

0.32

0.34

0.10

0.04
0.14

0.28
0.30
0.33
0.27
0.11
0.16
0.17
0.11
0.21
0.05
0.16
0.23

0.05
0.05
0.13
0.06
0.13
0.02
0.01
0.38
0.25
0.12
0.02
0.42

0.44
0.34
0.47
0.28
0.25
0.01
0.08
0.49
0.48
0.07
0.08
0.09

0.35
0.36
0.42
0.35
0.14
0.09
0.17
0.19
0.26
0.02
0.16

0.43
0.38
0.48
0.34
0.21
0.04
0.13
0.40
0.42
0.06
0.13

0.19

0.02

0.35
0.24
0.40
0.21
0.23
0.02
0.05
0.50
0.44
0.07
0.02
0.24
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0.18

0.46

0.32

0.09

0.36

0.36

0.05
0.17

0.44

0.36

0.37

0.11

0.06
0.02
0.01

0.22
0.11
0.03

0.14
0.03

0.05

0.47

0.33

0.06

0.35

0.31

0.22

0.04

0.18

0.24
0.04

0.08

0.22

0.18

0.04

0.01

Table 3.2.1 right part
16
0.25
0.14
0.21
0.33
0.09

17
0.01
0.12
0.06
0.03

0.38

0.01
0.01
0.17
0.01
0.05
0.13
0.09
0.02
0.01
0.08
0.01

1.00

0.03

0.03
0.21

1.00
0.02

0.08
0.30
0.18
0.29
0.36
0.36
0.25
0.08
0.26

18
0.12
0.11
0.19
0.28
0.05
0.12
0.20
0.12
0.24
0.29
0.29
0.21
0.01
0.23
0.16
0.21
0.02
1.00

19

20

21

22

23

0.16

0.18

0.27

0.02

0.10

0.09

0.14

0.07

0.33
0.01

0.26

0.24

0.29

0.26

0.32

0.33
0.09

0.27
0.04

0.40

0.22
0.14

0.39

0.15
0.28

0.17
0.30

0.21
0.33

0.10
0.11

0.05
0.44
0.35
0.43
0.35

0.05
0.34
0.36
0.38
0.24

0.13
0.47
0.42
0.48
0.40

0.18

0.09

0.05

0.10
0.27
0.06
0.28
0.35
0.34
0.21
0.17

0.46

0.36

0.44

0.37

0.22

0.32

0.36

0.36

0.11

0.14

0.02
0.02
0.11
0.03

0.31
0.05
0.13

0.47
0.04
0.15

0.52

0.11

0.11

0.07
0.17

0.07
0.12

0.13
0.07

0.00

0.02

0.13
0.25
0.14
0.21
0.23
0.06

24
0.03

25

26

27

28

29

30

Layer

0.01

0.67
0.06

0.59
0.02

0.09

0.07

1

0.09

0.36

0.35

0.07
0.04

0.51
0.12

0.08

0.05

3

0.32

4

0.34
0.14

5

0.23

7

0.42
0.09

8

0.19

10
11

0.09
0.09
0.08

0.16
0.01
0.04

0.58

0.49

0.06

0.02
0.03
0.16
0.02
0.01
0.09
0.04

0.02

0.21

0.11

0.11

0.09
0.01

0.01
0.17

0.22
0.11

0.33
0.21

0.00
0.05

0.04
0.16

0.01
0.08
0.17
0.13
0.05
0.01
0.03

0.38
0.49
0.19
0.40
0.50

0.25
0.48
0.26
0.42
0.44

0.12
0.07
0.02
0.06
0.07

0.02
0.08
0.16
0.13
0.02

0.05

0.06

0.22

0.24

0.02
0.24
0.04

0.47

0.35

0.04

0.08

0.18

14

0.01

0.33

0.31

0.18

0.22

0.04

15

0.02

0.05

0.26

0.29

0.12

0.22

16

0.96
0.01

0.94
0.06

0.03
0.17

0.10
0.14

0.07
0.04

0.04
0.11

0.00
0.06
0.05
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2

6

9

12
13

17
18

0.47

0.05
0.04

0.52

0.07

0.11

0.07

0.11

0.13

0.02

0.96

0.05

0.94

0.26

0.03

0.29

0.10

0.12

0.07

0.22

0.04
0.06

0.31

0.00

0.13
0.15
0.17
0.12
0.07
0.01
0.06
0.17
0.14
0.04
0.11
0.05

0.08

0.06
0.05

0.02
0.02

0.20

0.15

0.05

0.20

1.00

0.03

0.08
0.05
0.02

0.15

0.03

0.05

0.28

1.00

0.45

0.35

0.15

0.09

0.28

0.20

0.09

0.14

0.45

1.00

0.46

0.27

0.35

0.46

1.00

0.15

0.27

0.09
0.06
0.02

0.25

0.28

0.09

0.23

0.10

0.31

0.36

0.05

0.09

0.15

0.18

0.10
0.02

0.13
0.06

1.00

0.09

0.16

0.35

0.33

0.02

0.09

0.05

0.09

1.00

0.96

0.00

0.08

0.07

0.04

0.10

0.09

0.16

0.96

1.00

0.06

0.11

0.07

0.25

0.31

0.15

0.35

0.00

0.06

1.00

0.69

0.20

0.28

0.36

0.33

0.08

0.11

0.69

0.09

0.09

0.10

0.02

0.07

0.07

0.14

0.23
0.02

0.13
0.01

0.18
0.02
0.06
0.06

0.09

0.04
0.07

0.05
0.04

0.12

0.17

0.12
0.02
0.01
0.06

19

23

0.05

0.17
0.07
0.04

0.11

0.08

0.47

26

1.00

0.09

0.08

0.04

27

0.11

0.09

1.00

0.08

0.03

28

0.08

0.08

0.08

1.00

0.00

29

0.47

0.04

0.03

0.00

1.00

30
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21
22

24
25

Appendix 3.3 UK climate only model outputs

Table A3.3.1 Parameter contributions for the climate only model fine-tuned for the UK as subset
area
Variable

Percent
contribution

Permutation
importance

Bio 11

3.1

5.8

Bio 16

15.9

27.5

Bio 18

16.4

17.6

Bio 3

21.1

13.0

Bio 4

8.8

2.2

Bio 5

27.6

23.5

Bio 8

5.5

8.1

Bio 9

1.5

2.4

Figure A3.3.1 Suitability estimates for the climate only model fine-tuned for the UK as a subset area
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Appendix 4 Grayling core microbiome
Table A.4 Grayling core microbiome: identified as the genera present in both mouth and gill samples
of the same individual and across mouth samples of different individuals

family

genus

Mouth fish 1
(sample 1.2)
%
contribution

Gill fish 1
(sample 2.2)
%
contribution

Mouth fish 2
(sample 3)
%
contribution

Mycoplasmataceae

Mycoplasma

0.009

0.005

0.006

Xanthomonadaceae

Stenotrophomonas

0.354

0.002

0.637

Pseudomonadaceae

Pseudomonas

0.160

0.658

4.081

Moraxellaceae

Psychrobacter

2.122

1.183

7.362

Moraxellaceae

Acinetobacter

0.104

0.187

5.094

Pasteurellaceae

Haemophilus

0.019

0.001

0.504

Halomonadaceae

Halomonas

1.114

0.006

4.202

Enterobacteriaceae

Trabulsiella

0.083

0.003

1.002

Comamonadaceae

Variovorax

0.068

0.438

0.001

Comamonadaceae

Delftia

0.250

0.011

0.192

Sphingomonadaceae

Sphingomonas

1.523

1.250

0.001

Rhodobacteraceae

Rhodobacter

0.640

3.987

0.256

Rhodobacteraceae

Paracoccus

0.119

0.009

0.417

Rhodobacteraceae

Amaricoccus

0.496

0.009

0.144

Rhizobiaceae

Agrobacterium

0.002

0.003

3.967

Phyllobacteriaceae

Mesorhizobium

0.317

0.311

0.045

Methylobacteriaceae

Methylobacterium

4.654

0.101

0.232

Hyphomicrobiaceae

Rhodoplanes

0.838

0.362

0.004

Hyphomicrobiaceae

Devosia

0.761

0.032

0.006

Brucellaceae

Pseudochrobactrum

2.037

0.036

3.214

Bradyrhizobiaceae

Bradyrhizobium

4.787

1.767

0.396

Bradyrhizobiaceae

Afipia

0.007

0.013

0.028

Caulobacteraceae

Mycoplana

0.003

0.153

11.272

Fusobacteriaceae

Fusobacterium

0.429

0.626

2.073

[Tissierellaceae]

Anaerococcus

0.055

0.244

0.361

Streptococcaceae

Streptococcus

0.453

0.060

0.442

Lactobacillaceae

Lactobacillus

0.031

0.018

7.211

Staphylococcaceae

Staphylococcus

1.000

0.020

0.003

Planococcaceae

Planomicrobium

0.123

0.004

0.035

Sphingobacteriaceae

Sphingobacterium

0.012

0.038

0.334

Flavobacteriaceae

Flavobacterium

0.049

1.387

0.231

[Weeksellaceae]

Chryseobacterium

0.036

3.225

0.108

Prevotellaceae

Prevotella

0.252

0.647

0.001
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Rhodococcus

0.044

0.022

0.223

Micrococcaceae

Renibacterium

0.058

0.004

0.455

Micrococcaceae

Micrococcus

0.247

0.032

2.488

Micrococcaceae

Kocuria

0.187

0.028

0.005

Micrococcaceae

Citricoccus

0.002

0.005

0.001

Micrococcaceae

Arthrobacter

1.335

0.020

1.145

Microbacteriaceae

Microbacterium

0.278

0.022

0.956

Intrasporangiaceae

Kytococcus

0.031

0.013

0.001

Intrasporangiaceae

Knoellia

0.027

0.011

0.550

Intrasporangiaceae

Janibacter

0.671

0.007

0.133

Dietziaceae

Dietzia

0.032

0.044

0.021

Dermabacteraceae

Brachybacterium

0.055

0.011

0.277

Corynebacteriaceae

Corynebacterium

2.432

0.068

7.049

Brevibacteriaceae

Brevibacterium

1.073

0.043

0.810

Deinococcaceae

Deinococcus

1.903

1.547

0.714

Nocardiaceae
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